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1.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
1.1.

INTRODUCTION
This is a report about drugs. At least
that’s how it all started. What has
emerged from this grassroots
research project is a report about
the struggles of mountain people in
northern Thailand. Drugs are not
the central issue. In the popular
imagination, “the Golden Triangle” is
synonymous with opium. But from
the perspective of the hill people,
illegal drugs have never been the
main story. Important, yes. Tragic,
often. But the production, trade and
consumption of drugs were always
tied up with larger questions of
survival, or bak tong: “mouth
stomach.”

This report is the product of a yearlong collaboration between the Swedish NGO Diakonia,
the Unit for Social and Environmental Research of Chiang Mai University, three uplands
NGOs, three uplands villages and a host of other contributors. We call it grassroots research
because principal players in the collection and analysis of data were people living in the
three villages. Teams were organized in each village: youth, women and (male) leaders. The
objective of this project was to help the Swedish‐funded upland NGOs and communities gain
a holistic understanding of the drug problem, and to consider alternatives to authoritarian
prescriptions. That is, if the state example leads to village rules that prescribe tearing down
the houses of petty drug dealers and addicts and driving their families out of the village,
what kind of sustainable alternatives can we offer?1
We all learned many things about drugs in the uplands. Today, the extent and intensity of
drug problems have lessened dramatically. The problems of “mouth stomach,” however, are
still very much with us. In the 1990s and the first few years of this decade, the problem of
drug addiction reached a crisis point among ethnic minority communities in northern
Thailand. For three months in 2003 the entire country, but especially the north, seemed to
explode with the government’s infamous War on Drugs. In January 2006, when we began
this research on drugs, it was as if we were working on a history project. Opium was gone.
So was heroin. No more speed,2 either. Booze was becoming a serious problem, but most
people didn’t immediately connect the word “drugs” with alcohol. (Once we made the
connection explicit, the stories about alcohol abuse began to flow.) Then in August, as we
were wrapping up our field visits, the stories started to filter in. Opium was reappearing.
The old recovering addicts could suddenly find the stuff again. Some of the former dealers,

1

A Thai‐language version of this report has been produced, as well as a video. Please see the cover page for
contact information.
2 In this report, these terms are used synonymously: speed, amphetamines and amphetamine‐type stimulants
(ATS).
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after lying low for years, were becoming bolder. There was even talk of poppies in the
mountains again. Were the bad old days coming back, people wondered?
Probably not. Drugs in the Thai uplands need to be understood in an historical context. By
this we do not mean to imply the usual illogical but widely believed fables of cause and
effect, e.g. the Hmong brought their opium‐growing tradition from China and now Bangkok
school kids are hooked on speed. What we mean to say is that the spread of drugs in the
uplands occurred in a relatively short period of time, coinciding with radical cultural and
socio‐economic change in the mountains. It is wrong to imagine that only persistent police
vigilance and ruthless interdiction will hold back the tidal return of drugs. This report will
make that clear.
Opium was long an important medicinal plant and, later, a cash crop of some families in
some upland villages in some parts of some countries in some historical periods in the
Golden Triangle region (including China). Whereas opium was a fixture of 19th century
European and American medicine and even literature – Coleridge, Poe and Sir Walter Scott
were all junkies – serious addiction to opiates was relatively rare in the uplands until recent
decades. Amphetamine abuse emerged, accelerated and then was violently snuffed out all in
the span of a decade. Hard lessons were learned from these experiences. It is unreasonable
to expect that history will repeat itself unless the police stay hard on their beat.
That is not to say that suppression does not have a role to play. Our experience and past
research demonstrate that state eradication of opium fields played a larger role in the
decline of Thai opium growing than did crop replacement efforts. But the efficacy of armed
suppression is a different question when it comes to addiction and small‐time dealing. These
things are deeply connected to a complex web of livelihood problems in the uplands. Thus
the issue of drugs requires a holistic approach. That need is the genesis of this grassroots
research project about drugs.

1.2.

GRASSROOTS RESEARCH

Standing on the border between research and development, grassroots research is a process
of systematic study of communities, by communities, for communities. This does not refer to
research in rural or poor areas conducted by state officials, university professors or NGO
staffers, though all these actors can help facilitate the process. Grassroots research does not
occur when urban‐based professionals get a little muddy and write reports from the field.
True grassroots research is collection and analysis of data by local people of various
occupations who can expect their livelihoods to be directly affected by development and
refuse to be passive actors. They want to learn what is going on, share what they have
learned with society, and try to determine their own future.
From the beginning we saw this as an experimental process in the development of
grassroots research methods. By experimental we mean that we knew some things were
going to go wrong. Some of our attempts were going to fail, which was okay if we were
willing to learn from our mistakes. The idea was to employ simple but effective methods and
progressive processes. Women and girls would have a prominent place in the project, as
would recovering drug addicts. Oral histories and case studies would amplify the voices of
the marginal. Meticulous documentation would see that these voices would guide the
project. There were numerous field visits and exchanges, in part to build trust and
relationships. In all this, we feel we were successful. Villager evaluations of the project,
while often critical about some aspects, reinforce our positive feelings about the project.
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In other areas we were only partly successful in realizing our ambitious goals for local
participation. The report tries to be honest about the divergence between goals and
outcomes, and makes the point that this 9‐month process has taught everyone involved
some valuable lessons about the enterprise of grassroots research. Pretty much everyone
involved would be eager to continue with it. In total, the USER teams made more than 20
visits to the study villages. In addition, two working group meetings were held in Chiang
Mai. We also conducted interviews and held meetings in the cities of Chiang Rai and Chiang
Mai and in district centers near the field sites. The lessons learned by all of us were critically
important to the success of further grassroots research. These are documented in an annex
on methodology.
Our specific brief was to consider the inter‐linkages between drugs and several priority
issues, namely rights, poverty, health (especially HIV‐AIDS), migration and human
trafficking. These five issues we came to call the Diakonia “pentagonal lens”. But for this
project to be participatory, we needed to give the village research teams some latitude in
choosing their own topics. They did this, choosing a range of topics that related in some way
or other with drugs: access to education, challenges facing new families, struggles with
politics and economy. By examining these issues through the pentagonal lens prescribed by
Diakonia, we were able to achieve a better understanding of the complexity of the drug
problem in upland communities.
The paper is organized in this way: after introducing the project with sections on scope and
methods and background, we look at each village in turn. Within each village, we look at the
research topics of each working group, including case studies of local people. We then
analyze the situation through the Diakonia pentagonal lens and focus on priority issues.
Finally, we conclude with key findings and recommendations.

NOTE: This is a report about the illicit
business of drugs, so it is important that the
grassroots researchers, interview subjects
and the communities remain anonymous.
We do not mention the villages by name in
this report. We refer to them as “the Akha
village” or the “Karen study village,” etc. The
names of the subjects of the case studies are
fictitious.

1.3.

THE FIELD

There were three principal field sites in this project: Three hilltribe villages – a Karen village
in west‐central Chiang Mai Province, an Akha village in northwestern Chiang Rai Province
and a Lahu village in southwest Chiang Rai Province.
Like any village in the real world, the study villages are not necessarily representative of any
ethnic group or of upland people as a whole. Any study looking at just a few villages will
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have a problem extending lessons from these cases to a general environment. That is, to
what extent are our cases unique, or “outliers”? On the other hand, any study with a large
number of villages would lose the depth and detail of a study like this one. We have relied on
several loose methods to “test” how representative the villages are. First, we asked the
villagers themselves how unique they thought their village was. How it might differ from,
say, a nearby Akha village. We asked indigenous activists, the leaders of the upland NGOs in
the study, and urban‐based experts. And we relied a great deal on our own years of
experience in a wide range of upland and lowland communities in northern Thailand. And in
the end, we tried to plot these communities in a certain typology of upland villages.
For example, in the expanse of mountains that the Sgaw Karen, or Pakanyaw call home in
northern Thailand, we can generalize and say that there are two main types of villages:
larger official villages with decent access to infrastructure, state services and markets, and
small isolated “satellite” villages in the middle of the forest with bad access to all the above.
The bigger villages often have relatively ample wet‐rice land but low biodiversity in the
nearby forest. The smaller villages are more dependent on dry hill rice, but the forest is in
better shape. Our Karen study village is of the smaller type, and much of what we have to
say about it is relevant to the perhaps thousands of similarly situated Karen villages.
The Akha village, on the other hand, is unusual in many respects. It is located in the
lowlands, close to many institutions and markets, and has a history of collaboration with
NGOs and academics. Problems with citizenship and the forest department are far fewer
than is normal for Akha villages in Chiang Rai. For these and other reasons, the conditions
there are much different than the smaller, more troubled Akha villages dotting the Burmese
border. While this is true, the past drug problems in the Akha study village were severe. The
village’s success in addressing them in a non‐violent and arguably sustainable way is
discussed in this paper. These lessons are generally relevant to Akha and other upland
communities.
The Lahu village is said to be fairly typical for that group in Thailand. Most of the villagers
were born in Burma and came to Thailand for reasons related to that country’s troubles
with violence and poverty. A significant minority still does not have citizenship and suffers
the attendant disadvantages. Disunity and religious factionalism are serious problems and
confound cooperation to deal with local issues. At least half the villagers own no land and
are vulnerable to the vagaries of the labor market. On the other hand, they’re a congenial lot,
like Lahu around the country, and one feels welcome in their homes. The women are
outspoken, though apparently marginalized in local decision making. If the Lahu village is
unusual, it is that the alcohol problem there is more severe than the norm for Lahu villages.
Alcohol abuse was an issue of particular concern with the women participants in the project.
In all, we try to explain how the lessons learned from these communities are common to
other upland communities, and try to be honest where we feel they diverge from larger
patterns.

1.4.

FINDINGS

One chief finding contradicts the mainstream view of drugs in Thailand. The orthodoxy
implies that the drug problem originates in the mountains, or along the border. The
hilltribes are the problem. Opium is grown there, heroin and speed manufactured there, and
then it flows downhill. We found that the problem actually flowed uphill. It was urban and
international demand for drugs, state policies and distant crime networks that fueled the
late‐20th century crisis with illicit drugs. The upland people were caught in the middle.
10
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Locally, opium only really became a problem as socio‐economic changes were forced upon
the mountains and outside drug demand and policies changed. Golden Triangle figures like
Khun Sa and the Wa Army responded to these changes with production for eager markets of
heroin and amphetamines. The heroin plague in the mountains only emerged years after it
was an established problem in places like New York, Hong Kong and Bangkok. While speed
was a serious problem in lowland Thailand, it was much less so in the mountains. Doctors in
the study areas generally said uplanders came seeking treatment for opiates, while lowland
Thais came for problems with speed. The idea that speed‐addled hilltribe people were
corrupting the nation was always a myth. Now we understand that better.
This is not to suggest that the drug problem was insignificant in the three villages. The
situation in the 1980s and 1990s was especially severe, as heroin joined opium to turn a
long‐standing social problem into an epidemic. The national appetite for amphetamines in
the 90s and early part of this decade positioned the unfortunate uplanders between
Burmese supply and Thai demand; many hilltribe people got caught up in the business.
Current supply and demand of this drug means the uplands are not in the clear yet, but our
local partners were unanimous in the view that the current situation is radically improved
from the past.
How? Another key finding of this study is that two of the three study villages made real
progress in kicking their drug problems through a combination of factors, none of which
involved violent interdiction by the state. Part of the story is that all the communities were
just exhausted and traumatized. They wanted their nightmare to end. The other part of the
story is a combination of enlightened outside intervention and local leadership. Harm
reduction programs offered alternatives informed by close study of the local situation. In the
Akha village, an Australian researcher with funds from Canberra joined hands with the
district hospital and local people to pioneer programs in needle exchange and methadone.
These programs made big strides in helping to reduce the spread of addiction and HIV, as
well as the harm caused by opiates addiction. In the Karen village, the Diakonia‐funded Thai
Tribal Narcotics Detoxification and Rehabilitation Project (TTNDRP) worked with
recovering addicts to wean them from their long‐term dependence on opiates. In both
villages, the local teams felt strongly confident that the worst of the drug mess was behind
them.
On the other hand, the Lahu village was plagued with drugs until the Thaksin
administration’s storm troopers marched in. It was a violent scene there, but our local team
said they welcomed the 2003 war on drugs because it brought them some respite from the
dealers and junkies. We don’t believe the change is sustainable in the Lahu village, however.
The change was externally imposed with no local participation. As the government’s
attention wanes and turns elsewhere, as it inevitably does, there is no local foundation to
maintain the peace. Already, as the project finished, our local friends warned us that drugs
were back.
Other problems, however, remain in all three villages. In general, we have come to better
understand that chief problems in the uplands are bigotry and discrimination. Upland
minorities are less likely than lowlanders to have land title, decent farmland and access to
state services like health care. Their schools are likely to be worse than the mainstream.
They are treated worse by state officials, especially those responsible for social control like
the Interior Ministry or police. They have even fewer opportunities to participate in policies
or decisions that affect their lives than the majority of Thais. Their young are more likely to
get stuck with the most dangerous or low‐paying urban employment, competing with even
worse‐exploited migrants from Burma.
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But one of the most worrying issues that emerged from this study is the lack of innovative or
progressive ideas about alternatives to this sorry state of affairs. The leaders of the Akha
village excepted, the local proposals eerily mirror the state’s: ban alcohol, destroy drug
dealers’ homes, impose stiffer penalties. The proposals for positive action also rely on state
magnanimity: build new roads, reform the schools, give us back our land. The grievances are
real, but the prescriptions offered are too often either scary or just impossible. There is a
real need for more serious, and participatory, problem analysis and a real need for new
thinking about how to move ahead.
Another key finding of the study is that a progressive way forward will rely on more space
being opened for women and girls in development and decision‐making. Across the board in
this study, the concerns and recommendations of men and women differed dramatically.
(This is also true, as one could imagine, across generations.) This is unlikely to be a shocking
revelation to the reader, but it is important to note that the concerns of women tend to be
more closely aligned with progressive thinking about development: Food security,
education and family health – not roads, policies and crop prices. The authors of this report
also believe the women’s concerns are ones that are more readily and sustainably addressed
through a combination of local initiative and developer intervention.
And the struggle of upland girls to come of age in a world of grim choices has to be a chief
priority of any intervention. The strong participation of the youth groups in each village
shed light on many of the problems they face. These are elaborated in each village section,
with the recommendations geared toward their particular needs.

1.5.

RECOMMENDATIONS

There is a wide range of problems facing upland peoples in Thailand. There is an even wider
range of ways to address these problems. We have chosen three areas of recommendation in
this section: 1) agroecology, 2) alternative education, and 3) harm reduction. This is
somewhat arbitrary, of course. Why did we not choose job training, defense of human rights
activists or free healthcare for all? These are valid but also arbitrary choices, among scores
of issues and ideas that might or might not help the situation. From our experience in and
out of the project villages, we find the three topics we have chosen to be the most urgent
and practical.
Two points should be made before we elaborate. First, the issue of structural discrimination
is paramount, but curiously, came up infrequently in interviews. The three issues we
explore below illuminate the problem of discrimination most clearly. For instance, the vast
majority of land in the north enclosed by the state for putative conservation reasons is in
territory inhabited by upland minorities. In the official view, mountains are state property,
pure and simple. Areas inhabited by lowland Thai are far less likely to be “protected”. This
fact has many implications for upland security, livelihoods and true environmental
protection.
Another example: The quality of education in Thai schools is generally bad. It’s much worse
in ethnic communities, where the language, narratives, values and lessons are too often
alien to the cultures of the students. Another example: Thailand’s military solutions to drug
problems disproportionately target ethnic minorities. The violence of the drug war was
worse in the uplands, disregard for human dignity more offensive. Read the full report for
cases to illustrate the problem of discrimination.
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The second point before we briefly elaborate the three recommendations is the matter of
scale. We have consciously eschewed making recommendations about national policy. This
is a grassroots research project, and we should stay as close to the roots as possible. So
when we make recommendations, it is in three areas: 1) what communities can do without
any outside help; 2) what their indigenous NGOs and foreign friends can do to help these
local efforts; and 3) what they can all do in the area of advocacy, especially with line‐level
state agencies and locally elected government. We want our recommendations to be
grounded in the realm of reality, and therefore we have little to say about the state policy
level as it pertains to indigenous people.
And given the military’s seizure of power in September 2006, we all see more clearly how
ephemeral things like state policy can be, anyway.

1.5.1. POLITICAL AGROECOLOGY
Why agro‐ecology? First, the security of the upland people is tied to the land. That does not
mean all uplanders are farmers. Indeed, most young people are turning their backs on the
land as fast as they can – or would if they could. We feel this is an extremely dangerous
trend. We do not argue that upland people should stay put on the farm and eschew urban
options. We argue that pursuing the latter should not mean abandoning the land. When
upland people give up their land – through oppression, deceit or preference – they subject
themselves to the tyranny of the Thai labor market. Tyranny? That is not too strong a word
to describe the labor context facing upland people: structural discrimination, miserable
wages, illegal immigration from Burma, weak labor laws and official corruption, non‐
existent uplands labor organization and a range of dangerous employment options … the list
can go on. Agricultural conditions are quite grim, too, but it would be best to maintain some
agrarian options rather than surrender to the labor market.
But what of the environment? Aren’t uplands people criticized for unsustainable farming
practices? Yes, and justifiably so in many cases. The hypocrisy of it, however, is that nearly
everyone at work in the mountains is doing so unsustainably. Elite examples like state‐
sponsored agriculture projects, private farms and resorts offer almost no sustainable
solutions for upland minorities in terms of ecological sustainability or social justice. But we
do feel that there are many people working in the uplands, from individual farmers to
private organizations, who hold various pieces of the agroecological puzzle. We believe
upland farmers can feed their families and earn modest incomes while simultaneously
respecting ecological functions and biodiversity. This is elaborated below.

1.5.2. ALTERNATIVE EDUCATION
Our second suite of recommendations involves education. This word is the great fallback
option for people with few ideas. Throw up your arms and chant “education” three times.
Everything will get better. If only the poor were better educated, they would be kinder to
the environment, earn more money and stop beating their wives. But such thinking confuses
real learning with the institutional warehousing of the young. “Education” is too often code
for political indoctrination, the creation of good consumers, or simply a way to keep kids out
of trouble. Certainly real learning – especially social learning in which communities
experiment, learn from mistakes and adapt to change – is desirable. But that is not what
happens in state schools in the uplands. From the information gathered in the three villages,
from our years of experience in schools in Thailand, and from the counsel of other
knowledgeable people, we can only conclude that the state schools of Thailand are failing
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the upland people. Schools are bad enough throughout most of the country, but they’re even
worse in the mountains.
Let’s say that again: the state schools of Thailand are failing the nearly one million upland
minority people. Structurally, the Thai school system is designed – or at least it functions as
if by design – to reproduce social hierarchy. In the better urban schools, the classes are
segregated through a social tracking system. At the top are the “king’s” classes, with
students bound for university and the professions or business. At the bottom, well … let’s
not dwell on what awaits them. But that’s not the bottom! Most Thais leave school after the
primary level. The rural schools that produce these citizens are sometimes small and lovely
with dedicated teachers, but they are substandard compared with the good urban schools.
The schools on the margin – in the dirt poor corners of the northeast, in the Muslim fishing
villages along the southern coast, and in the mountains of the north – these are worse. Let us
keep in mind, also, that the vast majority of people that emerge from all but the best urban
schools are legally barred from holding national‐level public office. (The 1997 constitution
requires parliament members to hold at least a bachelor’s degree.)
One thing that our village colleagues had in common was their discouragement with the
local schools. The teachers were rarely there, the children spent years in the classroom with
no discernable improvement, the “hidden” costs go up with no improvement in quality, little
equipment or material, and on and on. When asked what could be done, however, the
villagers merely ask the state to make better on its promise to provide free quality
education to all its people, to live up to its constitutional mandate. Or at least just make the
schools a bit better. We fear that they will wait until the end of time for that promise to be
kept.
Yet we all agree that learning is important. If the system is failing, we must find alternatives.
This does not preclude work at the state policy level, but we leave that for more hopeful
people (or those who prefer life in Bangkok). Advocacy is a different matter, and we have
some thoughts on that below. The Lahu mothers who are so angry about their children’s
education need help remonstrating with the local school. If they want it, they should be
helped in the development of strategies and tools for peaceful, positive and culturally
appropriate civil disobedience. (There is already talk of demonstrations, which are not
always peaceful or positive.) But first such advocacy needs a foundation of productive local
initiative coupled with external seed capital, know‐how and access to networks.
That is where alternative education comes in: e.g. early childhood development in the
mother language, adult literacy, after‐school peer tutoring, HIV‐AIDS and human rights
education courses, various opportunities for creative expression and hands‐on activities,
nature study, etc. (Religious instruction could very well play a part in this; but “alternative”
should not be seen as shorthand for “Bible”.) There are examples in the hills of upland
people who accept that the local school is a dead‐end for their children. Hoping that it will
get better is no strategy for them. This realization needs to be disseminated. Operating
private schools in Thailand is not an easy option, but unlike its neighbors, it is a possibility.
That is not to say that the first step is to build new schools, nor that parents should
immediately withdraw their children from school. There are many small, feasible, low‐cost
steps that can be taken, with the advocacy strategy of putting the state schools on notice: We
are creating an alternative to you. If you want our “business”, you have to improve. Some
small steps in the context of the study villages are discussed below.
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1.5.3. HARM REDUCTION
Finally, we talk about harm reduction as an alternative approach to drug problems,
especially alcohol. Harm reduction thinking accepts that drug use is a fixture of modern life.
It can be mitigated – should be mitigated! – but not “wiped out” or otherwise addressed
through the metaphors of war. The failure of the American model and its emergent prison‐
industrial complex3 should serve as a cautionary tale for Thailand. The warehousing of
Native Americans on reservations and African Americans in prisons (and miserable schools)
is a lesson that should be taken very seriously by upland people and their advocates. The
violence of the disgraced Thaksin regime’s approach was disproportionately aimed at
minority people. The percentage of upland people in jail for drug offenses is
disproportionately high. Violent interdiction in the context of social injustice will only work
against upland people.
And of course, it is unsustainable. In the Lahu case the Thaksin war on drugs did provide
some breathing room for mothers and children by shutting down shooting galleries and
small‐time dope peddlers. But this could prove to be short‐lived. Anyway, the situation
shifted quite seamlessly to a bad problem with alcohol and its attendant ills like domestic
violence and poor health. Prohibition of alcohol is an even worse idea than prohibition of
drugs, but that is the usual recommendation. In the tiny isolated Karen village, it might be
possible to outlaw production and consumption of alcohol, but that’s an extreme case. The
Lahu women’s group suggests similar regulation, but it is very hard to imagine it being
successful. Drinkers will find a way around the law, and usually in a way that is detrimental
to their own health (e.g. moonshine adulterated with embalming fluid) and to society’s (e.g.
violence‐ridden black markets). But beyond matters of efficacy, why should an adult’s right
to have a beer or two be revoked by any party, including the state? What is needed is a
system to minimize alcohol abuse and the inappropriate behavior linked to it.
That is the role of harm reduction: concrete and realistic steps to improve a problem with
social issues like substance abuse and prostitution. No one is saying “Stop now, or else!”
They are saying, try to stop, but if you can’t stop then try to do less and in a way that is safer
for you and your community. And if you want to try to stop, we can help. The approach of
harm reduction is most effective at the grassroots level, in the family and community. The
state can help with education and funding, but its role should largely be a passive one. Don’t
lock people up for selling sex or small quantities of drugs. Don’t lock people up for brewing
moonshine. Don’t spend millions of dollars on misguided and downright stupid propaganda.
Don’t tell your police to shoot junkies in the head to meet your blacklist quota. And don’t
raise the minimum age for purchasing alcohol to 25 – the most recent policy idea to emerge
from the current military government. Such policies can only make the problem worse.
We encountered several promising examples of harm reduction during this research. The
methadone program at the Akha village was likely a main factor in the reduction of both the
number of drug users and HIV infection in the community. It was also instrumental in
improving the quality of life of the families of drug addicts. The alternative detoxification
center servicing the Karen study community was also credited by the villagers with helping
the community drastically reduce a once very serious opiates problem. This was done
without state or local coercion. In the city, the Chiang Mai University Research Institute for
Health Sciences is doing exciting work with young speed addicts. The study villages and

3

See Schlosser, Eric. 1998. "The Prison‐Industrial Complex". The Atlantic Monthly. December.
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other villages could benefit from a process of mutual exchange, networking and
experimentation amongst these good examples.
The big question now is about alcohol. Very few examples exist of progressive approaches to
the abuse of alcohol in Thailand. Very few studies have been done. The issue apparently has
only recently been seen as a serious social problem – unfortunately with predictable
authoritarian approaches from the state. But harm reduction advocates in Thailand argue
that their approach is the most suitable for alcohol abuse. And of course, the success of
operations like Alcohol Anonymous in the West offers potential material for developing
culturally appropriate responses in the Golden Triangle. So, the need is there, knowledge
and approaches exist, local experts are aware, but little activity is afoot. This is prime
territory for enlightened intervention by donors and developers concerned with the welfare
of upland minorities.

1.6.

CONCLUDING REMARK

Despite worrying headlines as this project drew to a close in late 2006, we believe the bad
old days of drugs will not be repeated. However, the situation may shift into new and
unexpected phases. Alcohol abuse today could foreshadow a far more serious problem
tomorrow. High‐risk behavior of youthful migrants in the city might trigger a new wave of
HIV‐AIDS. Whatever the case, the three villages in this study clearly demonstrate that other,
deeper, problems persist: discrimination, state seizures of hilltribe farm land, miserable
quality of education, cultural crisis, and marginalization of women and girls. Clearly, law
enforcement won’t work alone. A holistic approach is required.
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2.

INTRODUCTION
In the popular imagination, “the
Golden Triangle” is synonymous
with illegal drugs. The place where
Burma, Laos and Thailand come
together is a land of drug growers,
drug runners, and drug addicts. But
people familiar with the region
know that the illicit drug business is
just one of many problems. The
long‐struggling people of the hills
are not defined by the single word,
“drugs.” Their stories are rich,
complex,
sometimes
hopeful,
sometimes tragic. There are no
simple
explanations
or
prescriptions.
But still the stereotypes endure.
When it comes to drugs, the hilltribe
people are the problem.

This report seeks to explode that
myth. What began in January 2006 as a study about drugs in northern Thailand has emerged
as a report about the struggles of mountain people.4 Drugs are not the central issue, and
they never were. To the hill people, the production, trade and consumption of drugs were
always tied up with larger questions of survival.
Today, the extent and intensity of drug problems have lessened dramatically. The problems
of survival, however, are still very much with us. In the 1990s and the first few years of this
decade, the problem of drug addiction reached a crisis point among ethnic minority
communities in northern Thailand. For three months in 2003 the entire country, but
especially the north, seemed to explode with the government’s infamous War on Drugs. In
January 2006 when we began this research on drugs, it was as if we were working on a
history project. Opium was gone. So was heroin. No more speed, either. Booze was becoming
a serious problem, but most people didn’t immediately connect the word “drugs” with
alcohol. (Once we made the connection explicit, the stories about alcohol abuse began to
flow.) Then in August, as we were wrapping up our field visits, the stories started to filter in.
Opium was reappearing. The old recovering addicts could suddenly find the stuff again.
Some of the former dealers, after lying low for years, were becoming bolder. There was even
talk of poppies in the mountains again. Were the bad old days coming back, people
wondered?

4

In this report, the following terms are used synonymously: mountain people, hilltribes, uplanders, and upland
ethnic minorities. Some commentators have reservations about the use of the term “hilltribe” because the
uplanders of Southeast Asia do not fit the New World model of indigenous tribes with an historical association
to particular territories. And the translation in Thai, chao khao, can carry with it negative connotations. On the
other hand, “hilltribe” is the term most commonly used by observers of the Thai uplands. It does not carry a
negative connotation in English.
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Maybe, maybe not. That’s not the sort of answer the reader wants to see in this report, but
that is what we have to offer. To say that the issue is complex might seem like a cliché, or an
evasion. But it is also true. We will offer a few general propositions derived from the field. In
many ways, the findings from the three study villages shed light on the overall situation in
the Thai uplands. But in many other ways, our communities are exceptional. We will not try
to convince the reader otherwise. We will try to be forthcoming where our findings deviate
from larger patterns.
Drugs in the Thai uplands need to be understood in an historical context. By this we do not
mean to imply the usual illogical but widely believed fables of cause and effect, i.e. the
Hmong brought their opium‐growing tradition from China and now Bangkok school kids are
hooked on speed. What we mean to say is that the spread of drugs in the uplands occurred
in a very short period of time, coinciding with radical cultural and socio‐economic change in
the mountains. It is wrong to imagine that only persistent police vigilance and ruthless
interdiction will hold back the tidal return of drugs. This report will make that clear.
Opium was long an important medicinal plant and, later, a cash crop of some families in
some upland villages in some parts of some countries in some historical periods in the
Golden Triangle region (including China). Whereas opium was a fixture of 19th century
European and American medicine and even literature – Coleridge, Poe and Sir Walter Scott
were all junkies – serious addiction to opiates was relatively rare in the uplands until recent
decades. Amphetamine abuse emerged, accelerated and then was snuffed out all in the span
of a decade. Hard lessons were learned from these experiences. It is unreasonable to expect
that history will repeat itself unless the police stay hard on their beat.
That is not to say that suppression does not have a role to play. Our experience and past
research demonstrate that state eradication of opium fields played a bigger role in the
decline of Thai opium growing than did crop replacement efforts (Rutherford et al, 2005).
But the efficacy of armed suppression is a different question when it comes to addiction and
small‐time dealing. These things are deeply connected to a complex web of livelihood
problems in the uplands. Thus the issue of drugs requires a holistic approach. That need is
the genesis of this grassroots research project about drugs.
This report is the product of a yearlong collaboration between the Swedish NGO Diakonia,
the Unit for Social and Environmental Research of Chiang Mai University, three uplands
NGOs, three uplands villages and a host of other contributors. We call it grassroots research
because principal players in the collection and analysis of data were people living in the
three villages. Without them, outsider attempts to make sense of the drug situation would
have been impossible. The skeptic might well ask if villagers would be willing to shed clear
light on a murky subject like drugs. Disentangling facts from propaganda is certainly a
principal challenge in participatory research. To that end, teams were organized in each
village: youth, women and (male) leaders. The diversity of viewpoints amongst these groups
give us confidence that our data is quite strong. And the USER team has experience in drugs
research in upland villages; we have a keen sense of smell when it comes to the
masquerading of garlic for roses.
The objective of this project was to help the Swedish‐funded upland NGOs and communities
gain a holistic understanding of the drug problem, and to consider alternatives to
authoritarian prescriptions. That is, if the state example leads to village rules that prescribe
tearing down the houses of petty drug dealers and addicts and driving their families out of
the village, what kind of sustainable alternatives can we offer?
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Our specific brief was to consider the inter‐linkages between drugs and several priority
issues, namely rights, poverty, health (especially HIV‐AIDS), migration and human
trafficking. These five issues we came to call the Diakonia “pentagonal lens”. (See section 3.2.
for the project scope and section 4 for some background on these issues in northern
Thailand.) But for this project to be participatory, we needed to give the village research
teams some latitude in choosing their own topics (again see section 3.2.). They did this,
choosing a range of topics that related in some way or other with drugs: access to education,
challenges facing new families, struggles with politics and economy. By examining these
issues through the pentagonal lens prescribed by Diakonia, we were able to achieve a better
understanding of the complexity of the drug problem in upland communities.
We have organized this paper in this way: after introducing the project with sections on
scope and methods and background, we look at each village in turn. Within each village, we
look at the research topics of each working group, including case studies of local people. We
then analyze the situation through the Diakonia pentagonal lens and focus on priority
issues. Finally, we conclude with key findings and recommendations.

BOX 1: PROJECT OVERVIEW
WHO: This project was supported by Diakonia‐Thailand, with funds from the Swedish
International Development Agency (SIDA). It was managed by Chiang Mai University’s Unit
for Social and Environmental Research (USER). A total of six present and former USER staff
was closely involved with the project at different stages. Two Chiang Mai University
graduate students served as principal investigators in the last half of the project. Two
people helped with the literature review. Two indigenous women visited two of the sites to
gather data specific to the women’s groups.
Several other organizations were involved in the project. The three principal partners ‐‐
indigenous organizations which are part of Diakonia’s northern Thai network ‐‐ were:
Organization

Director

Akha Kinship and Holistic Alternatives (AKHA) Foundation

Yos Kukaeokasem

Thai‐Lahu Foundation

Praseng Nakeeree

Thai Tribal Narcotics Detoxification and Rehabilitation Project Nohan Arkniyarn
(TTNDRP)

Grassroots research teams: This was the principal innovation of the project and the key to
its success. Each of the three NGOs organized a village research team, which in turn were
divided into three groups each: youth, women and policy groups. The nearly two dozen
active members of the local research teams were indispensable to the success of this
project. (See section 3.2. for more on the project structure.)
Beyond this, we received help from the staff of several organizations and individuals in
facilitation, consulting, translation and layout. We would like to thank the staffs of the
Inter‐mountain Peoples Education and Cultural Training (Impect) network and the
Indigenous Knowledge and People Network (IKAP), as well as the staff and volunteers at
the Baan Rak Pheuan drop‐in center of the Chiang Mai University Research Institute for
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Health Sciences (RIHS).
WHAT: This project is part of Diakonia’s Golden Triangle Program. The aim of this project,
as stated in the terms of reference, was to study the root causes of problems with drugs
(including alcohol) in upland communities in the Golden Triangle. To do this, researchers
were to consider the interactions between drugs and other priority issues. These were to
include, but not be limited to, lack of rights, poverty, HIV‐AIDS and other health issues,
migration and human trafficking. One team was assigned to cover the Burmese side of the
border, and we covered the Thai side. This report covers the Thai side.
In order to give the local teams more freedom in choosing the specific research topic of
each group, each group was asked to choose their own specific subject, anything they
thought was important (and related in some way to drugs). Subjects chosen included
education, poverty and economic problems.
WHY: (Copied from TOR between Diakonia and USER) Diakonia wanted to “deepen the
understanding of the linkages between issues affecting the drugs situation in communities
in which Diakonia’s partners are active.
“(Golden Triangle Program) partners belong to the target group themselves; they know the
immediate problems very well, but sometimes lack more systematic research (data and
statistics) and analysis of the root causes behind the illicit‐drug related problems.
“Looking at the illicit‐drug related problems in the target communities the experience is
that the drug problem more often can be considered a symptom than the root cause in the
affected villages. During the last few decades there have been a number of different
development initiatives, carried out by International NGOs and international agencies, to
prevent alcohol abuse, illicit drug production and trafficking. There have also been a
number of different initiatives taken to combat the HIV/AIDS epidemic and concerns such
as human trafficking, which also often affect the same communities. Projects are often
initiated by outsiders and not by the target groups themselves. Often the projects are not
coordinated and every problem is handled as an isolated situation, instead of a more
comprehensive approach leading to more sustainable changes for the target
communities.”
We might add that the efforts to tackle drugs by the Thai authorities (and ones
unfortunately being mimicked by neighboring countries) have been misguided and
sometimes excessively violent. The futile goal of “wiping out” or waging “war” against
drugs results in unsustainable programs and waste of money. And as models for
community initiatives, they are dangerous. The need for holistic alternatives is obvious.
WHEN: January through December, 2006
WHERE: Three hilltribe villages: a Karen village in west‐central Chiang Mai Province, an
Akha village in northwestern Chiang Rai Province and a Lahu village in southwest Chiang
Rai Province. We also conducted interviews and held meetings in the cities of Chiang Rai
and Chiang Mai and in district centers near the field sites.
(In the interest of research ethics and the peace of mind of the local researchers, we do not
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use the names of the villages or the people involved.)
HOW: This was a collaborative effort between Chiang Mai University researchers,
indigenous NGO workers and upland villagers (including leaders, farmers, and students). It
was a pilot study in grassroots research, a form of participatory action research. The goal
was to develop and employ a research process that emphasized diversity and giving voice
to marginal people. (See section 3.2. and Annex 3 for the research methods.) The outcome
was something less than expected in terms of the ambitious goals of the project, but still
something in which everyone involved could take some pride.
USER research teams visited each village seven times over the course of the project, for a
total of more than 20 field visits. Activities included a scope and method workshop in each
village, joint interviewing sessions, inter‐ethnic working group meetings in Chiang Mai, and
interviews with officials and other sources in district and provincial centers in both
provinces.
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3.
3.1.

SCOPE AND METHOD

SCOPE – WHAT THE REPORT IS ABOUT AND
WHAT IT IS NOT ABOUT
From the beginning, the study was
supposed to be about drugs … but
not just about drugs. The inclusion
of a host of other subjects pushed
the limits of the scope of the project
to perhaps ridiculous dimensions.
On the other hand, the breadth of
the enquiry helped illuminate issues
that might have otherwise escaped
our attention.

From the beginning, the idea was to
use drugs as a point of entry into the
life struggles of upland people. More
specifically, the aim of this project
was “to study the root causes of
problems with drugs (including
alcohol) in upland communities in
Burma and Thailand.”5 To do this,
researchers were to consider the interactions between drugs and other priority issues.
These were to include, but not be limited to, lack of rights, poverty, HIV‐AIDS and other
health issues, migration and human trafficking. One team was assigned to cover the
Burmese side of the border, and we covered the Thai side.
Now, either side of the border obviously involves a lot of ground and a lot of people. On the
Thai side, estimates of upland minorities run as high as a million people. To focus, we
partnered with three indigenous NGOs in northern Thailand (see Box 1). We asked the
partners to recommend villages (or village clusters, in the case of the Karen). Our criteria
were not particularly stringent. The study villages needed to have a history of drug
problems, not be too dangerous to visit and be willing to talk about drugs. The partners
recommended the villages and asked local leaders to recruit participants. (See Annex 3 for
an elaboration of the project methodology).

3.1.1. DRUGS
An early and persistent challenge involved the main topic of research: illicit drugs. Talking
about illegal activities is difficult, even under the best conditions. Think about it. When you
meet new people, do you really want to start the conversation with questions about illegal
drugs? Given a choice, the villagers would have chosen other topics.6 And of course, because

5
6

Project Terms of Reference.
Having a say in the choice of research topics is one of the main criteria in judging whether research qualifies as
participatory or not. Thus we must admit that this project did not completely qualify. Read further for our
efforts to mitigate that problem.
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our focus was to be holistic, they were given a choice and we did talk about many other
things.
But for the sake of conceptual clarity and the authors’ sanity, we had to keep steering things
back to drugs. And that posed several problems. First, we were outsiders. To many villagers,
especially those with experience of being bullied by state officials, the distinction between
different categories of “outsiders” is far from clear. One of the problems of the big opium
replacement projects in the past was their failure to clearly distinguish themselves from the
“other guys” – the opium eradicators (Rutherford et al, 2004). In some cases, the developers
and the eradicators were actually the same, the Office of the Narcotics Control Board
(ONCB). What about us? Were we really who we said we were?
From the beginning, we had to constantly reiterate that we were not interested in names or
addresses. We did not want to know who used to sell drugs. We did not want a list of names
of addicts. The grassroots research teams were not to write down the names or addresses of
their interviewees. We would take pains to hide the identities of all the subjects in this
study. But of course we did want to know the stories about addiction, stories about mules
and dealers. We wanted oral histories about drugs and case studies to illuminate the main
patterns. So the researchers were not to avoid sensitive issues, but were to be careful to
protect their sources and themselves.
This research was not about compiling statistics on drug production, trade or addiction. The
reader interested in such things will be disappointed, though they will find some statistics
from the ONCB in Annex 1. We were more interested in larger patterns. Some of our
questions were:
 What sorts of drugs were produced, traded and used in the community and its
surrounding area?
 What periods of time were important? That is, change seemed to be punctuated rather
than gradual. We wanted to know how sudden change in the village related to larger
events or trends.
 What were the major changes in drug trends? What was responsible for the changes?
 What were the causes of drug problems, according to villagers and experts? (What were
the roots?)
 What were the impacts of drug problems? (e.g. is poverty better seen as a cause or effect
of drugs?)
 What do people propose as sustainable solutions to drug problems?

3.1.2. DIAKONIA PENTAGONAL LENS
We knew going into the project that drugs were not the key issue in the uplands. It was a
starting hypothesis that the roots of the drug problem ran deep and were too often
unheeded in attempts to address the problem. The terms of reference were explicit. There
were five key issues to be addressed, to see how they link to drugs: rights, poverty, health
(especially HIV‐AIDS), migration and human trafficking. It was obvious to the donors, USER
and the communities that these were important issues, each linked to drugs in some way.
The linkages, however, were hardly clear.
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For example, the more facile connections are dubious: people without citizenship cards have
fewer economic options, thus they sell drugs. Poor people are demoralized and so more
easily fall prey to drug addiction. Mountain people get sick, self‐medicate with opium and
get hooked. Et cetera, et cetera. Examples of these linkages abound, but did they really
explain the key patterns at play in the hills? That was the question we set out to answer.

3.1.3. VILLAGE GROUP TOPICS
What are human rights? What is poverty? What do you mean by migration? These are
worthy topics of conversation, but they are complex issues and interpreted differently
within cultural contexts. To set about this project by first coming to an agreement on
definitions and boundaries would be an exercise in madness. There were too many different
cultures, languages and backgrounds involved. Certainly, we had interesting discussions
about the subjects. The village teams knew that the donors were interested in them. But the
chief responsibility of employing the “Diakonia pentagonal lens” rested with the three
authors of this report.
The raw material of analysis emerged from the nine village working groups (see Table 1).
Again, each of the three study villages was divided into three working groups: youth, women
and policy. In order to try to make the project more participatory, the village groups were
asked to choose a research topic. The only criteria for choosing the topics were 1) that it
was important to them and 2) that it somehow linked to drugs. This seemed to be a good
way to bridge two salient issues about drugs: first, the severity of past drug problems and
second, the fact that drug use has markedly declined in recent years and other problems
were considered more important by local people. That is, we could learn more about drugs
and at the same time focus on priority issues in the communities. We would be looking at
the roots of the problem.
Table 1. Village working group topics
Village/group

Youth

Women

Policy

Akha

Youth problems with
alcohol and
cigarettes

Impacts of drug
problems on Akha
women

Conflict between
state policy and local
reality

Karen

Education

Poverty

Infrastructure

Lahu

Challenges faced by
new families

Education

Economy

3.2.

METHODS – GRASSROOTS RESEARCH IN THE UPLANDS (OR HOW
WE PLANNED TO COMPLETE THIS PROJECT AND HOW WE
ACTUALLY DID IT)

From the beginning we saw this as an experimental process in the development of
grassroots research methods. That is, we knew some things were going to go wrong. Some
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of our attempts were going to fail. We labored to explain this to the villagers from the
beginning, though it is not clear how successful we were in communicating this point.
Standing on the border between research and development, grassroots research is a process
of systematic study of communities, by communities, for communities. This does not refer to
research in rural or poor areas conducted by state officials, university professors or NGO
staffers, though all these actors can help facilitate the process. That is to say, grassroots
research does not occur when urban‐based professionals get a little muddy and write
reports from the field. True grassroots research is collection and analysis of data by local
people of various occupations who can expect their livelihoods to be directly affected by
development and refuse to be passive actors. They want to learn what is going on and share
what they have learned with society.
Grassroots research is similar to areas of participatory research known in different parts of
the world and at different times as community‐based research, action research,
participatory action research (PAR), mutual inquiry, community‐based action research,
participatory rapid appraisal (PRA), empowerment evaluation or pedagogy of the oppressed
(See Loka Institute7; Freire, 1973).
All participatory action research methods share many underlying principles and core
values, and therefore many scholars use the terms interchangeably. Lawrence Green and
colleagues have defined PAR as a “systematic investigation with the collaboration of those
affected by the issue being studied, for the purposes of education and taking action or
effecting social change” (Loka Institute).
In the case of this project, we do not pretend that this was a completely participatory
process. It was not. The impetus came from the donor and the process was dictated by the
research institute. But within the generally authoritarian development context of the Golden
Triangle, we feel that this project was highly participatory. This section will explain the
process in brief.
Rajesh Tandon (1988) identified several determinants of authentic participation in
research:
1. People’s role in setting the agenda of the inquiry;
2. People’s participation in the data collection and analysis; and
3. People’s control over the use of outcomes and the whole process
From the beginning, we were straightforward with the village groups on two points: we
favored a participatory process, but this project was top‐down from its birth. This was clear
in terms of Tandon’s first criterion: agenda setting. The agenda was set in Stockholm and
Chiang Mai, not in the village. The local partners were obligated to their donor (Diakonia) to
participate in this project. According to principles of participation, every party should have
the option of non‐participation – saying “no”. This is not a practical option in a donor‐
recipient relationship. While in fact the partners might have the option to say no, rejection
of a donor’s request is unlikely. This is not a criticism of Diakonia; this is the context of
development in our world. For our part, we believed this project was in the best interests of
the partners. We did not sense any opposition to the project or hard feelings about being
asked by the donor to participate. We could be wrong about this, but we are taking the
7
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partners at their word. We proceeded with the idea that this project would be mutually
beneficial and that the participation formula would help meet criteria 2 and 3 above.
This project idea was born with a fixed scope – drugs. However, because the central
empirical emphasis of the project was on a holistic understanding about problems with
drugs, there was broad latitude for the participants to set the scope of the project (as long as
it had something to do with drugs). In many cases they took advantage of this opportunity
and directed the project toward issues of immediate concern to them. Furthermore, the five
priority issues of Diakonia (see section 5) were in no way insignificant to the partners and
communities. Indeed, the scope of this project was born out of decades of Diakonia‐partner
interaction and was in no way in conflict with the priorities of the organizations involved.
Still, it was hard going. From the beginning, one of the biggest challenges was
communicating the idea of grassroots research. In the experience of most villagers,
outsiders have all the knowledge, techniques and – most importantly – money. Researchers
collect information and disappear. Agricultural extension people distribute seedlings and
advice and disappear. Developers build a rice barn or a bridge and disappear. Police raid a
home and disappear. Then here we came, asking for their help – and we didn’t have much
money. Or at least we weren’t talking about sharing much of our money. (More about money
in Annex 3.)
The idea that illiterate farmers could be researchers is a hard sell. It’s a hard sell in the
academy, in the district office, even in the NGO office. And it’s a hard sell in the village. At
one of our working group meetings in Chiang Mai, veteran hilltribe advocate Ken Kampe
told the policy group that farmers have been researchers since time immemorial; otherwise
they would not have survived. When trying new crops, planting techniques, or developing
new fields, they employ a process of experimentation and learning. The trouble is, as with
everything else in the modern world, the “researcher” has developed into a very specific
kind of animal. One needs a PhD., expensive equipment, an office at the top of the ivory
tower, etc. An illiterate immigrant woman farmer cannot possibly do research!
We disagree, and we set out to show that she can. We were only partly successful. In each
village, there were people who took an early interest in talking with us. People naturally like
it when people listen to what they have to say. (Many of the people in our groups have
precious little experience with this pleasure.) They like it less after they’ve answered the
same question ten times, or when the topic turns to something sensitive or unpleasant, or
when they’re badgered for seemingly irrelevant detail, but our friends in the village were
gracious and patient. And most of them seemed genuinely happy to see us when we
returned each time.
Others had clearly been drafted into a process against their will, or came just for the little
money on offer. These drifted away, sometimes replaced with others, sometimes not. Some
probably wanted to work with us, out of sense of duty or curiosity. Others wanted to but
were too busy trying to make ends meet. Sometimes the USER team was busy with other
business and disappeared for weeks on end, leaving the villagers to imagine that the project
had gone the way of so many before: nowhere.
But in the end there was a core of people in each village that persisted with the research.
More than half of the total core group of more than two dozen people was women. The USER
team collapsed and was reborn with fresh blood, an occurrence that was ultimately a great
blessing to the success of the project. From June through September the visits were
frequent, the relationships stronger, the cooperation better and the conversations deeper
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and more compelling. We believe a level of trust was established that is lacking in many
research and development projects.
In total, the USER teams made more than 20 visits to the study villages. In addition, two
working group meetings were held in Chiang Mai, as well as many interviews in the city.
(See Box 1 for an overview.) The hope that the villagers would be the project’s principal
investigators was not fully realized, but that had been too ambitious – and naïve – an
expectation, anyway. The authors of this report were the principal investigators, but in
collaboration with a lot of other people, especially the village teams.
Actually, now that everyone has been through this process, the earlier ambitions would not
be so unreasonable in a follow‐up project. (See Annex 3 for some suggestions.)
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4.

BACKGROUND

No understanding of local drug problems in the Golden Triangle is complete without a good
understanding of the world history of opium. While the region might be synonymous with
Papaver somniferum today, the opium poppy actually has a longer and more important
connection with groups and organizations as diverse as the English navy, the Chinese
nationalist army, the Royal Thai Government and the CIA. The story about hilltribes growing
opium in the Golden Triangle has a long and tangled history.
A real treatment of this history is obviously beyond the scope of this paper, but let’s untie a
few threads of this knotty matter and see where they lead. 8 In 1840 the English navy
attacked its Chinese counterpart in the most audacious act in the history of drug dealing.
The reason? The English wanted to sell its Indian opium to the Chinese, and the mandarins
in Canton wouldn’t allow it. Opium was the only English product of interest to the Chinese
market, and the Chinese coffers were being drained of their silver in the buying of it. First
the mandarins tried to suppress the trade. Failing in this when the English ships advanced
upon Canton to ensure “free” trade, and losing what was to become Hong Kong in the
bargain, the Chinese turned to its hinterland mountains instead.
While the world’s major commercial sources of opium at the time were far away in Turkey,
Persia and India, upland peoples of Szechuan and Yunnan like the Hmong and Mien (or Yao)
had long grown opium as a medicinal herb. The poppy thrived in the high and relatively dry
hills of southwestern China. Reacting to the pressure from the English, the Chinese
encouraged these people, as well as people elsewhere in China, to grow poppies to feed the
domestic market. Meanwhile the overseas Chinese populations in the cities of Southeast
Asia were growing quickly – in Bangkok, Rangoon, Saigon and Singapore. The colonial rulers
and domestic kings could earn money taxing the vices of the Chinese migrants and they
moved to legalize and control the trade. For example, in 1851 the Thai king instituted a
royal monopoly on the trade of opium. The returns from distributing imported opium
became the single largest source of revenue for the Thai government by 1900 (Pasuk and
Baker, 1995; 102).

8

For most of the information in this section, the authors are indebted to Booth, 1996 and McCoy, 1972.
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Meanwhile, the hill people were on the move. There is a fascinating but largely unwritten
history linking instability in neighboring countries and the migration of upland people to
Thailand. In more recent years, pulses of migration of Lahu and Akha from Burma have
coincided with developments in the civil war there. In the 19 th century, events like the
Taiping and Muslim rebellions, which led to the deaths of tens of millions of people,
coincided with settlement of Hmong and Mien communities in what are now northern
Vietnam and Laos. The persistence of instability and oppression north of the border led to
episodes of immigration into the mountains of northern Thailand, shaping its present‐day
ethnic makeup, which continues to change9.
One of the tectonic events in the history of opium was the 1949 victory of the communists in
the Chinese civil war. This had several impacts. First, the new rulers in Beijing acted quickly
to quash opium growing in southwestern China. A principal source of Southeast Asia’s
opium dried up almost overnight. Second, the Red Army chased a remnant of the
vanquished nationalist army, or KMT, across the border into the Shan States. Over the next
two decades, the KMT took over and expanded the opium trade, positioning the Golden
Triangle from the margins to the center of the world trade in opiates.
Third, the Chinese communist victory spooked the American military‐industrial
establishment into engaging in a spate of military misadventures in Indochina and
elsewhere. Like the French colonials before it, the US Central Intelligence Agency relied on
hilltribe commandos as its proxy army in the mountains of Laos. The hilltribe’s economy by
that time was heavily dependent upon the sale of opium. The CIA facilitated the trade,
though probably did not directly profit from it. Meanwhile, hundreds of thousands of
demoralized US troops in South Vietnam developed a ghastly heroin habit, which quickly
spread to the cities of the United States. Throw in Chinese and Italian syndicates, Hong Kong
heroin chemists, the Thai military and police, chaos in Burma and the transportation
revolution and you get the Golden Triangle emerging in the 1970s and 1980s as the source
of much of the world’s heroin.
While the Thai government officially outlawed opium in 1959, the business just grew and
grew. In the history of drug suppression, one thing stands out: every prohibition begets an
innovation by the industry, and usually one that makes the problem worse for society. For
example, in both China in the early 20th century and Thailand after 1959, opium addicts
turned to crude heroin (known as No. 3) when opium became unavailable, too expensive or
too inconvenient to use. Heroin can be mixed with tobacco and smoked in a cigarette, or the
cigarette can be dipped in a heroin solution. The addict can get his fix in full public view.
While the number of opium addicts in Thailand was 71,000 in 1959 (mostly ethnic Chinese),
by 1974 there were 400,000 heroin addicts.
Meanwhile, the 1970s saw an epidemic of heroin addiction in the United States and Europe
(see McCoy, 1972; 1). This increase in demand, together with a decrease in supply from
Turkey and elsewhere, meant more business for the Golden Triangle, which was made
possible by the avarice of the Thai law enforcement establishment. By 1971 there were an
estimated 29 heroin factories operating in the Golden Triangle. Most of the industry was
controlled by the KMT, but their role was to be eclipsed by the notorious Khun Sa, who

9

The fluidity and interconnection of people and events throughout the mountains of mainland Southeast Asia
should lead us to question all of our assumptions about the hilltribe people. For example, many descriptions
suggest immutable cultural traits (e.g. Hmong grow corn and opium; Karen grow rice). Seen through a
framework of instability, migration and desperate adaptation to new circumstances, however, the story of
slashing‐and‐burning and opium‐growing hilltribes would need to be reconsidered.
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fought the KMT for control in what was to become known as the “little opium war.” By 1986
he was in control of 80 percent of the Golden Triangle’s opium harvest and its production
into heroin.
As the heroin problem grew in the United States, Washington began to increase pressure on
the Thai government in the 1970s. Wisely refusing the US offer to help with napalm and
other defoliants, the Thai king began what was to become a long‐term project of crop
substitution designed to wean the hilltribes from their economic dependence on opium
growing. At one point, international developers asked the king how long he thought it would
take to achieve success. They were shocked to hear him answer 30 years ‐‐ donor and
developer project cycles being considerably less than three decades!
The state’s attention, however, was delayed by the ongoing communist insurgency in
Thailand. The freedom of movement of the authorities was sharply curtailed until the end of
hostilities in the mid‐1980s. Eventually, the king’s projects were joined by a range of
publicly, privately and internationally supported projects in many parts of the northern
highlands. At the peak period of development during the 1980s, there were a total of 168
agencies from 31 government departments and 49 international donors and NGOs working
in the mountains (Anan, 1996; 205).
The key priorities of the highland development era were 1) to “settle down” the so‐called
hilltribes in permanent settlements; 2) to reduce the area of opium cultivation; and 3) to
conserve natural resources, especially in watershed areas (Renard, 2001; 46). The efforts to
settle the mobile highlanders moved through a series of potential replacement crops, from
peaches to coffee to kidney beans to carrots. The road was a bumpy one, with many critics
pointing out the high‐handed tactics of developers and their neglect of local traditions and
informal institutions (see Chupinit, 1989; McKinnon, 1989; McCaskill and Kampe, 1997;
Anan, 2000). In fact, “almost none of these numerous external projects/interventions
started with an in‐depth diagnosis of farmers’ existing practices or an understanding of
their coherence/logic” (Guy Trebuil, personal communication). This helps to explain the
limited impact of many of these projects.
Meanwhile, roads and water systems were built and many communities, especially the
Hmong, responded energetically and made the transition from opium to crops like cabbage
in a remarkably short time. The fact that this adaptation created new conditions for conflict
– especially over water use between upland and lowland people and with the forest
department – is another of the many paradoxes of highland development.
Today, most of the bilateral projects have been phased out or absorbed by Thai government
agencies. Issues of importance involve the question of whether the projects will prove
sustainable amid the rapid increase of state‐enclosed land under the control of the forest
department, which Kanok and Benjavan (1994) argue “may have negated all other previous
efforts in highland development and conservation.”
In any event, the impact on northern Thai opium growing was dramatic, showing a decline
in areas planted with opium poppy from 6,000 hectares in 1980 to less than 400 hectares in
2000 (Renard, 2001). In terms of product, levels declined from an estimated 48,500
kilograms in 1980 to 3,700 kilograms in 1999 (Renard, 2001). Since then, a rough balance
between innovations in small‐scale opium growing in remote pockets and ongoing
interdiction has apparently kept the production‐suppression balance stable.
Production continued just across the border, however, and unintended consequences of the
success in opium suppression included a rapid and steep rise of heroin addiction in upland
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communities. In one group of eight villages in Mae Hong Son surveyed in 1993, there were
276 addicts of either opium or heroin in 455 households. 10 The cases in the village sections
below corroborate accounts of a serious problem with heroin addiction.
By the 1990s drug trafficking had become a national preoccupation as the dynamics
changed quickly from a trade in heroin that largely transited Thailand enroute to foreign
markets to a trade in amphetamines specifically targeting skyrocketing Thai demand. In the
uplands, heroin was quickly followed by amphetamines, though contrary to popular
opinion, speed was probably a much bigger problem in the lowlands and cities than in the
hills. Both heroin and speed enriched many; it is argued that modern Chiang Mai was built
on heroin proceeds. This was especially true in the upper echelons of society. But while
heroin killed foreigners, urban junkies and hilltribe people, speed was a problem for kids in
Bangkok and other cities. That changed the game completely.
To the misfortune of upland communities, they were located along trafficking routes of the
opium grown in the Shan hills and the heroin and amphetamines processed in factories
lining the Burmese side of the border. Many uplanders were implicated in the trade, though
playing bit parts as mules and small‐time dealers in a drama including some of the countries
most powerful people. It is common in upland villages to find families deprived of parents
who are serving long jail terms for transporting relatively small amounts of drugs, or
parents who have lost teenage kids to drug‐related or extra‐judicial killings. Meanwhile the
kingpins live in mansions and amass ill‐begotten wealth with impunity. Still, the common
perception is that it is the “hilltribes” who are responsible for the scourge of drugs in Thai
society.
Thailand saw a 1,000 percent increase in amphetamine abuse between1993 and 2001,
according to the UN International Drug Control Programme (UNDCP). The rise from 260,000
users to 3 million in eight years was paralleled with a dramatic increase in law enforcement
measures, notably including the role of the Army, and involved a proliferation of roadway
check points, border patrols and the activation of a long‐dormant death penalty for
trafficking. Though the drug routes from speed factories on the Burmese border to Bangkok
schoolyards involve many different people from all walks of life, it is generally upland
minorities who were blamed for selling drugs. Too often, of course, this proved to be true,
and the attendant combination of violence, health problems and law enforcement was
tearing communities apart.
In 2003 the state drug suppression apparatus coalesced into the Thaksin government’s
notorious “war on drugs”. In early January it was announced that the government would
create a new unit called the National Centre to Defeat Narcotics under Deputy Prime
Minister Chavalit Yongchaiyudh. The deputies of the new agency were drawn from the
National Security Council, the Internal Security Operations Command and the supreme
command. The unit also included officials from the public health and education
bureaucracies. Thaksin gave authorities three months (until April 30, 2003) to rid the
country of drugs. Although no one really expected this goal to be met, the militarization of
the drug problem meant that the rights of upland communities were even more rigorously
violated by the state.
The “war on drugs” was a cause for worry by human rights defenders and observers of the
uplands. The fact that it was more intense and violent in minority communities outraged
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Chupinit Kesmanee and Rita Gebert. 1993. “Drug Abuse in Pang Ma Pha Sub‐district: genesis and current
situation.” TG‐HDP internal paper no. 169.
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many. On the other hand, many of the villagers involved in this project praise the
government’s actions. Many people in the project’s Lahu community felt as if they had lived
in a village under siege from drug dealers and junkies. Thaksin’s war freed them from this
form of terror.
From another perspective, though, the militarization of this very real social problem
endangered human rights of uplanders. A proposal made in February 2003 by the Local
Administration Department of the Interior Ministry allowed for the revocation of citizenship
of uplanders “if they are found to be drug users or involved in the drug trade” (Bangkok
Post, Feb. 15, 2003; 3). Similar threats were not made against ethnic Thais. Furthermore,
abuse of inmates in drug rehabilitation camps, where due process and independent
oversight were absent, was reportedly common. Cases of summary executions of drug
dealers were reported sporadically in the media, but those on the ground argued that these
reports were just the tip of the iceberg. The fact that the police and military in Thailand have
long been implicated in the drug trade, made many people suspicious of the sincerity of the
drug war. What were reported as summary executions by over‐zealous security forces
might actually have been extremely aggressive business practices by rival drug gangs in
uniform. That is, it could have been a process of rationalization of the drug business by state
agents who were also drug dealers. Certainly, in 2006 the 17 major drug dealers in the Lahu
village’s subdistrict were mostly living comfortably back home. They had fled for awhile
during the drug war, and a few were killed as they later fought each other for business. The
open secret in the area was the close relationship between these kingpins and the very
people responsible for waging the war on drugs.
During the 90‐day “drug war” in early 2003 more than 2,500 people were killed. The vast
majority of these cases never saw their day in court. The story circulating through the press
and on the streets was one of a secret police force working its way down state blacklists of
drug suspects. The government came under criticism from the United Nations Human Rights
Commission, the Thai National Human Rights Commission and international NGOs like
Amnesty International and Forum Asia. Such was the power of the Thaksin government that
it blithely waved aside complaints and even snubbed the UN special rapporteur’s request to
visit Bangkok. Amnesty cited pronouncements by top government officials that gave a green
light to “a de facto shoot‐to‐kill policy against anyone believed to be involved in the drugs
trade” (Bangkok Post, Feb. 22, 2003; 3). One long‐time NGO activist called the situation “the
scariest period in Thai history.”
What is little known is that this was the first of a series of five “wars on drugs.” The steam
quickly went out of the machine, however, and the usual disunity of state agencies re‐
emerged. The mainstay of subsequent efforts was the creation of “Power of the Fatherland”
(palang phaen din) committees in every village in the country. On paper this looked
impressive, but our study showed that these were really just paper tigers. They were a
means of the state authorities to dictate policy which was ignored by everyone involved.
As this report went to press in December 2006, the Department of Special Investigation
announced it would reopen four cases of suspected extrajudicial killings committed during
the drug war. This decision was made at a meeting chaired by new Prime Minister Surayud
Chulanont, reportedly in response to calls by human rights groups emboldened by the fall of
Thaksin (Bangkok Post, Dec. 15, 2006).
For a thorough background and literature review, see Annex 1.
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Table 2: Drug History Timeline (big picture)11
1840

Opium War between England and China

1851

Thailand legalizes opium; taxes trade and opium dens

1933

Notorious drug lord, Khun Sa (Chan Chi‐fu) born in Shan States

1949

Communists victorious in Chinese Civil War
Nationalists (KMT) flee into Burma’s Shan States
People’s Republic of China begins to halt opium production in China; business
moves south of the border, into Golden Triangle

1947

Rightist coup in Bangkok; military implicated in Shan State drug trade

1951

18‐year‐old Khun Sa joins KMT, receives military training

1955

Pol. Gen. Phao’s police force biggest drug syndicate in Thailand

1957

Gen. Sarit coup in Bangkok; Phao flees Thailand a rich man

1959

Thai government outlaws trade and use of opium
Crude No. 3 heroin production begins in Golden Triangle
Thai opium addicts population (mostly Chinese): 71,000. By 1974 the number of
heroin addicts is 400,000
CIA begins operating with Hmong guerrillas in Laos

1961

Burma Army and Chinese Red Army drive KMT into Laos and Thailand

1963

Khun Sa begins trading opium at age 30;
First Golden Triangle refinery of No. 3 heroin begins production in northern
Thailand

1965

CIA’s Air America begins airlifting opium from Hmong allies in Laos

1967

“Little Opium War” between Khun Sa, the KMT and Lao Army;
Thai Air Force bombs Hmong and Mien villages; some hilltribe villagers ally with
Communist Party of Thailand

1971

29 heroin refineries in operation in Golden Triangle;
US Army medical officers estimate 25,000 to 37,000 US GIs (10‐15 percent) were
heroin addicts;
US troops bring habit back to the States: 10,000 veteran addicts in New York

11

Much of the non‐local information in these two timelines is from McCoy, 1972 and Booth, 1996.
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1972

KMT controls 90 percent of Golden Triangle opium trade

1973

US begins troop withdrawal from Vietnam;
Student protests lead to collapse of military government in Bangkok

1974

Khun Sa freed from Burmese prison after his men seize Russian hostages

1975

Saigon, Vientiane and Phnom Phen fall to Communist troops
Laos‐Saigon drug traffic halts

1977

Khun Sa proclaims himself “King of the Golden Triangle” in interview

1978

Burmese Communist Party controls most of Shan States

1982

Khun Sa’s base, Ban Hin Taek, overrun by Thai military; Khun Sa escapes

1983

Burmese Communists lose support of China, turn to drug production

1986

Khun Sa collecting, transporting and refining 80 percent of Golden Triangle opium
harvest
Burmese government begins spraying an Agent Orange compound in Shan States

1988

Student uprising across Burma, put down by force
US suspends $7 million in anti‐narcotics aid to Burma

1989

Burmese Communist Party mutiny
Burma signs cease‐fire with rebels, including what was to become the main Shan
State narco‐army, the United Wa State Army

1990

US attorney‐general files indictment against Khun Sa

1994

Burma produces 60 percent of illicit world opium production (2030 tons)12

1995

Mutiny in Khun Sa’s Mong Tai Army

1996

Khun Sa surrenders to Burmese authorities; one Shan faction under Jao Yod Serk
fights on

2003

Prime Minister Thaksin launches War on Drugs; about 2,500 people murdered
within three months

12

Afghanistan was second with 28 percent (950 tons), followed by Pakistan (5%), Laos (2.5 percent), India and
Mexico. However, figures from Iran and Colombia were not included and would drastically alter the statistics.
(International Narcotics Control Strategy Report of 1994; quoted in Booth, 1996)
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Table 3: Drug History Timeline (local picture)
1700s

Karen move across Salween River and establish villages in Thailand

1840s

Lahu villages established in Kengtung State, Burma

Late 1800s

Hmong, Mien, Lisu begin migrating to Thailand, bringing with them a tradition
of growing opium as medicine and (later) cash crop

1880s

Lahu villages established in Fang, northern Thailand

1903

First Akha village established in Thailand (Phayaphai)

1951

One of two Karen study villages in cluster established

1954

First major movement of Black Lahu (Lahu Na) into Thailand

1961

Thai government attempt relocation policy (nikom); policy fails

1962

Hilltribe centers established in the north

1965

Resettlement (nikom) school established in Chiang Rai

1966

Second of Karen study villages established

Early 1970s

Big influx of Lahu from Burma

1971

Akha study village founded
Lahu woman “Ar Wi Ma” born in Mong Payak, Kengtung State, Burma

1974

Border Patrol Police checkpoint established near Akha village; village men
receive training from BPP and begin smoking opium in large numbers

1976

Lahu study village founded

1980

6,000 hectares under opium in northern Thailand13

1981

Thai‐German Highland Development Programme begins operating in Lahu
study village area, remains until 1987

1982

Khun Sa’s base, Ban Hin Taek, falls to Thai troops; heroin production
decentralizes and increases
Big influx of Lahu from Burma
DAPA (Development Agriculture and Education Project for Akha) established
in Chiang Rai

1986 (app.)

13

Forest department begins pressuring Karen village to cease rotational forest
farming

Dirksen, 1998.
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DAPA began assisting Akha study village
1987 (app.)

Forest department reforestation in Lahu study village farmland
Heroin begins to be a problem in Akha village

1989

Akha youth “Ah Boo” born
Karen youth “Por Da Cheu” born

1990

1,000 hectares under opium in northern Thailand14

1992

Heroin begins to be a problem in Karen village
Dr. Jennifer Gray begins needle exchange program in 3 Akha villages in study
area (not including study village)

1993

Thai Tribal Narcotics Detoxification and Rehabilitation Project established

1994

Pre‐school established in Lahu village
Thai‐Lahu Health Foundation established
Thai Tribal Project began assisting Karen study village

1995

Dr. Gray’s needle exchange program expands to include Akha study village
Dr. Gray begins methadone treatment program in six villages, including Akha
study village

1996

Dr. Gray’s needle exchange program begins in Akha study village
Akha villager “Ah Do” begins methadone treatment

1997

Heroin begins to be a problem in Lahu village
Amphetamines begin to be a problem in village near Akha study village

1998

Aus‐Aid funds methadone program in Akha village

1999

Profiled Karen drug user quits drugs (Di Lu)

2000

400 hectares under opium in northern Thailand15
Akha village headman elected first time
Amphetamines begin to be a problem in Lahu village

2001

Thai‐Lahu Foundation began assisting Lahu village

2002

Alcohol begins to be a problem in Akha village

14 Dirksen,
15

1998.
Dirksen, 1998.
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2003

Prime Minister Thaksin launches War on Drugs; about 2,500 people murdered
within three months
Alcohol begins to be a problem in Lahu village
Profiled Lahu drug user quits drugs (Ah Bor)

2004

AKHA Foundation (Akha Kinship and Holistic Alternatives Foundation)
established (originally known as DAPA)
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5.

THE FIELD AND DIAKONIA PRIORITY ISSUES
(THE “PENTAGONAL LENS”)
5.1.

THE FIELD
There were three principal field
sites in this project: Three hilltribe
villages – a Karen village in west‐
central Chiang Mai Province, an
Akha village in northwestern Chiang
Rai Province and a Lahu village in
southwest Chiang Rai Province.

Like any village in the real world,
the study villages are not
necessarily representative of any
ethnic group or of upland people as
a whole. Any study looking at just a
few villages will have a problem
extending lessons from these cases to a general environment. That is, to what extent are our
cases unique, or “outliers”? On the other hand, any study with a large number of villages
would lose the depth and detail of a study like this one. We have relied on several loose
methods to “test” how representative the villages are. First, we asked the villagers
themselves how unique they thought their village was. How it might differ from, say, a
nearby Akha village. We asked indigenous activists, the leaders of the upland NGOs in the
study, and urban‐based experts. And we relied a great deal on our own years of experience
in a wide range of upland and lowland communities in northern Thailand. And in the end,
we tried to plot these communities in a certain typology of upland villages.
For example, in the expanse of mountains that the Sgaw Karen, or Pakanyaw call home in
northern Thailand, we can generalize and say that there are two main types of villages:
larger official villages with decent access to infrastructure, state services and markets, and
small isolated “satellite” villages in the middle of the forest with bad access to all the above.
The bigger villages often have relatively ample wet‐rice land but low biodiversity in the
nearby forest. The smaller villages are more dependent on dry hill rice, but the forest is in
better shape. Our Karen study village is of the smaller type, and much of what we have to
say about it is relevant to the perhaps thousands of similarly situated Karen villages.
The Akha village, on the other hand, is unusual in many respects. It is located in the
lowlands, close to many institutions and markets, and has a history of collaboration with
NGOs and academics. Problems with citizenship and the forest department are far fewer
than is normal for Akha villages in Chiang Rai. For these and other reasons, the conditions
there are much different than the smaller, more troubled Akha villages dotting the Burmese
border. While this is true, the past drug problems in the Akha study village were severe. The
village’s success in addressing them in a non‐violent and arguably sustainable way is
discussed in this paper. These lessons are generally relevant to Akha and other upland
communities.
The Lahu village is said to be fairly typical for that group in Thailand. Most of the villagers
were born in Burma and came to Thailand for reasons related to that country’s troubles
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with violence and poverty. A significant minority still does not have citizenship and suffers
the attendant disadvantages. Disunity and religious factionalism are serious problems and
confound cooperation to deal with local issues. At least half the villagers own no land and
are vulnerable to the vagaries of the labor market. On the other hand, they’re a congenial lot,
like Lahu around the country, and one feels welcome in their homes. The women were
outspoken, though apparently marginalized in local decision making. If the Lahu village is
unusual, it is that the alcohol problem there is more severe than the norm for Lahu villages
(see 8.1.2. Box 4). Alcohol abuse was an issue of particular concern with the women
participants in the project.
In all, we try to explain how the lessons learned from these communities are relevant to
other upland communities, and try to be honest where we feel these cases diverge from
larger patterns.

5.2.

DIAKONIA PRIORITY ISSUES  OVERVIEW

The importance of Diakonia’s priority issues (see table 4 below) was debated by no one
during the course of this project. But the definitions and scope of the issues are contentious
issues around the globe. Are human rights too individualistic, or somehow inappropriate in
regard to Asian values? Should we focus on material poverty or widen the conception to
include matters like physical safety and spirituality? Is the emphasis on HIV‐AIDS
distracting from other pressing health issues? Is sex work synonymous with human
trafficking? Isn’t the entire lower tier of the labor market in northern Thailand a form of
human trafficking?
We didn’t worry too much about how these issues are debated in the stratosphere of UN
conferences and academic journals. Instead, we listened to what the villagers and city
“experts” said, challenged them, steadily tried to dig deeper into the issues, and then tried to
order them according to what we thought the donor wanted to know. Methodologically
weak? Perhaps. But we had a lot to deal with.
Table 4 shows how we tried to order our inquiry and our thoughts. Again, this is delimited
somewhat arbitrarily. For example, there are plenty of other rights issues beyond
citizenship and forest access, of course, but these are the ones that constantly come up in
both the literature and in local talk. One area where the outsider can help, though, is in
bringing a different perspective to a familiar scene. For instance, most villagers did not
consider the state’s approach to illegal drugs or their miserable schools as rights issues. We
did. When Chiang Rai state officials verbally threatened and disrespected ethnic villagers
before our eyes, we were witnessing human rights abuses, whether the abused were aware
of this terminology or not. (This was also a case of discrimination. The authorities would
never dare to treat ethnic Thai villagers so callously.) We corralled this loose group of rights
issues under the title of “lack of access to participation in development” – another
persistently ignored right enumerated in the 1997 constitution, which was ripped up by the
Army in September 2006.
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Table 4. Diakonia Pentagonal Lens
Lens

Aspects

Rights

lack of citizenship
alienation from traditional farmland by state forest policy
lack of access to participation in development

Poverty

cause
effect

Health

HIV‐AIDS
Other health issues

Migration

into Thailand
(forced) from uplands
rural‐urban
labor

Human Trafficking

children
sex work

5.2.1. RIGHTS
5.2.1.1.

CITIZENSHIP

WHAT’S THE CONNECTION BETWEEN NO LAND TENURE AND
DRUG SELLING? LOOK AT IT THIS WAY: IF YOU WERE
TRAVELING AND HAD TO CHOOSE BETWEEN THESE FOUR
PATHS, WHICH WOULD YOU CHOOSE: THE PATH FOLLOWED
BY THE RABBIT, THE TURTLE, THE TIGER OR THE CROCODILE?
UM, THE TURTLE’S PATH, I GUESS. I COULD KEEP UP BETTER.
OKAY, THEN SAY THE PATH OF THE RABBIT AND THE TURTLE
WERE CLOSED, AND YOU COULD ONLY FOLLOW THE TIGER OR
THE CROCODILE? WELL, THAT’S HOW IT IS FOR A LOT OF US
UP IN THE MOUNTAINS. YOU KNOW WHAT I MEAN BY TIGERS
AND CROCODILES, RIGHT? ….

Headman of Akha village
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EVERYONE HAS THE RIGHT TO A NATIONALITY.

(Universal Declaration, article 15.1)
Articles about the Thai hilltribes usually state that half of them do not have citizenship.
According to 2002 statistics from the Ministry of Interior’s Local Administration
Department, 496,036 (56.7 percent) of a total of 873,713 hilltribe people have citizenship
(Lahkela, 2005; 3). But it must be noted that a large but unknown number of people born in
Thailand were never counted in the periodic state surveys of the upland. It must also be
admitted that no one knows how many hilltribe people there are, nor how many of them
have citizenship.
The situation is complicated by the fact that northern Thailand borders or is nearby to
Burma, Laos and China. In recent history these countries have been politically unstable and
economically moribund (China being a recent exception to the latter statement). Burma
continues to be an extremely difficult place to live. Migration to Thailand has long been a
survival option.
The ancestors of the Karen settled centuries ago in what is today Thailand. Those of other
groups like the Akha and Lahu began trickling in around the end of the 19th century, with
large increases in migration within the last few decades. In any event, some members of
each ethnic group are crossing the Thai border as the reader turns this page. While Thai
nationalists and political demagogues shout about threats to national security, the Thai
economy – especially in the north and the border areas – depends on cheap and illegal labor.
People keep coming.
5.2.1.2.

LAND RIGHTS

THE STATE MUST PROMOTE AND SUPPORT THE PEOPLE’S
PARTICIPATION IN THE PROTECTION AND UTILIZATION OF
NATURAL RESOURCES.

(1997 Thai Constitution16, article 79)
The majority of upland peoples reside on state land, with no legal title to their homes or
farmland. Upland minorities, by definition, live in the mountains. Mountains, by legal
definition in Thailand, are the property of the Royal Forest Department. While this has been
true for more than a century, in recent decades the capacity and motivation of the state to
establish real control over the northern mountains has markedly increased. This is
manifested by the rapid expansion of national parks, wildlife sanctuaries and watershed
areas, all nominally in the name of protection. Another aspect is the establishment of tree
plantations, also nominally for watershed protection but notably using commercial timber
species in monoculture plantations. Whether “protection” describes the activities carried
out in these areas enclosed by state authorities is a matter of debate; what is clear is that
state intervention in the lives of mountain and forest dwellers has increased dramatically in
recent years.

16

Constitution scrapped by military coup in September 2006.
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The state enclosure of forestland – much of it forest only in memory ‐‐ results in various
dimensions of livelihood insecurity for upland people. First, the threat of relocation is
always present, if not imminent. Second, because of this threat long‐term planning is
impeded and hopes for future generations of villagers are difficult to visualize. Third, access
to land is limited by forest department maps, fences and armed rangers. Fourth, enclosure
of forestland bars local access to their traditional “supermarket”, the source of nutrition for
generations of forest people. Fifth, enclosure threatens the perpetuation of local knowledge
and culture. As the “schoolyard” is fenced off, young people are unable to learn from their
elders and precious knowledge of biodiversity and medicinal uses of forest plants is lost
forever. Finally, traditional land‐use practices are criminalized. The term shifting
cultivation, known pejoratively as “slash‐and‐burn”, encapsulates a diversity of traditional
land‐use practices ranging from destructive to ecologically sustainable ones. Thai law,
however, does not differentiate amongst such practices. Because they all involve the
clearing of trees, they are illegal. Cutting trees and burning the remains, even when done on
plots of land that have been cleared and regenerated countless times by generations of
farmers, is punishable by law. This limits land available to farmers, resulting in a choice
between food insecurity or conversion to chemical agriculture. Alternatives limited to
starvation and eventual environmental despoliation hardly hold out hope for continued
tenure in the mountains.
The problem of land tenure is clearly a disincentive to forest protection. One of the best and
most practical uses of forests from both environmental and economic standpoints would be
sustainably managed community‐based timber management – in a word, logging. Of course,
this would be fraught with danger, but so is every option in the uplands. If done right
(mixed‐age stands, diversity of indigenous species, biodiversity protection), ecologically
progressive timber management would be far superior to teak plantations or cabbage fields.
But who in their right mind would plant timber on land for which they do not have secure
title? There have been cases where the forest department has told Hmong lichee growers
that they could not clear and replant their orchards when past maturity because the
orchards had become “forests.”
Clearly, state forest policy discourages the protection of forests.
5.2.1.3.

PARTICIPATION IN DEVELOPMENT

The Thai Constitution of 1997 recognizes the right of people to participate in development.
Thais with a voice, powered by wealth or status, sometimes enjoy this right. Upland people
do not. They are barred by the constitution from holding national level office unless they
hold a bachelor’s degree (which can be said of certainly less than five percent of the
population). They have no say in forest policy, in education or the system of health care.
Teachers and health workers are overwhelmingly from outside the community and
members of the Thai ethnic majority. Even when policy ostensibly allows for local input,
such as the policy requiring that 30 percent of school curricula be made up of local content,
this is rarely followed.
The locally elected subdistrict administrative organizations, “or bor tor,” are theoretically
avenues for participation in development, but they are too often captured by local
influential figures or too busy doling out scarce infrastructure funds to long queues of
constituents. And many of the functions that were supposed to be devolved to the
subdistrict, like education and natural resource management, are still closely held by the
state administration. There are good examples of or bor tor around the country, and there
are hard‐working elected members and leaders in the three study villages, but more than
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ten years into the experience of decentralization, people are generally pretty dubious about
their right to participate.
The troubles with education discussed in the sections below are examples of a lack of
participation in development. The capacity of parents and communities to effect change in
their local schools is almost nil. Even getting the teachers to make it to class every day is
beyond hope. Another example of the violation of the right to participate is the heavy‐
handed and top‐down state approach to drug problems.

BOX 2. UGLY SCENE AT THE POWER OF THE FATHERLAND MEETING
The mainstay of local participation in Thai drug policy at the time of writing was the
creation of Power of the Fatherland Committees (phalang phaendin) in every village in the
country. This is mandatory and in most cases perfunctory. No one can refuse, but they
don’t require much effort – just the occasional meeting, and sometimes not even that.
None of the participants in the research project mentioned these committees unless
prompted. They weren’t important enough to bring up.
But they are conduits for information: intelligence up the tube and orders down. We
witnessed the system in action one afternoon in Chiang Rai, where officials from the
Ministry of Interior, police and health department were on hand to deliver lectures in a
village. The audience was a 40‐strong group of mostly uncomprehending hilltribe men and
women, completely bored and sometimes dozing. The stated emphasis of the meeting
was to encourage people to compete for the state’s favor and recognition – and 8,000
baht (USD230) in development aid for the entire village.
The unstated but obvious purpose of the meeting was to scare the villagers into
obedience. The villagers were met at the door of a dark dirt‐floored village meeting room
by a rude and aggressive vice district chief, or palad. His greeting was to ask in a harsh
voice if the new arrival could read. He quickly dispensed with even this nicety and
welcomed the guests by grabbing their hands, pressing a thumb in an ink pad and blotting
the “mark” on the attendance list. He then tossed the submissive man or woman a dirty
piece of writing paper to clean their hands. (One of the authors was asked to sign the list
in order to ensure the quota of attendees was filled.)
Then the MoI officials, muscular men with crew cuts and camouflage uniforms, explained
to the villagers in aggressive language that they were not compelled to join the
competition.
“You don’t need to cooperate with us. That’s up to you,” said the palad. “But I’ll tell you
this, if you don’t cooperate you’re going to have a lot of trouble. We’re going to form a
ring around your village. We’re going to go house to house and search everything. If you
have drugs, you’ll go to jail. If you sell drugs, you have to die. Die, you understand?
Sometime within the next month we’re going to encircle one of your villages. You can
believe that.”
There were other speeches about the great benefits of cooperation (such as USD230 per
village – or about 20 cents per person). But it was this very explicit threat that captured
the essence of the Power of the Fatherland system, and the extent of participation in the
state’s anti‐drugs effort.
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5.2.2. POVERTY
WHEN I WAS A CHILD, A LOT OF PEOPLE WERE TRYING TO
DEVELOP ANY FLAT LAND WE HAD INTO RICE PADDY
TERRACES. MY FATHER HAD A PIECE OF LAND. HE WAS
ALWAYS TALKING ABOUT HIS PLANS TO BUILD TERRACES SO
WE COULD HAVE MORE RICE, MORE FOOD. BUT HE WAS
ALWAYS TOO BUSY SMOKING OPIUM, OR TRYING TO GET
MORE OPIUM. FINALLY, HIS RELATIVE GRABBED THE LAND
AND BUILT THE TERRACES INSTEAD OF HIM.

Karen Village women’s group member
Poverty17 is one of the most commonly cited causes of involvement with drugs in ethnic
minority communities in both the Thai and English literature. Lyttleton (2004: 919), for
instance, asserts that ‘Continued drug use amongst highland populations emerges from the
constant intersection of poverty and lack of access to services’. Poverty has been identified
as the precursor for minority communities’ involvement with cultivation, trafficking and use
of illicit drugs for a number of reasons. In Burma’s Shan state, it has been estimated that
over 300,000 communities in upland areas grow opium poppies to supplement marginal
subsistence‐based livelihoods (Reid and Costigan, 2002). In many communities in Shan
State and northern Thailand, acting as mules for drug traffickers (or direct involvement in
distribution and sale of drugs) presents some of the only real opportunities for decent income
(Pers. Comm., Renard, 2006). This is particularly the case where ethnic minorities in Thailand
lack citizenship and are unable to effectively participate in the formal labor sector:
WE ARE BEING PROHIBITED TO FARM, BECAUSE WE CANNOT
OWN LAND, BECAUSE WE ARE NOT CITIZENS. WE TRY TO DO
AN HONEST JOB, BUT THOSE WHO HIRE US GIVE US LESS PAY
AND MAKE US WORK HARDER BECAUSE WE HAVE NO THAI
CITIZENSHIP," SAID THE HMONG. SO WHAT CAN WE DO WHEN
SOMEONE OFFERS US MONEY FOR SOMETHING THAT WE CAN
EASILY DO? HOW CAN WE REFUSE SOMETHING THAT WILL
HELP US EARN MONEY? OUR FAMILIES ARE HUNGRY. WE
NEED TO BUY THINGS."

(Hmong villager, quoted in Bangkok Post, 6 June 1999)
Some commentators point to the 1998 Asian economic crisis as a major contributor to
increasing drug use (though how much this may have affected ethnic minorities in Thailand
is unclear). It was estimated that unemployment increased by almost one million after the
crisis, that over 1.5 million people are still unemployed, and ‘it is assumed that these people
are most vulnerable to drug abuse and dealing’ (UNODCa, 2003: 14).
Others, however, have argued against this contention of poverty. Barrett’s (2003)
investigation on drug use in Karen villages in northern Thailand raises arguments that it is

17

This is drawn from Wong and Tivani in Annex 1 of this report.
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dissatisfaction with life rather than poverty per se’ that leads to increasing drug use in
upland villages:
‘THE PROBLEM NOW IN THE VILLAGES IS NOT POVERTY BUT
DISSATISFACTION,
LACK
OF
AWARENESS
AMONG
INDIVIDUALS, AND LACK OF COMMUNITY SPIRIT AND
HARMONY. THIS HAS LED TO PROBLEMS SUCH AS DRUG USE
(AND ADDICTION) AMONG YOUNGER PERSONS, EXCESSIVE
COMPETITIVENESS, TAKING ADVANTAGE OF OTHERS, NOT
SHOWING CARE AND CONCERN FOR OTHERS, AND
NEGLECTING THE NEEDY’

(Karen Parish Priest, working with communities, quoted in Barrett, 2003: 1622).
The ideas raised above in Barrett’s study are important, and are examined in the following
sections.

5.2.3. HEALTH
YOU CAN’T TALK ABOUT DRUGS AND HIV IN THAILAND
ALONE, OR BURMA ALONE. THAT’S CRAZY. ALL THE TERRIBLE
THINGS HAPPENING JUST ACROSS THE BORDER FLOW INTO
THAILAND. THE STORIES SEEM INCREDIBLE, BUT I BELIEVE
THEM. HIV‐POSITIVE BURMESE SEX WORKERS GET ARRESTED
IN CHIANG MAI AND SHIPPED BACK ACROSS THE BORDER.
THE BURMESE PICK THEM UP AND SEND THEM TO WORK THE
MINES IN KACHIN STATE, INTENDING TO INFECT THE KACHIN
AND SHAN. PEOPLE GET PAID IN HEROIN! “STICK YOUR ARM
THROUGH THE WALL FOR PAY IN HEROIN.” IT’S DOPE AND HIV
AS A PART OF ETHNIC CLEANSING. … WITH ALL THAT, HOW
CAN YOU BLAME PEOPLE FOR TRYING TO COME OVER HERE?

Chiang Mai University health researcher
The most widely discussed and studied linkages regarding upland communities are
undoubtedly between HIV/AIDS, injected drug use and commercial sex work. This is not
surprising, given that Thailand, Myanmar (and nearby Cambodia) have the highest rates of
HIV infection of any country outside Africa (Eastern Horizons, 2003: 10). There has been
significant study on this in upland communities in Thailand (e.g., Razak et al, 2003) but
much less in Myanmar (e.g., see SHAN, 2005). These linkages are commonly discussed in the
context of harm reduction approaches, which appear to have been relatively successful in
Thailand, and almost completely unsuccessful in Myanmar. Just like drug users, it is well
recognized that people with AIDS are stigmatized in Thai society, which discourages many
from disclosing their condition and seeking help, restricting their access to vital services and
information (Elias, 2005).
Linkages between amphetamine‐type stimulants (ATS) use and HIV are just beginning to be
established, and Peak (2000) states that ‘research is critically needed to examine the
mechanisms by which amphetamine use, or amphetamine and alcohol use combined, could
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lead to HIV infection’. The Research Institute for Health Sciences (RIHS ‐ based at Chiang
Mai University) had been carrying out such research for the past two years (Pers. Comm.,
Thomson, 2006). Results of this have mixed implications. While amphetamine users do not
generally like to inject amphetamines, or ya baa, and therefore may not prove to be a huge
problem leading to new HIV infections, data in Chiang Mai has demonstrated a worrying
trend of increased sexual behavior and unprotected sex amongst young ya baa users. These
trends in upland villages are unknown (Ibid). The gap in information on the social aspects
surrounding ya baa use will be the focus of an upcoming regional project by RIHS (ibid).

5.2.4. MIGRATION
USER:

So, do the young people have any problems with drugs here?

Akha villager:

No, they don’t seem to have any.

USER:

What percentage of the youth lives in the city now?

Villager:

Oh, 70 or 80 percent.

USER (silently):

So how in the world would you know what they’re up to?!?

We considered migration in several ways: movement of people from neighboring countries
into Thailand. Movement, especially forced, of communities from the uplands into the
valleys. Movement of upland villagers into the city. Movement of people from their homes to
other areas for work seasonally or regularly.
All of these are important matters in the uplands, though forced migration from the
mountains had not apparently occurred in the three study villages. Urban migration from
upland communities in Thailand, as the reader will see, is a chief but still little‐researched
issue. It is impossible to understand the situation of hilltribe youth without considering the
dynamism of rural‐urban linkages.

5.2.5. HUMAN TRAFFICKING
Definition: Human trafficking is a term to define the recruiting, harboring, obtaining,
transportation of a person by use of force, fraud, or coercion for the purpose of subjecting them
to involuntary acts, such as begging, sexual exploitation (e.g. prostitution and forced
marriage), or unfree labour (e.g. involuntary servitude or working in sweatshops). …
excessive recruitment fees prior to departure … resulting in situations of severe indebtedness …
can lead to debt bondage, a form of trafficking in persons.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human_trafficking
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“INCIDENCE AND NATURE OF CHILD LABOR  Thailand is a source, transit and destination
country for trafficking in persons, including children, for both labor and commercial sexual
exploitation. Trafficking is exacerbated by sex tourism. Domestic NGOs report that girls ages
12 to 18 are trafficked from Burma, China, and Laos for the purposes of commercial sexual
exploitation. Children are also trafficked into Thailand from Cambodia and Burma to work as
beggars, as domestic workers, in sweatshops, and in commercial sexual exploitation. Internal
trafficking of children, especially of members of northern Thailand’s stateless ethnic tribes, also
occurs.”
U.S. Department of Labor18
“TRAFFICKING IN PERSONS – Some portion (thought by the UN, NGOs, and the government to
be a minority) of the estimated 200 thousand to 300 thousand sex industry workers in the
Thailand were either underage or in involuntary servitude or debt bondage. Women and
children (particularly girls) tended to be the most frequent trafficking victims. Anecdotal
evidence suggested that the trafficking of men, women, and children into such fields as
commercial fisheries or sweatshop work was significant. Young migrant women and girls,
particularly from Laos, were found employed in indentured servitude and under physical
constraint in sweatshops that restricted their freedom. NGOs assisted some victims to obtain
back wages from abusive employers.
Within the country women were trafficked from the impoverished Northeast and the North to
Bangkok for sexual exploitation. However, internal trafficking of women appeared to be on the
decline, due to prevention programs and better economic opportunities. Women also were
trafficked to Japan, Malaysia, Bahrain, Australia, South Africa, Europe, and the United States
chiefly for sexual exploitation but also for sweatshop labor. Men were trafficked into the
country for commercial fisheries and farm, industrial, and construction labor. Prosecution of
traffickers of men was complicated by the lack of coverage in the law.
Women and men were trafficked from Burma, Cambodia, the People's Republic of China (PRC),
and Laos for labor and sexual exploitation. Boys and girls were trafficked chiefly from Burma
and Cambodia primarily for sexual exploitation and to work in begging gangs. The
government improved the screening of trafficking victims from Cambodia and Burma through
cooperation between the Royal Thai Police and the International Organization for Migration.
Law enforcement officials identified victims of trafficking and referred them to one of six
regional government shelters.
Entire families occasionally were trafficked for labor in sweatshops. Underage boys reportedly
were brought into the country for specialized work in which small size was an advantage.
According to domestic NGOs, girls between the ages of 12 and 18 continued to be trafficked
from Burma, southern PRC, and Laos to work in the commercial sex industry. Social workers
noted that young girls were prized because clients believed that they were free of sexually
transmitted diseases. Persons trafficked from the PRC often were in transit to other countries,
although women and girls from Yunnan Province generally were destined for brothels in the
North. Victims of trafficking were often lured into the country or for transit to other countries,
with promises of restaurant or household work and then were pressured or physically forced
into prostitution.”
Bureau of Democracy, Human Rights and Labor, US State Department19

18

http://www.dol.gov/ilab/media/reports/iclp/tda2004/thailand.htm
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5.2.6. LINKAGES BETWEEN DRUGS AND THE PRIORITY ISSUES – NOTE ON THE
LITERATURE20
As the analysis above has already indicated, the linkages between Diakonia priority issues
(such as HIV, human trafficking, human rights) are discussed in the literature, but to varying
degrees. These linkages have long been acknowledged. For instance, Djedje and Korff
(undated: 11-12) write that ‘it was realized at the end of the 1990s that illicit drug abuse needs to
be understood in the context of other social and economic problems which both precede it and
result from it, e.g. HIV/AIDS, commercial sex, labor trafficking, abuse of illicit drugs, crime’.
Dirksen (2001) writes that ‘any efforts to reduce demand must deal with the complicated linkages
within these socio-economic practices…the context of drug abuse is a very holistic one and must
be dealt with in a holistic, not simplistic, manner (Dirksen, 2001). The German Aid agency, GTZ
(who have worked in highland areas in Thailand for almost 20 years) produced a report entitled
‘Development Orientated Drug Control’ (2004), which analyses some of these linkages identified
through their activities around the globe. A simple diagrammatic representation of this can be
seen in Figure 1 below.

FIG 1: SOURCE, GTZ (2004:11)

Linkages between the marginalized position of ethnic communities in Thailand (lack of
citizenship and land tenure) and the problems that arise as a result of this are well covered
in the literature (eg, Rutherford, 2003). In terms of drugs, it is well recognized, for instance,
that poverty and lack of access to education, health care or legitimate work opportunities
have made ethnic communities vulnerable to ‘various types of drug use and crime,
HIV/AIDS…and brothel owners [who] have networks of agents combing the villages, seeking
out troubled families caught in the cycle of debt with few options’ (Eastern Horizons, 2005:
19). A range of literature (eg Anan 1996, Laungaramsri, 2001) discusses the implications of
resource tenure over forests and water, but this is usually discussed in the context of human
rights and natural resource management, and the precise linkages to illicit drugs are not
elaborated upon.
Literature on human trafficking in northern Thailand and Shan state exists, but no linkages
19 http://www.state.gov/g/drl/rls/hrrpt/2005/61628.htm
20

This is drawn from Wong and Tivani in Annex 1 of this report.
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were discussed between drugs and human trafficking in any detail. While related literature
speaks about the ‘forced or coerced use of drugs and alcohol’ of trafficked women
(Berkhaulter, 2004: 2), publications such as Driven Away (2004), analyzing the trafficking of
women from Shan State into China, do not examine these linkages, nor other linkages such
as the relationship between drug and human trafficking networks.
In summary, while it is generally known that there are strong linkages between drugs,
human rights, HIV, human trafficking and poverty, this is rarely discussed in detail in the
literature. There was not a single publication that was able to provide a holistic explanation
of how these issues intersect, or how they become links in a chain of causality. The
implication is that a very wide range of literature needs to be examined in order to
understand these linkages properly. Kampe (Pers. Comm., 2006) provides a possible
explanation for this situation:

Issues tend to be compartmentalized. I don’t think that anyone from the
government or foreign [development] organizations has done anything about
addressing this situation. They all know [about the linkages], but they have
funding for their own specific interests [such as drug addiction or human
trafficking]. Because of this, they have no incentive to examine these
linkages.

The following three sections look
at the individual study villages.
The names of the villages are
omitted and the names of
individual people are fictitious.
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6.

AKHA VILLAGE
6.1.1. GENERAL
The Akha village was founded in
1971. It is located along a fine paved
road a half‐hour drive from the
district center. It can be considered
a lowland village, with rice paddies
and good access to markets and
government
services.
The
population, however, is Akha.

In the 1960s, the Thai government
experimented with a controversial
policy of relocating ethnic uplanders
like the Akha to lowland areas
where they could be better
controlled and where they would have easier access to government health and education
services. To that end, a nikom, or resettlement center was established. As part of this
process, a large school was established in 1965 in the area of the study village. The school is
still known as the Nikom school today. The student body is largely Akha, but also includes
some Lahu and Mien students.
Initially, the policy failed. Uplanders, long wary of the malarial climate of the lowlands,
refused to move. There was little trust between the state and uplands, and the area was still
remote and wild. The state’s capacity to carry out such grandiose plans was insufficient.
Responding to this, the government swapped policies: instead of moving the hilltribes to
development, development would move to them.
To that end, hilltribe development centers were established. There are today 15 of these in
the north and west of Thailand, with one near to the study village. In the 1970s they were
the main point of contact between the state and the upland people. Established under the
Public Welfare Department of the Ministry of Interior, they were responsible for a range of
matters, including education, health, citizenship issues and even acting as a go‐between in
conflicts between the villagers and the Royal Forest Department. (The hilltribe centers are
currently undergoing a radical transformation into general social development centers
providing services to all needy Thais, including lowland and city dwellers.)
In the early years, the prospect of residing in the government resettlement camps was not
considered an attractive option for the hilltribes. Instead, population pressures on land use
due to in‐migration from communities along the border and independent initiatives to
develop lowland fields by certain villagers led many to move down from the mountain. What
failed by state fiat in part came about by local economic necessity anyway.
The first group of villagers to settle the study village came from an Akha village situated
nearby but high in the mountains. This original village was founded many years before as
villagers migrated from several older Akha communities along the Thai‐Burmese border.
The study village used to be a stopping point for merchants and a temporary shelter for
villagers who were attracted to the area’s potential for developing wet‐rice paddy. After
several years of developing low terraces along streams, some villagers moved permanently
from the upland village for convenience’s sake. More and more followed over the years.
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Today one could say it is a fairly large village, with about 117 households and 820 registered
villagers.

6.1.2. DRUG HISTORY
Before the Akha village was established in 1971, villagers insist that there was little trouble
with drug use in the Akha uplands. Drug use was limited to elderly people who smoked
opium to relieve pain and as a medicine to treat a wide range of illnesses. Addiction of the
modern sort was unknown. There was no heroin and alcohol was largely limited to periodic
ritual use.
There were several factors contributing to the emergence of drug abuse in the 1970s,
including the obvious fact of large‐scale drug production just across the border in Burma.
One curious connection repeatedly brought up by the villagers was the establishment of a
Border Patrol Police (BPP) checkpoint in about 1974. This was in the uplands near the
mother village of our study site. At the beginning, the police recruited villagers to practice
how to use weapons and become volunteers for border patrol activities. Many villagers,
mostly heads of families, joined the project. At that time there were few government
services, including law enforcement, so villagers were left to take care of themselves, an
often troubling business given the lawlessness that transpired along the border in those
days. Villagers said they felt safer with the BPP presence and training in the use of weapons.
This sense of security was not to last, however, due to a perverse twist of fate and one of the
myriad unintended consequences of uplands development. While the villagers learned a
thing or two about law enforcement and the use of weapons, the most significant thing they
learned to do was get hooked on opium. One of the grassroots researchers had vivid
memories of those days, when parents went off to train and came back opium addicts.
“When I was a kid, I used to visit people who joined the weapons lesson at the camp. When I
opened the door, I saw many of them lying around, smoking opium.” It was considered
normal practice to kill time by smoking opium in the camp. A large group of men was far
away from families and normal responsibilities; those with experience in opium found
themselves with a large group of pupils. The new recruits into the world of opium came
back to the village and continued smoking. (Another grassroots researcher, the headman of
the village, argued that the BPP camp was one of many factors in the spread of opium
addiction during that period.)
Despite this, opium production was never prevalent. The elevation of the study village was
too low to grow poppies, the local variety preferring cooler conditions only found more than
1000 meters above sea level. Some poppies were grown in the surrounding mountains for
local use, but as the village entered the 1980s, the drug economy was still relatively
undeveloped. That was to change suddenly with the fall of Ban Hin Taek, the stronghold of
the drug lord Khun Sa, and the subsequent decentralization of the border trade.
The rest of the drug story will be elaborated in the case studies.
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6.2.

YOUTH

6.2.1. OVERVIEW OF ISSUE
The youth group in the Akha village
wanted to better understand the
drug problems faced by teens. Most
estimates of how many youth
actually still lived at home in the
study village were as low as 20
percent. The kids were in the city,
studying or working. It was a fluid
situation, however, with many
young people moving back and forth
between Chiang Rai city and the
study village.
This fluidity, and the fact that the
young were often out of sight of
their parents and village leaders,
meant that the status of drugs and
youth in the village was very hard to
pin down. In initial discussions with
village leaders, it seemed that youth
problems with drugs were minimal. The remaining problem was with old opium addicts
who were treating their addiction with methadone, the adults said. The kids didn’t have any
problems.
We were dubious. Where on earth do the young not have some degree of trouble with drugs,
especially when you categorize alcohol and cigarettes as drugs? Surely very few places. And
northern Thailand is not one of those places. Interviews with drug authorities suggest urban
migrants from hilltribe communities, especially teenagers, comprise a disproportionate
number of people involved with drugs, including dealing. Was this picture the result of
bigotry and persistent stereotypes? Are hilltribe kids just scapegoats? Were the Akha village
kids really doing all right? That was what our youth group was supposed to discover.
The study took many strange twists. First, all four members of the youth group were girls.
They were the usual suspects – good kids, involved with village activities, spoke good Thai.
The leader was studying on a scholarship at a vocational school in Chiang Rai city. While the
participation of girls like this was a real boon to the project – the involvement of women and
girls, of course, was a principal requirement of the project in the first place – it created a
problem. Relatively educated girls aren’t the ones getting into trouble with drugs. We
needed some boys. And we needed some girls in the city, too. If 80 percent of the youth are
spending considerable time in the cities, then the project had to go to town.
Over time, a male student was recruited. He held interviews with boys in the district center.
The group leader held focus groups and interviews with her classmates in Chiang Rai city.
Many of her informants were boys. Others held interviews in the village. They found out that
the big problem is alcohol. Opium and heroin are old people drugs; no hip youngster is going
to be caught dead hitting an opium pipe! Amongst the boys, however, cigarettes were
certainly cool, and alcohol use and abuse were widespread.
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Peer pressure, not surprisingly, is important. And it is institutionalized in the hierarchical
education system, where upperclassmen dominate the younger students. “If you want to be
accepted by your roon phee (older students), you have to do what they say. If they say drink,
you have to drink. Otherwise they’ll never trust you.”
Another problem which emerged was of a different nature, one both relevant to the overall
project’s research questions and personally disturbing to the authors of this report: half the
youth group – and two other friends from the village – were recruited to work in a massage
parlor in the district center. While the girls claimed they were only providing traditional
Thai massage, we all agreed there was a real danger for things to go awry. All of a sudden,
the confluence of poverty, migration – human trafficking even?! – and perhaps next drugs,
was taking on a vivid human face for the project.

6.2.2. CASES
6.2.2.1.

DAUGHTER OF DRUG ADDICT  “AH BOO”

Ah Boo is a 17‐year‐old girl. She has four sisters and
brothers. She is the third oldest. In the past, her parents
lived in a highland Akha village in Chiang Rai, along the
Thai‐Burmese border. Life was difficult and the family only
had a small plot of land, with which they could not grow
enough to live.
When Ah Boo was small, her parents managed to get
hilltribe cards, known as blue cards. They decided to move
down to the Akha study village and live with their
relatives. At that time, her father was addicted to opium.
Her mother had also been addicted but quit long before Ah
Boo was born. When she was small, Ah Boo remembers
her parents always fighting, always arguing. The fights
were over money that her father spent to support his
habit.
Actually, her father did not need to struggle much for money, because he used their home as
a storage place for drugs. Opium, heroin and amphetamines were kept in his home before
being moved for sale. The downside of the deal was that police often came to search the
house. Once when she was around 7, her mother woke her up and said thieves had come to
rob their house. When they went outside, they saw police arresting her father and uncle. The
following morning, her father was released because police could not find drugs, but they did
find heroin at her uncle’s house. He was sentenced to 10 years imprisonment.
Not long after that incident, her father tried to stop taking opium. He could not do it, and the
quarrels with her mother went on everyday. Finally in 1998 her father joined a project
supported by Aus‐Aid, which helped rehabilitate opium addicts in the community with
methadone. With the help of this project, her father was finally able to stop smoking opium.
Ah Boo remembers that opium did have its uses, despite all the quarrelling and trouble with
the police. The family also used opium to kill all kinds of pain. For example, when Ah Boo
was in the fourth grade she was hurt in an accident. It was very painful, but it was dark and
travel to the hospital was difficult. Her mother gave her some opium to smoke, which really
helped to relieve her pain (though it kept her awake). In the morning, she went to a hospital
for treatment, but she did not tell the doctor about smoking opium for fear of being scolded.
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Ah Boo added that opium served as a good cough medicine. If anyone in her family had a
serious cough, her mother would go ask for resins from a neighbor’s opium pipe, which was
very effective. Today, some community members continue to use opium resins as a cough
medicine.
At present, Ah Boo is studying at a vocational school in Chiang Rai town, specializing in
vocational education. She has many friends who liked to drink and smoke tobacco. Even
though she grew up in an environment of drugs like opium, heroin and speed, she frowns on
any kind of drug use. This environment helped her to learn that although opium had some
strengths like serving as medicine, it also had weaknesses, like causing quarrels within the
family and putting people in jail.
Ah Boo worries about changing values among the youth, such as the idea held by young
people today that drinking and smoking are cool and symbols of manhood and camaraderie.
Instead, Ah Boo thinks these legal drugs could be the starting point for ill health, conflict and
other social problems.
6.2.2.2.

AKHA YOUTH LEADER – “AH LEE”

Ah Lee is an Akha man, 26 years old. In his childhood, Ah
Lee’s family situation was not stable and they often had to
change jobs or look for new farmland in the hope of a
better life. Ah Lee was born on Doi Mae Salong Mountain in
Chiang Rai Province. Then he moved to Mae Ai District in
Chiang Mai Province. When he was 9, he got enrolled at
Ban Aroonothai School (aka Nong Ook) and studied from
kindergarten to grade one. Then his family moved to Mae
Sruay District. Ah Lee followed his family from place to
place, never sinking any roots.
In Mae Sruay, Ah Lee was enrolled in a local school for
about two years. However, he did not like the school and teachers. The teachers often
missed class and the lessons were difficult to understand. When he was 12, he decided to
quit school and help his parents do farming, mainly growing soybean, red beans and rice. He
said his parents were old and needed help with work. He said it was useless to study
because of the teaching system at the school. You could go to school, but you could not learn.
When he was 13, he moved to an Akha village nearby the Lahu village in this study. The road
was better and it was possible to get crops to market. In his old village, the traders who
came to buy farm produce always complained about the road in order to keep the price low.
Similarly, it was very difficult for his family to take the produce to sell outside. After living in
the new village for a year, his neighbour persuaded him to work in a shrimp farm in Trat
Province on the coast of the Gulf of Thailand. The wage was 1,500 baht per month.
He worked there for a year. When he was 15, he returned home to apply for a blue card
(identity card for highland people) and help his family farm and earn wages. He saw that
farming was a difficult job. More importantly, even though he worked hard, he sometimes
did not have enough to eat. When he was 18, he was advised to study religion. He got a
scholarship to study the Bible. Because the school was in the district center, he could also
study in the non‐formal education system. This way he was able to earn a primary education
certificate. He then continued in the system until he finished with the equivalent of ninth
grade (ม. 3). He was 21.
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After finishing school, he heard a radio announcement that the pan‐tribal NGO Impect was
recruiting a paid volunteer to write letters seeking legal aid for ethnic people. He decided to
apply and was chosen. He worked for three months until the project ended. He then
returned home to farm again. In 2002 he got a job looking after students at the Bible school.
He took this opportunity to earn the high school equivalency certificate, which he completed
in 2003. During this time he also began helping the AKHA Foundation to gather information
and implement various activities.
He continued to work with the AKHA Foundation on issues like animal raising and drugs.
His task was to take care of patients in drug rehabilitation. In August 2006, he was involved
with a drug treatment project with 50 drug users in an Akha village in Chiang Rai. He said
that it appeared that drugs were beginning to return as a problem, after several years of a
decrease.
Asked about drug problems among youth at present, he confirmed that cigarettes and
alcohol were the major problems. They could be bought anywhere and their use could be
done openly, unlike illegal drugs. One problem was the image of alcohol and tobacco. “If you
want to be accepted by the group, you have to drink and smoke.” He gave the example of a
friend who was studying at an agricultural college. The friend did not drink or smoke before
joining the college. When he was in his first year, senior students always asked him to buy
cigarettes and alcohol. They also pressured him to drink and smoke. If he refused, he would
be threatened with physical abuse and rejection. No assistance would be given if he were
attacked by another faction.21 He became absorbed into this cycle, spending more time with
friends and senior students than with his family. As a result, smoking and drinking became
normal practices for him. When he became a senior student, he adopted that role and
bullied the underclassmen into adopting these habits.
He argued that many young tribal people acquired the habit of drinking and smoking from
urban centres and disseminated this habit in their tribal communities. After several years,
more people returned from urban centres, creating larger groups of drinkers and smokers.
Sometimes, they advised and persuaded young community members to follow this habit,
saying that urban young people also did the same, which was considered to be cool.
Sometimes, they bought cigarettes and whisky to share with young tribal people for free,
which was an act to show that they came back from urban areas with money and could pay
for other people.
However, the habit of drinking and smoking among young community members was not
acceptable to adults. Many parents complained that young people did not listen to them. He
said this led to a lot of quarrelling in the family, and the youth would gather in hiding places
to escape detection by the adults.

21

The situation in vocational schools in Thailand can be likened to gang formation in many urban neighborhoods
of the United States, though it is not nearly as violent. Students are vulnerable if they do not join a faction. This
involves violent hazing and feuds between factions.
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6.3.

WOMEN

6.3.1. OVERVIEW OF ISSUE
It is difficult to summarize the
experience of the women’s group.
Our relationship with this group was
the weakest of all nine groups in the
project. There were several reasons
for this, but two stand out: first, the
efficacy of USER’s intervention with
this group was inadequate. The task
and the personnel were poorly
matched. We did not visit often
enough, nor at the right times. Too
much time passed between the initial
workshop and the next field visit. But some of that could be said for all nine groups. Why
was this one different?
The second point might help explain this: women’s involvement in affairs outside the home
is not encouraged in Akha society. That is usually the role of men who speak better Thai and
have contacts beyond the village gates. In the study village, this project was male dominated.
The links to youth were closest outside the village. The relationship with the women fell by
the wayside. This was aggravated by the economic reality of the village. The livelihoods of
the men in the project were less tied to the land; they had time to sit and talk with us. The
women worked all day. The leader of the group left the village to work near Bangkok for
several weeks during what was for us the busiest time in the project. We canceled the
inter‐village women’s working group meeting in Chiang Mai because the consensus was that
it would be a hardship for the women. They might come to the meeting, but only because
they felt compelled to.
We have to accept that our work with this group of women was not successful, but not due
to any failings of their own. The fact that the relationship was strong with the other
women’s groups lead us to believe that working with the Akha women’s group would have
been possible and fruitful, but would have needed to be handled better. Now we know
better. That being said, we did learn many things about the study issue chosen by the Akha
women: ways in which drug abuse particularly affected women. (We ultimately hired an
Akha woman lawyer to visit the community and conduct interviews, which helped some.)
The women said that they had seen their parents smoke opium and it was a normal thing for
as long as they could remember. During the last several decades, as the problem of abuse
grew steadily, most said those involved with drugs were men, including addiction, selling,
and transporting. But the biggest impacts were with women. The village sat astride a
trafficking route, and one frequented by lowland people parading through by motorbike on
the way to the drug sources above. Thus drugs entered the family lives in the village. Even if
women were not directly involved, they were still heavily affected.
The women in this project studied several types of women in the village: those who had
never taken drugs, those who are now in treatment, and those who still use. In all the cases
where women took drugs, there was someone in their family who was involved, especially
their husbands. That’s how they got involved. For example, their parents or husbands had
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used before, so they knew about it. Or when they were sick, people would recommend
opium to them. Too often, women with relatives using drugs were pulled into it by the fact
that they have little role in decision‐making, no power to deny the men. For instance, one
woman said that men who smoked with her husband would demand that she go buy opium
for them. This was how she herself got involved. Then she became addicted.
Other impacts arose from husbands being caught by police and imprisoned. Or the men
were incapacitated and could not work. Most of this work was hard physical labor in the
fields or the forest. Traditionally this was men’s work, but in order to feed their families, the
women had to handle it, in addition to their normal work. In some cases when they couldn’t
physically do the men’s work, they would have to hire themselves out as day labors in order
to get money to hire another man to do the work. Thus they had to spend labor and money
to get the job done.
Then, of course, when they went home they had to look after the children, cut the firewood,
prepare dinner and do all the sundry chores of housework. And argue with their drug‐
addicted husbands. The 1980s and 1990s was a very bad time for women in Akha society.
Some women would leave their husbands, but this was not an ideal option. According to
Akha culture, women who leave their husbands return home to their parents but cannot
take their kids home. They must give up their kids, possibly leaving them with the drug
addict. Beyond the pain of separation, such an environment inevitably led to negative effects
on the children, exacerbating an already vicious cycle.

6.3.2. CASE
6.3.2.1.

“AH PHEET”

Ah Pheet is 60 years old. She used to be a heroin addict,
and got into heroin through her husband. She was born
and raised in a neighboring village. She and her husband
got married, had kids, and moved to this village. When
newly married, her family had land near the village, but
had not yet moved onto it. Then they decided it would be
more convenient to move to the village.
Her family moved there when she was about 30. She said
that in her original village, her parents smoked opium.
Others also smoked, so it was a normal thing. The
exception was unmarried people, who were discouraged
from smoking by their elders. This discouragement
derived from a fear that if unmarried people smoked
opium, they would not be able to take care of their families.
Thus, when newcomers moved into a village, they didn’t smoke opium. Ah Pheet’s family
began to become involved with drugs when her husband went to volunteer with the Border
Patrol Police in 1974. Her husband didn’t get addicted until he stepped on a landmine along
the border and then came home to get treatment. With no health care, he was compelled to
self‐medicate. He was in a lot of pain, and the elders recommended that he smoke opium.
Ultimately, he became addicted.
As her husband was crippled and could not go out, Ah Pheet had to obtain his opium. In the
beginning, he trained in producing handicrafts and got a decent income. Her husband had
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been very industrious. But after he became addicted, his productivity dropped off, and the
family spent half of its income on opium. So in the house there was rarely enough money
and family members began to argue a lot. From that point on, the kids all went to work in
the city, so their family didn’t suffer such terrible hardships.
Since she needed to buy opium everyday, Ah Pheet got to know the trading business and she
noticed that there was a gradual increase in opium use stemming from the men who trained
with the BPP and came home addicted. They came back and they knew that she was
connected with the trade, so they started to buy from her. She started to make a little money
from this.
Around this time, she became sick. She saw that opium had helped her husband with pain,
and then she tried it for her illness and became addicted over time. In 1987 heroin began to
spread in the village. The opium addicts began to switch to heroin. (That was during the
period of a lot of opium suppression, and opium became harder to find.) Ah Peet began
selling heroin at this time. Then people from outside the village began to come in and buy
heroin. Ah Pheet added customers to her business. Then her home became a place for
addicts to buy and use heroin, including shooting up. She witnessed and then began
shooting up herself. Her husband just kept smoking heroin.
Not long after that, the police started to come in and arrest people. Ah Pheet’s place was
searched. Her husband was crippled and could not escape, so he was arrested. He got
arrested several times, and spent about two months in jail each time. Because Ah Pheet’s
family got searched a lot, they stopped selling. She got sick and stopped buying for other
people. But they were still addicted. Aus‐Aid arrived in her village in 1996. Ah Pheet and her
husband both joined the program and stopped their addiction to heroin by taking
methadone. But Ah Pheet’s husband started to smoke opium again the same year. Now he’s
old and in pain and needs some opium, but not too much.

6.4.

POLICY

6.4.1. OVERVIEW OF ISSUE
The Akha community’s policy group for this project was replete with strong local leaders.
The 4‐man team included the village headman (also an AKHA Foundation staffer), the
elected representative to the subdistrict administrative organization (or bor tor), a former
two‐term or bor tor council member who administers the community methadone program,
and the co‐founder of one of the first ethnic advocacy organizations in northern Thailand.
They were a diverse and interesting group. The village headman has a passion for what we
might term political ecology, or the intersection of politics and the environment. He is a
respected leader in the subject of water quality, with the forest department approaching
him to help with training. The local government representative can speak eloquently about
changing values, social justice and sustainability. The methadone volunteer has a strong
understanding of the drug issues in the community and a commitment to addressing them
in a sustainable way. And the old‐school activist has long experience in advocacy for human
rights and against human trafficking. Between them, they have decades of knowledge and
experience in local government, relations with the state, NGO work, and advocacy for Akha
rights and development.
The policy group’s research interest was in the poor fit between state drugs policy and local
reality. There was no question among the leaders that drugs had been a serious and
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debilitating issue for the community. There were, however, many questions about
government approaches to handling the problem. The policy group talked about the
problems of state‐village relations, especially the failings of the state’s top‐down approach.
Though this criticism was specific to drugs policies – this was a project about drugs, after all
– the villager leaders were pretty critical about the range of state policies as they impacted
the village. In general, they gave examples of a rigid and unresponsive state bureaucracy in
which data is collected and disappears up the chain of command, while commands emerge
from some distant policy machine and are passed back down the same chain. The leaders
question the accuracy of data moving up the chain. They question the wisdom of orders
barked down the chain. But there is no public forum for these questions to be aired, no
mechanism to debate these concerns among the relevant parties. There is a palpable feeling
of frustration among these men, tempered by their enthusiasm when given a chance to vent
this frustration. (And now a military putsch and the potential for responsive governance are
even bigger question marks.)
The policy group said that drugs were a serious problem in the community over a period of
more than two decades. Before the present headman took over seven years ago, the place
had a reputation as a no‐man’s zone, a place on which authorities had given up and in which
NGOs were afraid to work. A nearby upland village was notorious for the availability of a
range of drugs, and there was a steady stream of traffic through the village from the
lowlands to the upland source of petty dealers. While the study village itself was not
especially important in the trade, some of the population got caught up in all the related
traffic.
The negative impacts were many: degraded family economy due to idle labor and wasting
scarce money on drugs; disharmony within drug‐using families; health problems of drug
users; neglect of family members, especially children, by drug‐using parents ( e.g. causing
kids to be kept out of school); suspicions among people in the community; insecurity from
increased crime and violence associated with drugs; and young people entering dangerous
professions like drugs and commercial sex.
But the Akha village has a long and quite successful local history of addressing drug
problems. With funding assistance from the Australian Agency for International
Development (AusAid) and a persistent graduate student from Australia, the village was one
of several area sites of the first – and only known – needle exchange program in Thailand to
combat the spread of HIV. A more enduring program has been the mobile methadone clinic
operated by the district center hospital and run in the village by a local volunteer (and
grassroots research team member mentioned above). While harm reduction techniques
have never been in vogue with the authorities, they have a proven record in this community
of reducing the spread of HIV and helping people reduce their dependency on a debilitating
drug.
While the problems have greatly declined since the community joined hands with AusAid –
to the extent that there were no cases of violence or incarceration during the bloody War on
Drugs of 2003 – recent government policies and actions have not been helpful, the policy
group reports. And that is especially worrying because drugs seem to be creeping back in.
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6.4.2. CASES
6.4.2.1.

DRUG USER HISTORY  “AH DOH”

Ah Doh is 38. He had seen his dad smoking opium since he
was a kid. He was 18 years old when he started smoking
himself. In the past, for the Akha, it was normal for people
to smoke opium. But if someone smoked a lot, he would be
looked down upon by others. He was afraid to smoke it as
a teen because of his reputation.
Ah Doh studied until junior high school and then left
school at the age of 12. After that he helped work in the
fields around his home, then would go play with friends.
When he went out with friends they would go to nearby
cities, drink, and visit prostitutes. He liked to play around
and soon after he started smoking opium he experimented with heroin. Soon, he was
addicted. He would usually go across the border to Burma in Tachilek and smoke. Then after
he had been smoking for a few years, it appeared in the village and he could buy it
conveniently. He would sneak away into the forest with friends to smoke. But the villagers
knew he used drugs.
Heroin was readily available at first and he used a lot. Then after six years of smoking heroin
the price got expensive and he started to shoot up. Then after two years he didn’t have
enough money to do it and he became weak. He had contracted AIDS but didn’t know it yet.
He wanted to quit. He asked friends how to stop. They recommended going to Tanyaruk
Hospital in Bangkok, so he went. There were friends in his group who went there and got off
drugs.
He went on a 21‐day methadone program at the hospital. He suffered a lot and wanted some
drugs. He walked out of the hospital and someone approached him in front of the hospital
and offered to sell him drugs. He bought a needle at the pharmacy and shot up in the
hospital bathroom. He tried three times to quit within about one year. Each time he failed.
Every time he went home he was surrounded by people with drugs. The third time someone
was selling drugs in the hospital. He gave up.
He went back up north and tried again at the detox center in Mae Rim. This worked for
awhile and he went to work in Bangkok for a year. He didn’t know where he could buy drugs
and so he stayed clean.
As soon as he got home, he started to crave heroin. But that was the year the Aus‐Aid
program started. He joined the program and started receiving treatment with methadone.
“If it hadn’t been for that program, I would have kept shooting heroin.” But as the program
continued, it changed the environment in the village. The community was stronger and
fewer people were using drugs. The people involved with the project would look for him
and asked him to join the project.
We recently learned that Ah Doe had begun smoking opium again. Some of the villagers
thought that it was okay for someone dying of AIDS to use some opium. It wasn’t a big
problem for the community. The number of old users was small. New people were not
taking up hard drugs.
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6.4.2.2.

GRASSROOTS ACTIVIST – “AH YOR”

Ah Yor is 40 years old. His father was addicted to opium.
He himself experimented with drugs but was never
addicted.
As a kid, his dad didn’t smoke opium. The first thing he
remembered was people eating opium resin to cure
stomach aches. In 1974, the Border Patrol Police set up
training for villagers nearby. His father went in to train in
1980, attracted by the 500 baht per month payment. Ah Yor
went to the camp to visit and saw many people lying
around smoking opium. One of them was his father.
The police training ended about 1985 and all the men came
home to the village, many of them addicted to opium. By this time, he was almost 20. He
finished junior high school and then went to work for an NGO working on children’s rights
issues. (A university professor had come to the village asking for a translator and he became
involved.) The work also involved the issue of human trafficking, with work in Chiang Mai
and Bangkok.
During this time he moved around a lot between the cities and his village. After his father
came back from the camp, his family lost their reputation with the village because his father
was an addict. Ah Yor himself didn’t really care much because he was busy and frequently
away from the village.
When he got back, he would stay in the village a few months and run around with friends.
This was the time when drugs were spreading in the village. He and his friends tried
different drugs. The first time he tried opium he was 24. Three years later he tried smoking
heroin. He never smoked enough of anything to become addicted. This was because he was
in and out of the village, not there permanently.
He thought that if he had been in the village all the time like his friends, he would have
become addicted along with them. He also said that the low opinion of his family in the eyes
of the neighbors might have made him give up and become addicted.
At the age of 30, he stopped all use of drugs. He went back to school and he got a university
degree by correspondence. He kept working with NGOs on social issues, including drugs and
AIDS. The project finished two years ago and he returned to the village and worked with the
village headman.
Ah Yor talked about problems in the past in the village: first there were drugs, second there
was human trafficking. He didn’t want to get involved with the drugs issue, because it was
dangerous to work on this problem in the village. He said that at that time a big problem was
that everyone was so used to drugs that they didn’t see it as a problem.
His work on human trafficking was in outreach to women who had already entered the sex
business. He was distributing condoms to sex workers and raising consciousness. He
thought it would be good to help the girls before they got caught up in the trade, but that
was too dangerous to do in the village. “You didn’t know who was who, or whose business
you were interfering with.”
Regarding the massage business, he knew some of the girls from the village had recently
taken up such work. He said the place they worked was of the sort that offered sex. He knew
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who they were, but he knew they would never listen to him. The recruiter was close to the
families. This sort of thing happened every year. He was fearful about the “dark influences”
involved in this business. The kids wanted to go to work outside the home and he
understood the problems and there was nothing he could do about it.
He saw a cycle repeating itself. These girls would come back to the village with stories to tell
the younger girls and invite them back to work with them.

BOX 3. INTERVENTION – VILLAGE HARM REDUCTION PROGRAM
Ah Phee is the village volunteer responsible for distributing methadone to 20 recovering
addicts. He is 34 years old. His father was a drug addict. People in the village told him he
would turn out the same. But when people said such things it made him determined not to
turn out that way. There were four people in the family. His father’s addiction caused a lot
of problems with money. He and his brother had to ordain at a Thai temple to get an
education. He entered the temple as a novice at the age of 10. This Buddhist temple was
near the district center. They had a budget to help poor kids study.
He was in the temple until he was 15 and finished primary school. His brother came back to
the village. Ah Phee went to work as a laborer in Chiang Mai. His brother became addicted
to drugs. Ah Phee stayed in Chiang Mai and connected with a network of Akha workers in
the city. He worked in many places, washing dishes, working on a bee farm. He returned
home only rarely; he did not want to see people looking down on him. He said that this
drove a lot of people to become addicted, but he was not in the village enough to get into
trouble.
He finally went back to the village in 1995 when his father was arrested and sentenced to
three years in prison. His brother was addicted to drugs and had AIDS. There was no one to
help his mother. He was really upset to be back home and hear the criticism of the villagers.
But he did not have any choice. He also wanted a chance to show the villagers they were
wrong.
He started working as a volunteer for the local health center. Then the Aus‐Aid methadone
program came in the next year. The situation began to get better. His brother sought
treatment with the program. Ah Phee became a volunteer in this program in 1998 when
the former volunteer left. The headman persuaded him to get involved in helping the
community.
At first, his house was a methadone distribution center. He also had to visit people with
AIDS as part of his responsibilities. In 2000, he was also responsible for a short‐lived needle
exchange program.
The needle exchange and methadone program was successful but the police authorities
often criticized the program. When they went to district meetings, people would ask many
questions, voice complaints. The doctors would answer the questions.
In little more than a year, the needle program was cancelled. The doctors said they
canceled the program because the problem was solved, but Ah Phee thought it was
because they were tired of being condemned.
The methadone program suffered a different problem. There was little outside suspicion,
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but there was criticism from the villagers. There was an announcement that the village was
drug free, but villagers noted that 20 methadone users meant they were not drug free and
it was bad for the reputation of the villagers. They even thought Ah Phee was selling
methadone for profit. These were the same people that used to tell him he was going to be
a junky when he grew up.
But a district hospital doctor who was interviewed said that this sentiment was limited to
those without drug problems. The families of those seeking treatment supported the
program because the users could work now and there were not so many family arguments.
Ah Phee said the 4‐year collaboration between Dr. Jennifer Gray (with Aus‐Aid funds) and
the district hospital, offered several valuable lessons:
1. There is a real need to build understanding with villagers first, and to seek real
cooperation;
2. It is necessary to study the roots of the drug problem in depth;
3. The program should not be too short‐lived;
4. Addressing the drug problem requires compassion (e.g “Jennifer talked to
everyone, she wasn’t like the police, who just arrested people.”)
Dr. Gray spent a lot of time building understanding, including among drug users. She
developed a strong understanding of the problem, and then acted as coordinator. She
helped the hospital connect with villagers and found money to continue before she left.
The methadone supply is funded through the district hospital, and officials say the funds
are secure. The minimal compensation for the village volunteer, Ah Phee, however, is
funded year‐to‐year and is not secure.

6.5.

AKHA SUMMARY
6.5.1. DRUGS
Drugs used to be a big problem in
the Akha village. Motorcycles would
parade past the village, outsiders
heading into the hills to buy drugs:
opium, heroin, speed – all of it. This
situation was not uncommon in the
Chiang Rai hills. One could say it was
the norm. But the really interesting
story about this village is how they
handled that problem and turned
things around.
Today, there are about 20 men
receiving daily doses of methadone,
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an opiate substitute provided by the district hospital with government funds and
distributed in the village by a local volunteer. Some of these men have recently begun to
secretly smoke opium. Nearly half of them are living with AIDS. Out of a village of more than
500 people, a handful of poor old men are smoking a little opium. Not to belittle these
individual stories, but this is hardly a raging drug epidemic.
When the government was kicking down doors around the country during the drug war,
rounding up people into army camps and, reportedly, gunning down junkies and small‐time
dealers, this Akha village was a pretty calm place. The authorities were initially suspicious
about the morning methadone session, but between the local leaders and the hospital
doctors, an understanding was reached. No one was killed, no one thrown in jail.
In the Lahu village involved in this project, we are dubious that the present low incidence of
drug using and dealing is sustainable. But this Akha village seems to have the odds running
in its favor. This is not to suggest the place does not have its share of challenges. The
situation of women and youth, as with each village in this study – and this is general
throughout the hills – is troubling. But the prospect of a new bad wave of drug problems
seems slight.
It is our judgment, as it is the belief of our sources, that the key factor in the improvement of
the situation is the progressive harm reduction program discussed above. Instead of taking
an inflexible military approach as the government does, the methadone and needle‐
exchange programs tried to minimize the damage of the drug problem, rather than wiping it
out completely. The harm reduction approach involved community cooperation, a helpful
state agency (the district hospital) and foreign expertise and funding. The foreign adviser
and funds are gone, but the program persists and the problems of HIV transmission and
drug abuse are drastically reduced. (This would be a good place for development
investment to help monitor, evaluate and sustainably further this best practice.)

6.5.2. PRIORITY ISSUES
So if drugs are not the big issue here, what are the issues?
Rights: citizenship cards are not a priority issue here. More than 90 percent of the villagers
have them. (We believe this village is in the minority in that regard and should not be seen
to represent Akha villages in general, where citizenship is still a struggle.) That being said,
the wife of the village headman was born in Thailand, has lived in the village for 20 years
and still does not have citizenship. This is a good example of the gender dimensions of the
citizenship problem. “Mae Luang”, her mother and other women and girls did not apply for
citizenship in those days because it was said that women had no use for the cards. They
were discouraged from leaving the village area and had no dealings with the outside world.
The world has changed around them quickly though, and this legacy of past thinking and
state policy is a barrier to opportunity.
Land rights are certainly an issue, but an issue related to the land reform office, not the
forest department. This is a major problem for villagers because they often lack land title
deeds. This owes to the fact that in 1962, when General Sarit Thanarat ruled Thailand, there
was no law regarding land titling for Akha in many mountain areas. Moreover, opportunities
for education in the study village are likely superior to most Akha villages, but still
inadequate. Gross human rights violations by authorities or “dark influences” are not a local
issue. Structural racism against hilltribes in general is an issue, but perhaps less so in this
village, which is better integrated with the city and offers better opportunities for work and
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education. (The leaders and youth have a better chance to compete with lowland Thais than
in most upland communities with which we are familiar.) The flip‐side of this integration is
the risk of assimilation and cultural deterioration, but this risk is mitigated by the Akha
language and cultural activities organized by the AKHA Foundation at its center in the
village.
The potentially most serious rights issues connected to this village are ones we still know
little about: women’s rights and economic exploitation of youth in the city.
Poverty: The usual problems of alienation and inequitable distribution of land prevail, but
these are mitigated by the village’s proximity to labor markets and the general availability of
citizenship. We mean to say that this Akha village likely has more opportunity than most
Akha villages, but that is not saying much. The labor market is exploitative, the markets
offer farmers miserable returns and the educational system is deficient. According to
villagers, this is because the Akha have had no land rights and less and less water has
trickled down to them thanks to the building of nearby dams which have channeled their
water elsewhere. Local teachers may click their tongues at girls seeking employment as
singers or in massage parlors, but they are unable to suggest any financially‐feasible
alternatives. “Go home and work on the farm” is not seen by youth as a viable option.
Health: Ill health was the most common reason given for people becoming involved with
drugs in the first place. And the intervention and ultimate success of the harm reduction
programs (needle exchange and methadone) were driven by a health concern: the spread of
HIV‐AIDS. The villagers argue the problem was worse in the past, when there were many
intravenous drug users, but the harm reduction programs have helped reduce the incidence
of HIV. We do not have exact figures about the prevalence of HIV and rates of transmission.
Of the 20 recovering drug addicts in the methadone program, as many as half might be HIV
positive, but the overall story is unknown because many people with AIDS never return to
the village.
From anecdotal evidence we feel confident in saying this: the number of people with AIDS in
the village has decreased because of death or migration and the rate of transmission has
lessened because there are no more intravenous drug users. However, many people on the
household registry do not live in the village anymore. And with 80 percent of the youth
coming and going between village and town, the picture is far from clear.
Migration: The villagers say that the majority of the population was born on the Thai side of
the border. (They also say the precise location of the border was pretty unclear in those
days and people moved around a lot.) Illegal migration into the village is uncommon today.
The leaders discourage it and the village is accessible to state officials. It is hard for
immigrants to settle there. The villagers did migrate from the uplands beginning more than
30 years ago, but this was not a forced migration, nor one in which they were indirectly
compelled to migrate by forest department land seizures.
As mentioned several times, about 80 percent of the youth and an unknown percentage of
the adults live in the city or regularly commute there. So, urban migration and off‐farm
employment are big issues for this community.
Human trafficking: This is a priority issue. The village has a history of youth falling prey to
recruiters of the sex trade. While the story of the youth group and a massage parlor (see
6.5.3. below) does not involve physical force or chains, the involvement of duplicitous
recruiters and the fear of dark influences make it worth talking about within the framework
of human trafficking.
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6.5.3. LOCAL RESEARCH ISSUES
Here we will focus on the youth question.
The youth group was interesting. Whereas with many other groups the word “drugs” did not
include legal drugs like alcohol and tobacco, when the youth talked about “drugs”, they
meant booze and cigarettes. On one hand, this was enlightening, because the issues that
seemed to escape the attention of the adults were in the forefront with the kids. The peer
pressures, misconceptions and risky behavior of youth are similar to those in communities
around the world. It’s not surprising that upland youth should adopt the dangerous habits of
mainstream society. Drinking to excess, drunk driving and fighting are all commonplace in
Thai society, and are increasingly capturing attention. But as with mainstream society, the
issue of boys and booze is not a priority with the adults. We think it should be.
On the other hand, the youth group’s emphasis on drinking and smoking perhaps obscured
other more salient issues. First, urban migration is clearly (and statistically) an important
trend. The cultural and economic implications of this for Akha society must be great, in both
positive and negative ways. Second, and following from the question of urban migration, the
convergence of an inadequate educational system and the dependence of urban youth on a
highly exploitative labor market is a real cause for concern.
This case illustrates our point: In the middle of the project two of the four teenaged youth
members left the village and went to work in a massage parlor in the district center. Two of
their friends joined them. We should emphasize here that we are not suggesting these girls
were employed in sex work. We do not believe they were (at the time of the visit in August
2006). We visited them at their place of business, talked with them and their employer and
came away thinking this: at present they are employed doing traditional Thai massage. No
“special services.” But we are still worried. Fact: many massage parlors in Thailand are
covers for prostitution. Fact: some prostitutes get their start giving simple massages. Fact:
these girls are good looking and they will come under pressure by male customers and
perhaps their employer to sell their bodies. It is our judgment that this is a dangerous
situation.
We received the news about these girls with some alarm 22. But in the village, no one seemed
to know much about it or to be especially concerned about this, including the young women
themselves, the other members of the youth group or the policy group leaders. Why? It
could be explained in different ways 23. First, most young people live and work in town. Out
of sight, out of mind? Second, the choices for poorly educated girls (an estimated 20 out of
30 students do not study beyond the age 13) are so few and so bad that a massage parlor is
just not a big deal. It’s too commonplace to get excited about. Third, people were really quite
embarrassed and concerned and did not want to talk about it. Fourth, compared with other
choices like sweating in someone else’s field for two dollars a day or disappearing into some
frightful scene in Bangkok – well, maybe a massage parlor in a town 20 kilometers from
home is okay. All in all, many villagers we talked to stated that girls’ involvement in sex
work was not such a big problem. They thought only a few were at risk of HIV.
We believe we can discuss this case in the language of human trafficking because the girls
were lured into the business through the intervention of a broker, who contacted the girls
and their parents. According to local sources, this is quite common. The parents know the

22
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On the other hand, this is Thailand. Poor girls going to work in massage parlors is hardly shocking.
Village leaders were worried about the idea in theory, but didn’t know about this particular case.
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broker quite well. In some cases, the parents have misgivings but the girls demand to go. In
other cases, the parents pressure the girls into complying. In either case, definitions of
human trafficking usually include the term “fraud”, which means that the broker lies about
the working conditions or requirements. It is unlikely the broker discusses sex work with
the parents, but the broker knows that is part of the deal. In cases where young and
uninformed girls are obtained by a network by means of fraud, we are talking about human
trafficking.
One of the local leaders knew something about the case of the four girls. He thought it would
be difficult to intervene. This was partly because the parents would resent interference in a
family livelihood matter. But more importantly, the leader feared “dark influences”, which is
Thai shorthand for organized crime. To meddle with the fate of these girls would be to
challenge one or more violent criminals.

Priority issue in Akha community:
Poor girls from a structurally
disadvantaged ethnic minority
community migrate to the city through
the intervention of a human trafficking
network and enter an environment
with a high risk of contracting HIV.
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7.

KAREN VILLAGE
7.1.1. GENERAL

The Karen of Thailand have had a
long and troubled history with
opium addiction. Usually not
associated with highland opium
growing or drug trafficking, the
Karen are the “good” hilltribes in the
NGO literature, the nature‐friendly
victims of development (Walker,
2001; 145). Less well‐known is the
story of opium addiction and its
terrible toll on families. The Karen
may have not grown much opium,
but the fact that their neighbors uphill grew a lot of it had a significant impact on the history
of these people in the 20th century.
Today, fortunately, there are no opium users in the Karen study village. Why that is the case,
and whether there is a danger of the drug’s return, is the subject of this part of the paper.
In the vast mountainous area between Chiang Mai’s Ping River valley and the Burmese
border to the west, the population is stratified by altitude. The situation is complex, but
generally speaking one finds northern Thai‐speakers or Shan in the larger lowland valleys,
Karen in the mid‐altitudes and Hmong at 1,000 meters or so, with a few Lua, Lisu and Lahu
communities dispersed throughout the area. The earlier simple distinctions between wet‐
rice farmers and shifting cultivators – some of whom grew opium ‐‐ is not of much use in
this day and age. First, there is very little shifting going on. Population growth and the forest
department have seen to that24. Contract farming of maize and soybeans and garlic is
common in the lower strata, and cabbage growing is (in)famous for its prevalence in the
highlands. In the surroundings of the study area, strawberry production for export to agri‐
business in greater Bangkok has been popular for a decade or more, with a nearby Hmong
village producing both seedlings and fruit for market.
The presence of several Royal Project sites – an enduring legacy of the highland
development/opium suppression era – produce a wide‐range of non‐indigenous crops for
urban markets. While many of these targeted the Hmong in a bid to wean their economy
from dependence on the poppy, the Karen are also involved. In one village in the same
subdistrict as the Karen study village, the former forest farmers have been transformed into
high‐tech producers of lettuce and persimmons. Warehouses, pesticide bottles, pick‐up
trucks and discussion of market trends are the norm in this once remote corner of the Karen
hills of northwestern Thailand.
Most of these developments, however, have by‐passed our Karen study village. At the end of
a very bad dirt road near the headwaters of large streams feeding a principal Ping River

24

This is less true across the watershed divide in Mae Hong Son Province, where one can still find long‐fallow
rotational farming by the Karen. The days of “pioneer swiddening” and frequent village relocation by the
Hmong, on the other hand, are gone.
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tributary, this cluster of three small villages is a world away from the lettuce and strawberry
producers.
The majority of the villagers here do not produce enough rice to eat throughout the year.
Given that they produce almost no cash crops makes this problem all the more serious. The
solution is wage labor in neighboring communities. The dilemma with this is two‐fold. First,
one of the commonest labor opportunities in the past was to work in Hmong opium fields –
often for payment in opium rather than cash. Second, a family’s rice barn usually becomes
empty about the time when people need to plant rice again on their own land. Thus they
need to work for others for food today at the price of tomorrow’s domestic food production.
This perverse disincentive to sustainable food security is one of the key puzzles emerging
from this study village.
The reasons for this chronic food insecurity are complex and still unclear. A deep dissection
of the problem is beyond the scope of this paper, though the situation certainly warrants
further research and action. Several points can be made, though they should be understood
to be within the realm of educated conjecture.
First, the power of the forest department has certainly been greater here than further west
in Mae Hong Son. Foresters began to intervene about 20 years ago, when officers with
weapons and handcuffs started visiting the remote community as part of watershed
restoration and reforestation efforts. They planted pine trees in the headwaters, compelled
the villagers to forego clearing some of their forest fallows, and threatened to arrest people
who resisted. It was no idle threat, either, villagers said. They personally witnessed Hmong
neighbors being arrested.
The role of the forest department in this village is profound and fluid. The foresters’ actions
certainly fit the favorite model of left‐wing NGOs: an authoritarian state agency’s policy
prescriptions, in the name of the environment, lead to land seizure and decline in local self‐
reliance and livelihoods. To the forester, the Karen rotational forest farming system might
have looked like willful forest destruction, an ignorant backward people wantonly cutting
and burning primeval forest with no rhyme or reason. That was always a false picture,
however, at least when it came to the Karen. The long‐fallow cycle of the Karen in this part
of Thailand was neither wanton nor destructive, and it was replete with reason.
One person’s forest is another person’s rice field. That’s how a traditional Karen looked at a
particular 8‐year‐old section of secondary forest – it was a rice field eight years ago and it’s
going to be a rice field this year, too. The cycle of use and natural regeneration is the way
one survives in the forest. But once the forest department arrived and the “negotiations”
were complete, the cycle had been reduced to three years, and that’s not enough. Without
the addition of fertilizer and pesticides, repeatedly returning to one patch of hillside every
three years means less food.
There is a lot of truth to this version of events. But on the other hand, the Thai forest
department’s pressure on nearby Hmong simultaneously relieved the pressure on the
Karen, who says the Hmong were encroaching upon their traditionally protected headwater
forests. This would give credence to those, like Walker (2001), who sees a more nuanced,
complex relationship between the Karen and the forest department than the stark black‐
and‐white picture painted by the NGOs. Walker also challenges the ideal of the Karen agro‐
ecological paradise of old, free of the corrupting influence of modernity and the oppression
of the foresters. His stories and ones related to the author tell of recurrent struggles with the
forest and times of hunger. The older women in the village laughed when recounting stories
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of aggressive monkeys raiding rice fields and snatching the arrows out of crossbows before
they could be fired, but they were serious. Nature was a fickle friend to the Karen of old.
The present food insecurity story is further complicated by the issue of labor. The
information obtained from the local researchers is often contradictory. On one hand, they
relate versions of the above story of forest department pressure to reduce the community’s
access to farmland. But if pressed, another story emerges. Some members of the community
do not actually use all the land legally available to them because they do not have the labor
to work it. Having little money to hire laborers, most members of the study community rely
on family or friends. While a system of exchange labor exists for wet‐rice paddy production
– I’ll help you today, you help me tomorrow – this is less true for hill rice production. Several
sources said that they would need to double their area of hill‐rice production to meet food
security needs, but they barely have enough labor to use the limited land allotted to them by
the forest department.
The most commonly touted prescription in the community is to grow cash crops like
peanuts. They can then buy rice with their earnings. But for this they need a decent road,
and they are a long way from having one of those.
The study village is the sort of place known as a “satellite.” It does not have official status as
a village, but is instead considered an offshoot of a larger “official” village. The study site is
actually two villages, set apart by about one kilometer. They are both satellite villages. The
official village to which these two are connected is a Hmong village. This raises some
difficult questions about inter‐ethnic relations.
First of all, satellite villages do not have headmen. Headmen (and the occasional
headwoman) are a villages’ principal link to the state. They receive tiny salaries from the
Ministry of Interior, attend monthly meetings at the district office and act as conduits
between officialdom and the villagers. Satellite villagers have only assistant headmen. These
have less authority, being subordinate to the official headman, who in this case is Hmong.
Another issue is representation in local government, known as the subdistrict
administrative organization (or bor tor). Each official village elects two representatives to sit
on the subdistrict council. Satellite villages also take part in elections, but the larger official
village has more votes. So both or bor tor seats go to the Hmong.
Both the positions of headman and or bor tor are important, especially because they help
determine a village’s access to development funds, such as for road building (where most or
bor tor funds are spent). With the headman and or bor tor belonging to a completely
different community from the study village, the result has been that almost no development
funds trickle down to the Karen village.
The president of the village’s subdistrict, himself Karen, said that the Hmong village has
been receiving or bor tor funds for ten years and has been unwilling to share with its Karen
satellite villages. This is not necessarily a matter of ethnic bias, however, although most
interviewees believe that it is. The or bor tor president said it is not unusual for Karen
leaders in official villages to neglect Karen satellites. There is very little development money
in the uplands and it is stretched very thin.
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7.1.2. DRUG HISTORY
We asked a 59‐year‐old elder in the Karen community how long his people had been
smoking opium. He remembered that his grandfather had smoked opium, though had never
developed a daily habit. From this and other stories, we figure that opium smoking has been
around since the early part of the 20th century, at least. This despite the fact that the Karen
have no tradition of growing opium and occupy an agro‐ecological niche (below 1000
meters above sea level) unsuitable for growing poppies.
The story of drugs is closely related to the story of land and forests related above. The
simplest version goes like this: The Karen have lived in the area for too many generations
for them to count, though many authors use the figure of 200 years (see Renard, 1980).
When the Hmong migrated into the area in the late 19th century, they brought opium. The
Hmong grew opium and corn and the Karen grew rice. The Hmong grew to like Karen rice,
and the Karen grew to like Hmong opium. The Hmong learned to grow rice, but the Karen
never got very good at growing opium. They did get quite good at smoking it, though.25
When the pressure increased from the forest department and land became scarcer, the
Karen had to turn to wage labor to survive. Some went to work in the tin mines or
strawberry fields in the district or even further away, in Chiang Mai and Bangkok. But many
others went to work for the Hmong. The Karen knew about opium. One could imagine they,
like people everywhere, became convinced of its excellent medicinal properties. The
medicine over time, however, brought a terrible addiction. Most respondents said that every
family had at least one drug addict. The four members of our policy group were all addicts at
one time. It was common practice for the head of a family to spend long periods of time
away from the family laboring in the opium fields in return for more drugs to smoke.
It is worth noting that this very common story belies the argument sometimes made by
reformed opium growers from the highlands, and their NGO allies, that they did not know
that opium was a harmful drug. It is likely true that they did not understand the legal
complexities of the issue, but the degeneration of many of their neighbors into skeletal
beggars surely tipped them off. Anyway, the Hmong and others had local prohibitions
against opium addiction. They knew it was bad stuff.
Opium was the main drug of consequence in the community. Heroin did make its
appearance in the 1990s as opium became scarcer and scarcer due to aggressive state
eradication. Amphetamines, or ya ba, were a marginal problem as the use of the drug
mushroomed all around the country in the early part of this decade. It was apparently quite
a serious issue in larger Karen villages in the area and in the nearby Hmong community (a
fact confirmed by one of the authors when he visited the village for an earlier research
project and was immediately approached by a dealer looking to make a sale). The Karen felt
that village was a dangerous place to visit or pass by.
Most respondents point to the positive role played by Thai Tribal treatment center for
opiate addiction, part of the Karen Baptist Convention. The team members and others were
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This is a distillation of a story told to the author by many Karen and Hmong over the years. It is complicated,
however, by many factors. For instance, many Hmong of China grew rice, both in the past and today. And some
Karen of Thailand, in the past, grew some opium for sale. Still, the general agro‐ecological rule holds that the
variety of Yunnanese opium grown in Thailand did poorly below 1,000 meters, while most rice varieties did
poorly above 1,000 meters. That natural line did hold for many years between the Karen and the Hmong,
though now it has become very blurred.
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able to kick their habits after herbal detoxification, renewed attention to religious teaching,
and the dramatic decline in the availability of opium over the last several years. Alcohol
began to be a problem as recovering opium addicts turned to home‐brewed rice liquor, but
the village has in recent years enforced a ban on sale or use of alcohol in the village that
apparently is widely observed. With the exception of cigarettes, the village appears today by
all accounts to be drug free.

7.2.

YOUTH

7.2.1. OVERVIEW OF ISSUE
The Karen youth group wanted to
focus on education. As already
mentioned, the village suffers from
food insecurity, with few apparent
options for improving the situation.
The usual strategy is wage work.
This strategy is limited because most
villagers have a low‐level of
schooling, with many adults never
having attended school. This
relegates them to a life of hard
physical labor. They also have many
stories of being exploited by
employers, humiliated, cheated and
derided as uneducated hilltribe people. “Sometimes when villagers bought things using a
one thousand baht banknote they were not given the correct change because people thought
they wouldn’t know the difference.”
These were painful experiences for the villagers. But they do not see turning back to
agriculture as a realistic option. There are many problems. The road is impassable in the
rainy season. In the dry season, the road is okay but there’s not enough water in the streams
for irrigation. The villagers all want a better road, but their leaders have been unable to win
the funds from local government. The youth group feels this is because their leaders have no
formal education.
The youth group thinks that if more people in the community are literate and generally have
a better education, the problems of poverty, humiliation, and exploitation would decrease.
People could find better jobs with enough money to feed their families without having to do
such hard physical labor. They could also have more chances to be elected as
representatives in local administration. This would result in the development of the village.
And a strong community could finally rid itself of social problems such as poverty or drugs.
To reach that goal, the most important factor is access to school for people in the
community. They gathered information in three related areas:
1. Support for kids to further their studies in secondary school and sources of this financial
support;
2. Quality of students’ education;
3. Types of schools and how people chose their school.
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Some of the findings were as follows:
Finances: All of the respondents said their families were so poor that they could not
support their kids’ education. Even though school is supposedly free in Thailand through
high school, there are many costs related to education. For families with almost no cash
income, school uniforms, Boy/Girl Scout uniforms and various study equipment and
material is a formidable expense. Despite the financial inability, most families surveyed
expect their kids to study to as high a level as possible. They hope it will help the young find
better jobs with enough money to spend. They want the children to have easier lives than
their parents have led.
Some families are willing to have their kids leave school after grade 6. However, they still
realize the importance of literacy, especially when contacting government agencies,
including writing an application for something.
There is a great reliance on teachers and schools to help find scholarships and appropriate
schools for their kids to further their studies, since the parents themselves cannot afford
this. Many scholarships are from abroad, connected with churches though some are from
the teachers themselves. However, the scholarship funds available are not enough for all
kids who want to further their studies in secondary school.
Quality: A local teacher said that the village primary school’s quality, something which
affects the youths’ access to secondary school, might be lower than schools in the lowlands
since they lack teaching equipment such as computers.
Young people themselves are an important factor in creating their own access to school by
studying hard. Some kids said they wanted to finish only grade 6 since they were tired of
studying. Or some said that they didn’t want to leave home and stay in the school dormitory.
They just don’t want to be far from home, feeling lonely.
The location of schools is a factor in youths’ access to further studies. Our research found
that the closer the school to the youths’ house, the more access to education they have. This
is because they don’t have to pay for accommodation, food or travel costs. But most
importantly, the families do not have to lose their family labor. Their kids can help them
work after school. If the school is far away from home, kids have to stay in a dormitory with
many expenses.
In the case of the study village, the nearest secondary school is far away from the
community along a difficult route. Kids have to stay at the school dormitory or walk a great
distance back home. These are real obstacles to youths’ access to secondary school, having a
strong affect on families’ decisions about education.
We could see that youths’ access to school is related to various factors, including families,
poverty, labor, students themselves, school, teachers, school location, community,
transportation routes, etc.
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7.2.2. CASES
7.2.2.1.

FAMILY IMPACTS OF DRUG ABUSE – “POR DA CHEU”

Por Da Cheu is a 16‐year‐old Karen girl from the study
community. She remembers that when she was small, the
village was very poor. The people did not have enough rice to
eat year‐round and they had to work outside as general
laborers. There were also many drug users in the village.
Most of these were addicted to opium. She said there was at
least one opium user in each household in the village. Most of
them were adults over 30 years old.
Her father was one of the addicts. She used to cry every day
because her father was addicted to opium. When he worked,
he would spend the money to buy opium. He would spend all
the money he earned on opium, no matter how much or how
little he earned. Sometimes, he was paid opium as his wage,
so he had no money left over for the family.
Sometimes her father would not come home for many days,
depending on the place he worked and where opium was
available for him to smoke. There was no one to help her mother in the family’s field. She
remembers that as a very hard time for her mother
Later, her elder brother went to work as a laborer and he also became addicted to opium. He
told her that his friend and his boss asked him to try it. When he became addicted, he could
not work without smoking it. He had more energy to work and could work longer when he
smoked opium. Many opium users became addicted to it for the same reason. It was a
similar pattern: they tried the drug out of curiosity, boredom, or peer pressure. They
gradually took more and then eventually became addicted to it. Without smoking opium,
they did not have the strength to work – to work in order to buy more opium! They were
trapped in a self‐destructive cycle.
Por Da Cheu said her brother would be in a good mood, entertaining, talkative, and very
kind when he smoked. But when the drug wore off he would become easily irritated,
flashing angry eyes at everyone. With her father and brother often away, there were not
enough hands to help with the farm work. But when her father and her brother returned
home, they would fight with her mother. That was a very hard time for them.
They were not alone. Her family’s problems were common to the entire village. Petty crime
was common, with addicts stealing livestock and even tools like spades and machetes. Many
families had nothing to eat since most of their family leaders were addicted to opium and
didn’t go to work in the fields. The problem became increasingly serious all over the village.
The community eventually began to take tentative action against the growing problem of
drugs. The assistant village headman set up a meeting to warn drug users to quit drugs. The
community produced a banner/billboard against drugs. The Baptist Thai Tribal drug
treatment center in the largest nearby town began to provide support for drug treatment.
However, only old‐aged opium users voluntarily joined the treatment. They wanted to quit
so that they could go back to their families. But most opium users didn’t have much interest
and continued taking opium.
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When the government began to crack down on drugs in the late 1990s, there was a lot of
disturbing news about killings and arrests of people involved with drugs. The police came to
the village for drug eradication, making many opium users afraid to be arrested. Besides,
drug eradication resulted in a decrease in the availability of opium. Some addicts began
drinking heavily as a substitute for opium. However, they needed money to buy alcohol and
there was not much money around. With the community regulation forbidding alcohol
brewing or sales, it also was not very easy to acquire alcohol.
Many drug users decided to quit drugs “cold turkey.” They would become furious and no
one could get near them. As for her father and brother, they were finally able to quit opium
with the help of the Baptist treatment center. Currently, her father still smokes tobacco. She
doesn’t like this and wants her father to stop using all kinds of drugs so as to become
healthy.
She is certain that no one in the village is involved with drugs these days. People cooperate
for community development activities or meetings. People are active in the church,
something that had lapsed during the drug days. At that time, people didn’t care for one
another and lived on their own with suspicion. They were afraid that other people would
steal their things or were spies for the police.
However, some people in the village still use alcohol and tobacco. For example, some sneak
out to buy alcohol outside the community to drink. Old people tend to smoke a lot of
tobacco. And some young people who go to study in the city occasionally drink and smoke.
7.2.2.2.

GRASSROOTS RESEARCHER’S STORY – “PER JOR TEE”

Per Jor Tee is 20 years old. She comes from a Karen family
that is fairly prosperous. Her father was never an opium
addict. Her mother is a native of the village. Her father
came from elsewhere in the district. They have paddy
land, though it is a far walk from the village. They live in a
sturdy house far superior to that of many of their
neighbors. Several of her siblings have finished junior high
school.
After finishing grade 6, a lot of her friends continued to
study. Her parents encouraged her to study and her
teacher helped her find a scholarship. She went to study in
the city. After three months of junior high school, she came back home. She didn’t want to
continue. She was lonely and far from home.
At that time, she didn’t know why higher education would make a difference. She could read
and write okay, so why study more? When she came back home, she helped on the family
farm. Other people thought it was hard work, but she said everything was hard work. She
was happy. In the city one has to pay for everything, even water. Everything is difficult. You
have to find money for everything. If you have a child, you never have any time to take care
of the child.
In the village, it is better. The cost of education is not too high. When you have a child, you
don’t need to hire someone else to take care of them. You can farm and you have enough to
eat. You can grow what you want. If you want to build a house, just grow peanuts and sell
them. If you don’t have enough money, save what you make and build the house later. You’re
your own boss. If you’re in the city, you’re always someone’s employee.
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In the year 2000, the non‐formal education department began to work in the area. She
applied to study. At that time about 10 or 12 villagers applied. But only five people actually
began to study there. Some of the people didn’t want to study because they had to walk two
kilometers in the dark to the classroom and others needed to look after small children. The
study period was at night.
Per Jor Tee studied like this for two years. One of her relatives encouraged her to join a Bible
study program in a large village in the district. She felt the state’s non‐formal education
program was boring. The teacher only visited the village once a month. He would have the
villagers read books in his class, but many could not read well. They did not know what to
do. So she decided to join the Bible study for three months.
During the Bible education they also had Thai language studies. After three months she went
back home. She found out that the non‐formal final tests had been held in her absence. She
had to start all over again and study for two years. She studied for two years and got a
degree equivalent to junior high school (ม 3). Today she is continuing with this program
toward a high school diploma.
She is hoping that she can use her education to work in the village some day. Regardless, she
is still happy helping her family work in the fields.
7.2.2.3.

PARENTS

“Wae Nor” is 24 years old. She is married and has two
children. The eldest is an 8 year old girl and the next is 2.
When she was 7, the village had no school. Her parents sent
her to another village to study. There was a dormitory. She
studied there until she was 13 and finished grade school.
She then returned home because her parents had no money
to send her for further studies.
She was in the village for a couple of years and got married.
She had her first child when she was 16 and hoped for her
to get a good education even though her family was poor.
But if her daughter does not want to study, at least she
should be able to read and write Thai language. If so, when visiting government offices or
going to the hospital they will be able to handle themselves.
Now her daughter is in second grade. She is in the local state school which was built about
seven or eight years ago. However, her mother is not satisfied with the quality of education
at the local school. The teacher is often absent. Usually, the teacher does not come to the
school until after the tenth of each month, and leaves after the 28th. (The authors were in the
village several times during this period and the teacher was never there.) The teacher was
often gone to town for “meetings”, as well.
Her friend’s daughter studies at a school in another village in the same grade. But that girl
can read and write at a higher level than can her own daughter. She said that once her
daughter is a few years older she plans to send her to another school. For now, she wants
her daughter close by so she can look after her.
Another villager, “Wa,” is the father of a student studying in a different village. He agreed
that the local school is of low quality. He told the story of one child who had finished grade 2
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and continued his studies elsewhere. That student was pushed back into first grade in the
new school because his skills were so weak.
Wa said the villagers have held meetings over the poor quality of the local school. They
invited the teacher to attend. The teacher was very good at defending herself and the
villagers did not know how to proceed. The teacher seemed very contrite, even breaking
into tears, and the villagers pitied her, deciding not to press the case.
Later some villagers complained to the district head. The teacher’s supervisor made an
appointment with the village but broke the date several times. When he finally arrived to
explain the situation, he simply defended the teacher. The villagers saw him and the teacher
as being in league with each other and unable to help the village solve the problem.
Wa solved the problem in his own way by sending his child to live with family in a different
village and study there. They have a better school there, including a foreign volunteer
teaching English. He wants his child to study there until graduation from high school. It
costs about 5,000‐6,000 baht, which is very expensive for this village. But Wa said if his son
can graduate from that school, he will be able to lead a better life. He won’t have to work in
the fields and suffer the vagaries of the crop market like his father.
Wa can find the money for his son’s education. His wife is from a different village and they
have access to farmland there. If he had to rely on his land in the study village alone, he
would never be able to send his child to the good school. There’s no reliable way to get crops
to market.

7.3.

WOMEN

7.3.1. OVERVIEW OF ISSUE
The Karen women’s group was one
of the more active and interesting
groups in the study. Our good
relationship with them was
certainly helped by the presence of
Darunee Singhaphongprai, a female
Karen research assistant hired by
USER to help coordinate this
project. It is quite difficult for male
outsiders to connect with older
Karen women on more than a very
pleasant but superficial basis.
Darunee helped build the necessary bridge, and the women responded enthusiastically; they
had a lot to say.
Their research issue was village poverty, past and present. In recent years, some of the
problems have improved considerably. For several decades, food security has been a real
struggle for this community. They are generally not able to grow enough rice to eat year‐
round. Today, rice sufficiency is beginning to get better, but poor infrastructure still plagues
their hope of moving cash crops to market. As with the Akha women’s story above, the
Karen women illustrated the close link between drugs and economy, and the fact that
women were the ones to take responsibility for the family when the men were hooked on
drugs. In general, when the Karen men talked about drugs they talked about relations with
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the outside – working in Hmong opium fields or elsewhere outside the village. But women
tended to talk more about the struggles of the family economy.
Again, the big problem in the past was not having enough food. Planting rice requires a lot of
labor, especially the heavy work of men preparing new paddy fields. But in the past many of
the men responsible for this were hooked on drugs. This meant family labor required for
developing paddies decreased, and the farm product decreased substantially. The women
discussed how this came about, focusing more on the role of drugs (and male addicts) than
the role of the forest department, which is a favorite topic of upland men.
When men would finish the harvest they would seek work outside the community for cash.
They needed money to pay for family expenses, or there wasn’t enough rice produced and
they needed to work to buy rice. Most went to labor in the nearby Hmong village, where in
those days there was a lot of opium growing. Sometimes the Hmong farmers even paid the
Karen workers in opium instead of cash. The laborers sampled and eventually became
addicted to opium. Other than this, labor was hard and when people were in pain, they tried
opium, eventually getting hooked. Eventually, the men that were working outside mostly got
addicted. Most families, especially the poorer ones, had members addicted to opium.
Over time, the addicted men became unable to work hard. They would smoke opium all
morning and then go to the fields in the afternoon. Consequently, their productivity was at
least cut in half. Then their health began to deteriorate. They became either sick, stoned,
absent or worked at a fraction of their potential. And many resorted to selling household
goods and livestock to answer their cravings. All these things led to insufficiency in rice.26
For the women, the situation was grave. Not only did they not have enough rice, but they
had to work twice as hard to grow the rice they did have. The responsibility for women to go
to work in the fields and outside the community became greater and greater. And they had
to look after their families and addicted husbands, too.
The situation got better with the help of the nearby Baptist Thai Tribal drug treatment, but
the families with drug problems still remain poorer than the rest. While the clean men had
been developing new fields or raising livestock and banking rice and cash, the opium addicts
had been getting poorer and poorer. Although restarting from an impoverished foundation,
the men are back at work today and growing more crops. They complain that they cannot
grow cash crops and sell them outside, so the situation is still quite shaky, but they are back
at work.
The women remember that there had been several organizations in the past visiting to
promote cash crops, but the villagers could not get the crops to market. For example in 1982
the Hmong came to recommend that villagers grow taro. But taro is harvested in the rainy
season and they can’t get the crop to market. The villagers tried for two years and then gave
up. In 1997 a Karen from another village came to promote African marigold production. But
the same problem resulted, because the flowers became marketable at the end of the rains.
After two years they ran out of money and stopped. The only item they can presently grow
for market are ground nuts, which can be harvested after the rains have gone. So the men
and women all agree that the way to solve the problem is to improve the road. Then traders
can use the road to come buy the products.

26

There had always been periodic rice deficiencies, but these were sporadic and due to the vagaries of nature,
especially animal pests. Many women have related interesting stories about fearless monkeys robbing their
fields.
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7.3.2. CASE
7.3.2.1.

IMPACT ON THE FAMILY –“PEA”

Pea is 76 years old. She has six kids, 2 sons and 4 daughters.
She had a miserable experience with her husband’s drug
use. She was married at 20 to a man from another village.
When first married, they stayed at Pea’s village. When she
was more than 30 they moved to the study village. They
moved because of religion. Her home village was animist.
There were a lot of rituals and sacrifices and it was a
financial burden. They moved to the Christian village.
The reason their present economic situation is so
depressing is because her husband was addicted to opium.
Her husband was from a larger village in the district, he
was an orphan, and lived in an area of high‐scale opium
production. He had to work from an early age, often in
Hmong opium villages. He became addicted as a young
man. Before he got married he was able to stop smoking
opium for awhile. According to the culture, a young man
addicted to opium had few prospects to start a family, so he
had to stop for awhile. After being married two years, he started again.
Her husband was unable to work the fields well and wasted their money on drugs. They
didn’t have enough food, so they had to move to the study village. She said her dreams of a
happy marriage were shattered when her husband started back on drugs. She had to leave
the farm to work for food and had to sell their livestock, mostly chickens, to buy opium. She
also had to take care of her husband when he was sick.
They were lucky that he tried to take care of the kids. In many other families, the addicted
men ignored the children. Her family still had problems with food, because her husband was
unable to work much. But as the children grew, they were able to help with the land. None
of the kids became drug addicts.
Her husband was able to quit opium in 2001 after the Thai Tribal detox program came in to
help. He was then around 70 years old. The staff told him he was so old that he did not need
to detox. But he said he had been a burden to his family for so long that he wanted to stop.
Within a few months after kicking the drug, he died.
Now their family is doing pretty well and no family member is addicted to drugs.

7.4.

POLICY

7.4.1. OVERVIEW OF ISSUE
The Karen policy group wanted to research the situation regarding their road: why they
needed a better one and how to go about getting one. Before the forest department cut the
existing dirt road to the village, there were only forest trails. Villagers needed to walk
wherever they went. Because they were still practicing shifting cultivation and dependent
upon the forest for their survival, this was not considered such a terrible hardship. Then the
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rangers banned the shifting agricultural system about 20 years ago and the need for a better
link to markets and services became more apparent.
About ten years ago the forest department built the dirt road to the village to facilitate their
tree planting, as well as to help authorities enter remote areas to suppress opium growing.
It was hoped that the road could be used to send produce to market, but it never really
worked out like that.
The main road ten kilometers away was improved over time and most of it is paved today.
This helped to connect the remote study village with the outside, despite the poor state of
the feeder road. The Thai‐Norwegian Highland Development Project operated in the area,
using the road to promote growing fruit trees and coffee, though with minimal lingering
effects. People started to seek jobs outside the village and also transported some crops to
market. But the road would be almost useless in the rainy season and the experimentation
with cash crops was short. Today, groundnuts are grown by a few families.
Six years ago the village leaders began a petition. The assistant headman sent the petition to
the Hmong headman of the main village and to the or bor tor (subdistrict). The petition
received no response, so they tried again three years later. The or bor tor spent a little
money improving the road, but it was still impassable in the rains.
We interviewed the Hmong headman and or bor tor representative. They said it is difficult
to get money from the or bor tor. There is a long queue for funds, and there are maybe
dozens of satellite villages in the subdistrict in similar straits. They also said that, at the
most, they could get funds to pave 200 meters of concrete a year. That would not go too far
along a 10‐km. road. On the other hand, there are only a few really bad points on the road.
With the targeted use of concrete in particular places, 200 meters could make a big
difference.
The Hmong leaders were dubious about the Karen’s ill‐defined goal of breaking away from
the Hmong village and forming their own official village. The Karen village’s population is
too small and there are too many satellite villages in the subdistrict hoping to do the same
thing. The trend today is toward conglomeration of bigger villages, not the official
recognition of small remote villages.
The Hmong leaders were rather dismissive about the Karen’s claims that the road would
make a big difference. They argued that the Karen did not have a culture of
entrepreneurship and that they did not have the experience to be successful at cash
cropping. It is a complicated business requiring knowledge of markets and managing
money. The Hmong reckoned the satellite village had enough land and water, and the
climate was suitable for production of things like carrots, but that the locals would not know
how to go about it.
In a strange twist, the Hmong leaders suddenly informed us that they had met the night
before and decided to apply for money to help the Karen improve the road. Since this was
the first time we had met them, and because this news was unknown to any of our
informants, we met the news with polite skepticism.
In August, one of the authors trekked 25 kilometers across the watershed to the sub‐district
center, to get a feel of the inconvenience. (In July we could just barely get our 4‐wheel drive
pickup out of the village along their feeder road, so we already had a pretty good sense of
the inconvenience.) He met with the or bor tor president, who said that he was planning to
use about 400,000 baht from the emergency relief budget to cut a new road to the village.
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This would reduce the travel time to get to the district center and connect the village to a
more prosperous Karen village to the east. The president said he had to intervene directly
rather than go through the Hmong or bor tor representative. “We’ve been giving them
money for ten years and they don’t give any of it to the Karen.”
Since a new law came into effect for the 2005 or bor tor elections, candidates for president
(nayok) compete in a general election in their subdistricts every four years. Before that, the
president was elected by the subdistrict assembly, making him beholden to the assembly
members but not to the people. Under the new system, the president of the Karen study
village’s or bor tor said he had more power to make decisions like this one and intervene
directly for the welfare of marginal villages like our study site.
The new road will still be a dirt one, but the president reckoned it would be a better one.
The local leaders in the Karen village had never heard of this decision to build a different
route, but they thought it would be better than nothing.
The Karen policy group studied the relationship between their poor infrastructure and
other social issues, namely economic development, health and education.
1. Economic Development – several development organizations like the Baptists and the Thai‐
Norwegian project introduced cash crops such as Japanese apricot (บวย), coffee and mangoes
to the village over the last decade or so. The crops grew well enough, but the villagers
couldn’t deliver them to markets. They don’t have trucks and the middlemen refused to come
because of the substandard road. As a result, they think that if there is an adequate road,
their economic situation will improve.
2. Health – It takes a long time to get to town on foot, and it’s hard enough in good health. Ill or
injured, it is a real problem.
3. Education – After having seen several aid organizations come to the village over time, they
realized that education was very important for their offspring. There is a non‐formal
education center (กศน.) which children can attend at an elementary level, but not at a higher
level. If they want to further their studies, they have to move to live in a dormitory at a
nearby school or they need to have a motorcycle for traveling. There are only 3‐4 households
which own motorcycles. So there are only about 10 kids who have a chance to study at
higher levels of education.

7.4.2. CASES
7.4.2.1.

DECADES OF DRUGS – THE ELDERS

“Padi” is 56 years old. He was born in another village, but
his father brought him to the study village when he was 10.
When he was a kid, it was normal to see his father smoke
opium. But he never tried it when he was young. He said
that according to Karen culture, only married men could
smoke opium without inviting their neighbors’ scorn.
When he was 19, he started to work outside the village. At
first he worked as a logger in Lampang Province. Many of
his friends did the same. They only went to Lampang for a
year because they did not like the way of life of the lowland
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people. After returning, Padi went to work in neighboring villages for about two years. Then
he came back because his father’s addiction had deepened and he could no longer work. He
came back to help with the farm. He would only work outside the village in the dry season
after the rice harvest. At around this time he was married.
Sometimes he would work for other Karen, sometimes he worked for Hmong. Usually his
work for the Hmong was in the opium fields. He started smoking opium when he was 25,
with other Karen who also worked in the opium fields. He smoked for three years before
becoming addicted. He also tried smoking heroin, but he didn’t like it and it never became a
habit.
The first time he tried treatment was in 1997. He was 47 years old. He felt that his addiction
was hurting his family. None of his kids were able to go to school because the school had not
yet been established and he didn’t have money to send them to school. All his money was
going up in smoke. He wanted to stop.
His first experience with methadone treatment was at Mae Chaem. A worker from the Thai‐
Norwegian project invited him to go. No other villagers joined him. It was a 21 day course,
but he started smoking again when he returned to the village. Then he tried to stop with
herbal remedies. He did this for two years and was able to stay clean.
At one point, people from the government came into the village looking for volunteers for a
project to recruit locals to defend communities against illegal drugs. The village assistant
asked Padi to be a volunteer, seeing that he was able to stop drug use. After one year, the
Baptist Council also came looking for volunteers to work in their drug treatment center.
Padi went to work at the center. He helped villagers to go to detox at this center. Most of the
people he invited agreed to go, because they were suffering a lot of health problems from
addiction and because the price of opium had begun to rise steeply.
By the time of the government’s War on Drugs in 2003, there were no more people addicted
to drugs in the village.
Today, Padi does not work at the center anymore because he said he’s too old. He is still
involved in the local development committee and the state‐organized Power of the
Fatherland committee against drugs.
Di Lu is 44 years old and has two children. He was born in a neighboring village and came to
the study village at the age of 8. The population of the village in the beginning was very
small. The fields were sometimes far away and it was difficult to manage. There were many
wild animals in those days that raided the rice fields, especially monkeys. The village leaders
would invite people to come and settle in the area and farm the land.
His father was an addict, but like his friends, he didn’t smoke opium as a teen. He worked in
the fields with his parents from early childhood. Their family did not have enough rice to eat
so he had to work outside the village often. This he did for the first time at the age of 15. He
worked for Hmong who were farming the fields near the study village.
He was paid in rice and cash. He worked like this off and on until he was 28, when he first
tried smoking opium. By then he had started a family. He saw his friend smoking an opium
pipe and asked to try it. Before long he had his own pipe and his own addiction. After a few
years he began smoking heroin. That was at a time when heroin use was spreading in the
surrounding Hmong communities. He often worked in these communities and soon became
addicted to heroin.
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During this time there were only three people who had strong addictions in the village. He
was one of them. When he would go outside to work, he would spend his money on
whatever was available: opium or heroin, or sometimes both mixed together. He didn’t work
much and his family suffered. They never had enough to eat and he couldn’t help them. The
village leaders scolded him for not taking care of his family, but he was too stoned to care.
His kids couldn’t go to school because there was not any money. It cost 2,000 baht per year
for the dormitory, or one tang of rice. He couldn’t pay either. So instead he sent his kids to
live with relatives in Chiang Dao and elsewhere to be close to schools.
He used drugs until 1999. His drug user friends invited him to go for treatment at the
district center. He went for 21 days but could not quit. His friend (Padi) brought him to the
Baptist detox center and he was able to stop. He was then able to go home and work like his
neighbors. Now his economic situation is much better, though the family labor is not enough
to grow ground nuts as they would like.
7.4.2.2.

THE NEXT GENERATION – “WEA CHAW”

“Wea Chaw” is the son of Di Lu. He is 23 years old. When he
was a kid there was no school and most of the village children
studied outside the village. The road to the village is really
bad and these kids needed to stay with family or the school
dormitory. His father sent him to a big village in the district
for school. From there he studied in different places, including
Chiang Dao. He really didn’t like to study. His father was
addicted to drugs and also not interested in his son’s
education.
Wea Chaw was 19 years old when he finished junior high
school. That is quite old to graduate and all his friends had
long since been done with school. He came home for a few
months and then went to study outside of the village. He went
to work on a crab farm in Chantaburi Province, south of
Bangkok, invited by friends and excited about the prospect of
making decent money (3,000 baht per month). He really wanted a motorcycle but there was
no way to buy one with work in the village.
He was there for more than two years and found it hard to adapt to life in Chantaburi. He
was scared of the local Thai people. He never mixed with the locals and stayed on the crab
farm. It was very hard work, too. After some time, the business wasn’t very good and the
boss wanted Chaw to help him in the jewelry business. Chaw felt he wasn’t very good at
crabs; jewelry would be even harder.
The whole group eventually went back home. Most of them went to work in Chiang Mai, but
Wea Chaw decided to go home. It turned out he had spent all his money and couldn’t afford
a motorcycle. He said it was better to be at home. He didn’t make much money but it was
more fun there.
By the time he got home, his father had quit drugs. They could work together and raise
enough food for the family. They could plant ground nuts during the cool season, too. In the
future Wea Chaw doesn’t know if he wants to work outside the village. He’s pretty happy
now. He’ll wait for a couple of years and see how it goes.
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7.5.

KAREN SUMMARY

7.5.1. DRUG SUMMARY
To summarize, the drug story
unfolded in this village much as it
had in Karen lands around the
country. It started many decades
ago, in the era of today’s elders
grandfathers. For various reasons,
the land was not providing enough
food. Sometimes this was due to
nature, and sometimes to the forest
department grabbing land. In any
event, the men ventured afield in
search of work. Often, they got only
as far as the nearby Hmong opium
fields. One thing led to another and
they got addicted. This had many deleterious effects upon their families, which are outlined
in the women’s section above in 7.3.
In the 1980s and 90s the government and its foreign allies stepped up efforts to eradicate
and replace opium, but the Karen – who did not grow opium – were relatively
disadvantaged in this period of development aid, most of which was concentrated in opium‐
producing villages27 (Kampe, 1997). The scarcity of opium, and adaptation to this scarcity by
producers across the border in Burma, led to the increased availability of heroin. The
recovering addicts in this village smoked both opium and heroin, depending on what was
around, during the heyday of the epidemic.
Amphetamines do not seem to have been a big problem, which is somewhat curious given
the fact that speed was commonplace in larger Karen and Hmong villages in the area during
the late 1990s and early 2000s. Our sources have perversely humorous stories (at least the
sources laughed while they told them) about state‐sponsored anti‐drugs sporting matches
pitting amphetamine‐enhanced athletes against each other. After the games, the boys all
went out drinking together. In general in the more developed Karen villages, speed was
pretty common. And the nearest Hmong village was rife with the stuff. One of our longer‐
haired authors visited the village several years ago to conduct a survey. He was almost
immediately accosted by dealers offering him speed. The Karen, for their part, said they
were afraid of getting mugged when they passed the village.
So why no amphetamines in the smaller study village? We have several propositions, drawn
from our experiences and the views of the villagers. First, maybe there really is a problem,
but so many of the youth are out of the village that no one really knows (or wants to say).
Second, the village is remote and there is nowhere to race motorbikes or have a party. It’s a
small enough place that strange behavior would pretty quickly capture attention. Third,
speed costs money. Their fathers used to be able to trade their labor for opium, but the kids
need cash for ya ba. There’s not much cash in this village, nor ways to make it. Fourth, the
youth who stay in the village are pretty busy with farm and household responsibilities. It’d

27

Kampe notes that while the Karen make up about half of the Thai hilltribes, they received about 13 percent of
highland development aid.
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be pretty obvious if they developed a drug problem. Finally, the cultural sanction against
drugs might be pretty effective within the confines of the village. Young men who take drugs
have a harder time finding a bride. That could be a strong disincentive to getting mixed up
with speed.
A final question involves how the older men were able to quit drugs. They usually point to
the role of the Karen Baptists’ Tribal Detox center and its network of outreach workers.
They also quote the power of the Bible. We were skeptical, though, wondering if the
decreasing supply and rising price of opium might not have played a bigger role. That seems
unlikely, however. The addicts were able to maintain their addictions until around 1999,
more than ten years after the opium suppression began in earnest and after the era of big
development projects had come and largely gone. The addicts quit drugs well after opiates
had become both hard to find and expensive. They also quit several years before the Thaksin
regime began cracking down on drugs.
By the late 1990s, the addicts were sick and tired and poor. They were ready for help. The
Thai Tribal center was there to help. Ultimately, we come away from this thinking that the
Baptists really were the critical factor. As for alcohol, that emerged as a problem for a few
years but the increased solidarity of the drug‐free village and the leadership of the drug
center led to a village‐wide prohibition against producing and consuming alcohol a couple of
years ago. By all accounts, the regulation works. We think prohibition is a generally
misguided approach, especially in the hands of a distant state bureaucracy, but it seems to
be working okay in this little village cluster in the middle of the forest.
In summary, drugs are not currently a problem and unlikely to be one in the future.

7.5.2. PRIORITY ISSUES
There are other problems, however.
Rights – Everyone in the village has citizenship. There are some residual problems such as
incorrect age on identity cards, but citizenship is not a priority problem for this village. In
this case, this village is representative of Karen villages in Thailand, excepting in some
border areas.
Access to farmland is a serious problem. The forest department has taken over some of
their traditional farmland. There is the threat of expansion of the Mae Khan National Park,
though this is still unclear.
The lack of participation of villagers in development is most profound in small satellite
villages like this. This is clear in the following ways: 1) the village has no real representation
in local government, which at present is the main conduit for infrastructure funds. 2)
Education is something bestowed from the heights of the bureaucracy. If it is sub‐standard
then there is little that local people can do about it. 3) The state system of managing forests
is opaque and participation is insufficient. The threatened expansion of the park is a
mystery to local people, even though it could have a significant impact on livelihoods.
Poverty – They can’t produce enough food. This is in part connected to land issues and
infrastructure, but in part involving their drug history. Efforts to climb out of poverty are
limited because of problems of access to education. Improving the economy for many means
moving away, even though they don’t want to do it.
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Health and HIVAIDS – There are no stories whatsoever about HIV‐AIDS in this village. In
the area of health in general, the biggest problem is lack of access to quality health care. The
health center is a long walk from the village, or it is expensive to travel and stay in the
district center in the case of extended treatment. The health problems are common in
remote districts: goiters, cerebral malaria, injuries from dangerous work in the forests and
field, etc.
Migration – To the best of our knowledge, none of the villagers immigrated from across the
border. They were not relocated by the state from any other place. This general area has
been home to the Karen for many generations. The principle migration issues here are
urban migration and labor migration.
As explained above, there is a lot of periodic migration for work and education. The former
led to problems with drugs in the past. The latter is a real drain on limited family resources.
The young people we met in this village really do not seem to want to move away, even in
the face of so few opportunities in the village, but they feel compelled to. They are not
complete innocents, country people with no experience out of the village. As the reader can
see in the cases above, the Karen know the outside world. They have the skills to survive
(though maybe not too prosperously). But they want to live in their villages.
Human trafficking – To the best of their knowledge, the problems of human trafficking in
the other study villages were absent here. The villagers had no stories of prostitution,
brokers or anything of that sort.

7.5.3. LOCAL RESEARCH ISSUES
The groups in this village focused on education, poverty, infrastructure and services. The
policy group stressed their road, the women their poverty, and the youth the problems of
education. These are all closely related in the area of community development.
The villagers handled their drug problems themselves with a little help from the outside but
very little from the state or markets. We feel they’ll need to solve these other problems in
the same way. If they wait for the state to help, they’ll wait forever. They need to work to
strengthen their community with their own efforts, and with a little help from outside.
The things they’re focusing on like the road and school require government effort to solve
(or at least the efforts of local government in which this Karen village does not have
representation). The impetus would need to come from outside, through budgets or reform.
Any real change in the local economy and society will only practically come from within.
This is not to say they should not demand a road or decent teachers for their school. They
should demand these things. But this will require social mobilization. When we began
working in the villages, the community was not really struggling for these things that they
wanted. They were old grievances, but not something they were actively pursuing.
What is needed is a network of local Karen villages, especially powerless satellite villages, to
demand development like infrastructure and education reform. But they need to understand
that these changes will not solve most of their problems, and that they will bring new
problems with them. And the villagers should not expect these good things, bestowed from
above, to come too soon.
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This community has a lot going for it, especially its healthy environment and excellent
people. These things can be built upon in order to answer their very real development
grievances. (See 9.4. for some recommendations.)
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8.

LAHU VILLAGE
8.1.1. GENERAL

The Lahu village is situated in an
upland area of Chiang Rai Province
notorious for drug trafficking. The
subdistrict is one of the most
populous and diverse in the
country, with nearly 30 official
villages, an array of small satellite
villages, and a population of more
than 20,000 people. All the major
ethnic groups are represented, with
the notable exception of the Hmong.
The study village sits astride an all‐
weather paved road, an avenue that
for many years was a conduit for
drugs from Burma to the rest of
Thailand. Most of the residents were born in Burma, and nearly 30 percent do not have Thai
citizenship.
The village was founded about 30 years ago by migrants from a nearby village. Today the
village is predominantly Lahu “Bakio” – a smaller sub‐group of Lahu – with a minority of
Yellow Lahu (lahu shi). Many people from outside have settled in the community, including
lowland Thais and Yunnanese Chinese. They used to practice a form of shifting cultivation,
producing rice and other crops but not opium (altitude too low) and few people went to
work outside the village. At that time there was no road linking the village to the outside.
Travel over mountainous terrain was difficult. Some opium was reportedly grown for local
consumption as a medicine, but not in the immediate vicinity of the village. The crop was
never a principal economic product for this Lahu village.
Drug abuse, on the other hand, and its attendant raft of social problems – including
persistent troubles with the police – was a fact of life for many years. This village was in
very bad shape by most accounts. Stories of violence, theft, incarceration, HIV‐AIDS were the
mainstay of our visits to the community. While some in leadership positions tried to paint a
rosier picture, extensive interviews with people inside and outside the community sketched
a different picture. First‐hand impressions, furthermore, revealed many signs that drugs
were not merely a matter of history.
Another problem was the one with the Royal Forest Department. In 1987, park rangers
came to the area for a reforestation project. They built the road that passes through the
village. They also took over much of the village’s dry rice fields. The new laterite road also
helped facilitate the activities of the Thai‐German Highland Development Programme. That
big project was more intimately involved with active opium‐growing Akha, Lisu and Chinese
villages, but the Lahu study village did receive some assistance with cash crops. The new
road, the development project and trouble across the border in Burma led to increased
population, which in turn put pressure on the dwindling amount of land available for
farming. The village economy has never recovered. Now many people in the village have no
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land and are completely dependent upon selling their labor – from as nearby as their
neighbors’ fields to as far away as South Korea.
A defining feature of the village today is religious diversity. The Lahu are well known by
developers and indigenous activists for their fractiousness. The complex history of this
purported cultural proclivity is beyond the scope of this report, but it was certainly born out
by the proliferation of churches. While the Catholic Church was the first established and has
the most members, there are Baptist, Pentecostal and Korean churches. Within these larger
groups there are splinter groups and factions. One church has fewer than a dozen members.
Several interview subjects said this state of affairs is in part explained by a wedding of local
power‐seeking and aggressive missionary tactics by upstart denominations. In other words,
when a local wants to break away and establish his own power base, there are powerful
friends ready to help.
There are five churches in the village. About 80 percent of people in the community are
members of the Catholic Church and they are the most powerful group. The village headman
also belongs to this group. When asked why there were so many churches in the village, the
women told us that some people (i.e. male heads of households) had conflicts with other
church members and cooperated with other religious sects to come in and set up new
churches. In some groups, would‐be religious teachers were ambitious and wanted to lead
their own followings. The religious divisions within the community did not cause conflict
amongst the women, they said, because they were too busy to be bothered with politics.
Conflict was common amongst the men, the women said, because they had more time for
such things. (The men were also more prone to drink alcohol, which fueled conflict in the
village.)
This situation seems to impact negatively on local unity. While the authors found the
members of our local research team charming and gracious, the stories of conflict – between
men and women, leaders and ordinary people, state officials and the powerless, factions and
cliques – were very disturbing.

8.1.2. DRUG HISTORY
Researching the story of drugs in this village was very challenging. The stories differed
markedly depending upon with whom one spoke. It was clear that some in leadership
positions in the community and nearby were trying to downplay the seriousness of past
problems or the very existence of current problems. Some informants told us that a certain
amount of “coaching” had been carried out in order to make some of those involved look
good. In some ways, the stories directed at our ears differed greatly from the ones before
our very eyes. Fortunately, most of our grassroots researchers rejected the coaching and
talked to us at length about the seriousness of the problem.
Here are some of the key findings about the history of drugs in the community:
There was no important cultural tradition of opium use or serious problem with addiction
prior to the dramatic flare‐up of drugs in northern Thailand beginning in the 1980s. Many of
the informants, including former users and dealers, said they had no experience with drugs
even back in Burma.
The general area saw a dramatic increase from the late 1980s until 2003 in most aspects of
drugs: heroin and amphetamine production, transportation and dealing, use and addiction
of opium, heroin and amphetamines. This was accompanied by the usual litany of social ills:
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theft, murder, police searches, arrests, HIV‐AIDS, domestic violence, deepening poverty,
orphans and an all‐around unhappy environment. (On the other hand, some of our partners
and informants said it really wasn’t all that bad.)
Cross‐border linkages were important. Heroin and speed flowed from production sites in
United Wa State Army (UWSA)‐controlled areas of Shan State. Many villagers crossed back
and forth in search of work, including growing poppies and transporting drugs. UWSA
troops and their associates controlled important drug storage and transshipment points in
the area.
The authorities, including police and soldiers, were intimately involved in the trafficking of
drugs. Several well‐placed sources, under condition of anonymity, of course, bemoaned that
fact that the really powerful players in the trade escaped prosecution. The big “untold” – yet
constantly discussed – drug story in northern Thailand has always been the role of
government officials in facilitating and/or actively managing the trade. The Lahu village was
full of such stories.
The situation became progressively worse in the 1990s with heroin and speed becoming
more serious. Adjacent villages were notorious for their drug kingpins and general
involvement in the trade of community members. The youth and women members of the
community were very outspoken about their sense of insecurity during that time. Strangers
were constantly in the village. Neighboring households became opium dens or “shooting
galleries”. Women did not dare to go out at night for fear of being mugged.
The situation only changed once the government interceded with its 2003 War on Drugs.
Many people were arrested and there were at least a few cases of unsolved shooting deaths.
Contrary to the view of many Western observers (including the lead author of this report)
that the War on Drugs was a hideous display of calculated violence and disdain for basic
human rights, the women and youth groups were very supportive of the war. Indeed, their
human rights were being violated by thugs and drug‐addled strangers invading their
communities. After the War, they got their community back … at least for a while.
While the drug situation has been drastically reduced, the alcohol problem has sky‐
rocketed. It must be noted that this is not a unified verdict in the community. Men and
women seem to be sharply divided over the issue. It is the judgment of the authors of this
report, however, that the women have it right. Alcohol abuse is a real problem and requires
a concerted effort to address it.

BOX 4. ALCOHOL IN THE LAHU COMMUNITY
The women, like the members of the youth group, stressed the problem of alcohol in the
community. In the past, opium was a problem but it was partly hidden. Alcohol, on the
other hand, is a public problem. It is very common, associated with all kinds of community
activities. Village leaders drink quite heavily, the women agreed, and needed drink to speak
in public. Sometimes they drink to excess in the presence of visiting government officials
and embarrass the community.
The women complained that their village had a very bad reputation with surrounding
communities. Its image was of a place where one could easily find alcohol and where many
people gathered to drink. It was a popular gathering place for juvenile drinkers from the
surrounding area. Women in neighboring communities were especially upset, because the
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study village was where their husbands and sons went to drink. The women’s group had
their own problems with male drinking. They said the men spent more than half of the
money they earned on alcohol, leaving wives and kids at home with no food. Sometimes,
kids did not have the money to pay for food or activities at school, another reason why they
didn’t want to go to school and skipped classes. Sometimes the husbands came back home
drunk and beat their wives and kids. They didn’t have time to teach their kids, but they
blamed their wives if their kids drank alcohol. This led to household arguments and
unhappiness. This problem is especially serious for women and children without citizenship.
They feel they have no one to turn to, like the police or health service, and suffer in silence.
A Lahu researcher working with the project, Lahkela, saw an example of this with her own
eyes while collecting data in the village. On Sunday 27th August, 2006, the women’s group
gathered together after church to discuss education problems with Lahkela. Then someone
told them that a woman was hurt by a man so seriously that she was sent to the hospital
for treatment. Lahkela talked to the woman, who was still covered with blood. This woman
had complained to the man about his alcohol drinking. And since she had no ID card, she
was then brought to a clinic instead. The community argued about whether the woman
should inform the police. Some said they shouldn’t report to the police since the woman
did not have an ID card. Some said she had to go to the hospital to get the physical exam
results to give to the police. Lahkela later returned home and does not know how this case
was resolved. She was told this kind of incident is unfortunately common.
Lahkela was surprised to find that alcohol was such a serious problem. She is Lahu herself
and has many years of experience working in Lahu communities. She said Lahu traditions
do not involve alcohol brewing or use in rituals. While many Lahu communities in the
modern era have trouble with drinking, home brewing is unusual. She felt this study
community was exceptional in the severity of its problem with alcohol.
This viewpoint was not one shared by the male leadership of the community. The women
said they frequently bring up the issue of alcohol in community meetings but the men do
not want to discuss it. In our working group meetings, the men also seemed disinclined to
talk about the problem. This was the starkest example in the project of the differences
between men’s and women’s priorities.
A poignant example of the problem occurred during a field visit in August. The village rice
bank, which had apparently been built with the help of the Thai‐German development
project, was one of the few things the villagers seemed to have much pride in. When
inquiring about the rice bank, we were told it was empty. The reason? One of the village
leaders bought all the rice to brew liquor.

8.2.

YOUTH

8.2.1. OVERVIEW OF ISSUE
The Lahu youth group chose to study the problems of new families and the associated risk of
drugs. Their target population was couples who had been married less than ten years. They
then divided this sample into three groups based on economic criteria. The first group was
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the poor, those owning no land and
needing to work as general laborers
to support their families. This group
encompassed about half of all
families in the village. The second
group was the middle class, families
who own some land, but not enough
to produce all the food they need.
To meet rice sufficiency, they need
to rent more land. They also
sometimes have to work outside as
general laborers in the years that
they couldn’t produce enough rice. This category is approximately 40 percent of the families
in the community. The last group is the rich, which is approximately 10 percent of the
community. They own enough land to produce sufficient rice for their families or other cash
crops. Some families also own cars and have big houses.
The study found that the problems of poor families were as follows: no Thai citizenship, low
education and persistent trouble making ends meet. The middle‐class families complained
of insufficient income and low returns in agricultural production. It was interesting to note
that all three groups suffered drug problems. The wealthier families were just as liable to
have family members in trouble with drugs.
The problem found most often among all three groups, and the one considered most serious,
was heavy alcohol consumption. This problem led to arguments, domestic violence, divorce,
and a general lack of family warmth. In some families, mothers had no rice to eat since their
husbands spent all their money on drink and even traded their rice for alcohol. One man
used to force his wife to ride with him on his motorcycle while he was drunk. They got into a
road accident and his wife had to be admitted to the hospital for treatment.
The youth group thought that alcohol was exacerbated by poverty. People used it to escape
from their problems as well as to socialize with their friends and for entertainment.

8.2.2. CASE
8.2.2.1.

“ONIMA”

Onima at present is 19 years old. She is a gardener,
farmer and takes care of her children. Her family has a
father, mother, and three siblings. She also has her own
child. Onima’s family is poor. Her family possesses only a
small amount of land (without land title). As a result, they
must rent other land which they use to grow rice. The most
important problem of her family is that no one has a Thai
citizenship card. Thus, when one of them travels to another
province, it is difficult. Also, if they want to use the hospital
(or Thaksin’s 30‐baht health care program) it is similarly
complex. Finally, they cannot own land.
Onima studied until the end of primary school but then had to drop out of school to
assist her parents with work. As the oldest child in the family, she had to take responsibility
for the younger ones. Later, Onima moved to Bangkok to find work in the belief that she
could make more money and send it home to help her family. She worked in Bangkok for
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one year and then returned to work in Chiang Mai. She worked at a bakery. She would send
baked goods to clients in Bangkok. Unfortunately, she did not have citizenship papers so the
police arrested her. She was sent to juvenile reform school (given that she had not reach the
age of 18). After that, she returned to her village to help her parents work the farm. She
later got married and had one child.
Onima and her husband helped the family work the farm. They moved in with her
family. Eventually, her husband started going out with his friends and drinking whisky.
When her husband drank whisky, he would often get into fights with his friends. Sometimes
he would come home, argue with Onima, and beat her. As time went on, her husband
worked the farm less and less and became a heavy drinker. Onima’s parents warned the
husband that he had better do his share of the work. However, the husband refused to work
and argued with the parents. The arguing became quite intense. Finally, Onima decided to
divorce her husband. She did not want the conflict and quarreling between her husband
and parents to continue. Villagers held a meeting to let everyone know that the divorce had
occurred. These days, the ex‐husband of Onima and Onima sometimes see each other but
they never say anything. Onima sees the experience as a lesson in her life and prefers now
to concentrate on caring for her child.

8.3.

WOMEN

8.3.1. OVERVIEW OF ISSUE
The Lahu women researched the
problem of quality in education in
their community. Of all the groups in
the study, this group was the most
outspoken. They also compiled a
formidable list of complaints and
examples. Of all the studies in this
project, this one pointed out most
clearly the importance of including
women in decision‐making and
development.
The
differences
between the (male) policy group
and the women’s group were stark,
reflecting a long‐standing conflict
between the sexes and deep‐seated
frustrations of village women. The
study also illustrates how people too
often fixate on things that are
beyond their power to change, while
ignoring those things that they have
the potential to affect.
The study village has no government school. A primary school is located about three
kilometers away in another Lahu village. Another ten kilometers or so is a K‐9 school in a
mixed Karen and Akha village. Another ten kilometers away in the valley is a K‐12 district
school. The women’s group members and other women in the community all said that the
quality of education improves dramatically the farther one gets toward the valley. The
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district school and the K‐9 school in the big Karen village are considered decent. The
villagers’ scorn is reserved for the nearby primary school.
Given that education improves as one approaches the populated valley – and presumably
continues to improve as one continues on to the big cities and finally to Bangkok – the local
population follows the quality, if they can. That is, the kids in the Karen village study in the
valley or the city, if they can. The Lahu in the nearby village flee the low‐quality of their
neighborhood school and en masse travel daily to the Karen village to study. The students in
our Lahu village then travel to the abandoned primary school down the road – a fact which
riles the women to no end.
What escapes notice at first in conversations with the villagers, is the existence of a local
pre‐school, established by the community about 14 years ago, later supported by the state
Community Development Department and now funded by the local government (or bor tor).
This sturdy little school with its two local teachers and many books, though poor in
comparison with urban schools, has significant potential for local control over children’s
education. But more on that later.
What’s wrong with the nearby state primary school? The information below is slanted
toward the students’ mothers, admittedly. Our researchers attempted to interview the
teachers twice, but they were unavailable. We did interview the chairman of the village
school committee, who offered an alternative explanation that will be discussed below. As
for the village women’s critique of local education, this was in no way the perspective of a
few individuals. Lahkela, an experienced researcher and Lahu woman from the pan‐tribal
organization IMPECT, held a number of focus groups, and the outpouring of grievance
against the school was a chorus, a cacophony, not a solo. Lahkela’s assessment was that,
while the provision of state education in the uplands is generally bad, the school in question
here is even worse.
The chief complaint of respondents was that even after six years of education at the local
school, the children are still illiterate. To make matters worse, the kids who gained a bit of a
foundation at the village pre‐school lose it once they begin the primary school. That is, they
actually regress once they begin school. It gets worse for the minority of students who finish
grade six and then move on to secondary school in the Karen village or the district center.
They are ill‐prepared for school compared to their peers from other villages. Their fluency
in spoken Thai is sub‐standard even when measured against other minority kids, and they
cannot read and write Thai. This hurts their self‐esteem and many drop out. In general,
boys do not make it to grade 9. Only the most studious girls achieve that level.
The head of the women’s group said she really pitied the children for the shame they
suffered because of their low level of education. She is concerned about the downstream
impacts of this problem, including the risk of drug abuse. Many kids skip school. They ride to
school with their peers in the pick‐up truck and then sneak off instead of entering school.
Some sniff glue, drink alcohol or smoke tobacco. Because the school is outside of the village,
the parents feel they lose control of their children.
Finally the mothers were so upset with the school that they went to meet with the teachers.
But the mothers did not have confidence in their spoken Thai and could not express
themselves well. It is also difficult for uplanders to stand up to government officials, a
category which includes teachers. The teachers had many excuses for the kids’ illiteracy and
placed the blame on the parents for not working with their children in their studies. The
women then felt guilty and were confused about who to blame. The chairman of the school
committee, who was also a member of the grassroots research policy group for the Lahu
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village, supported the teachers and the administration, saying that parents neglected their
children’s studies. That this is also true in many other places with higher levels of
educational achievement did not convince the chairman that the school or the educational
system was to blame. In the end, the village headman negotiated with the principal, who
said he would see that teaching improved. The women have no faith in either of these men
and do not expect any improvements.
The women’s group accepted some responsibility for the problem, but they saw the
obstacles as nearly insurmountable. For instance, most of the parents are illiterate in Thai
(as well as Lahu), and are unable to help their children with written homework. The reader
can surely understand how this would embarrass the parents and encourage them to ignore
the issue of education. Equally important, the Lahu women work long hours in the fields
every day, then must return home and attend to family chores like cooking and cleaning.
Some remonstrate with their kids about the importance of getting a good education, but are
at a loss as to how to convince their children to attend a school that they clearly detest.
One critical issue is the use of corporal punishment. This practice is controversial in many
places, of course, and the Thai Ministry of Education issued a policy several years ago
against beating students. Still, the practice is commonplace in Thailand. In cases of
especially unequal power relations, like that between state officials and oppressed ethnic
minorities, the issue should be seen through the lens of human rights. While the women did
not use the language of human rights, they were outspoken in their anger at teachers
beating students.
One example: several interviewees complained that the primary school teachers did not pay
much attention in class. They often wrote the instructions on the blackboard for students to
follow and left the room. It is also true that teachers in the hills often have to look after
several grade levels simultaneously and teach as many as 50 students in one class.
Because the students cannot read Thai, they didn’t know what to do. While the teacher was
out of the classroom, the students naturally just played with their friends. And when the
teacher got back and found out that no one had followed the instructions, the students were
punished by beating. Students were afraid to be beaten, so they didn’t want to attend school.
In one case, all the students in the class were beaten because the teacher was unsure of the
guilty party. All women in the discussion group were unsatisfied with this, but they felt they
could do nothing.
Another woman told us that she has never seen her kids (one in grade 3 and one in grade 5)
do any homework. She also didn’t understand why kids who study in different grades use
the same book. Both of her kids are still illiterate. She felt that her family and kids got
nothing from sending the children to the primary school, though the teachers still get a
monthly salary. She said she had to cook for her kids and pay many expenses over the years.
This mother was also worried about her kids’ safety every morning. When we asked why
she had to worry, the entire group of more than a dozen women clamored to tell us that the
driver got drunk before driving the children to school. He drives around 100 students to
school every day using a pick‐up truck. He makes three trips, cramming more than 30
students into the back of the pick‐up truck. Besides the risk of a drunk‐driving accident, it is
uncomfortable and dangerous. When the driver makes a sudden stop the children are
smashed against each other.
This ugly story, related by several people independently, is tied up with local politics and
religion – as are so many issues in this Lahu community. When asked why the women have
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not tried to find a more responsible driver, they told us the vehicle belongs to a village
leader. He received it from a religious leader in order to serve church followers’ kids. The
mothers do not want a conflict with village leaders or the church, so they have to endure.
Furthermore, those who still do not have Thai ID cards (about 30 percent of the village
population) dare not complain. They need the leaders to help them with the process of
applying for Thai citizenship. They cannot afford to get on the leaders’ bad side.

8.3.2. CASES
8.3.2.1.

GRASSROOTS RESEARCHER – AR WI MA

She is 35 years old. In 1987, she migrated to Thailand from
Mong Payak in Burma to find work. She hoped for a good
job. Life in Burma was very poor and difficult. There were
no good jobs to buy decent food or clothes. But unlike many
stories about migration from Burma, hers did not involve
civil war or abusive soldiers. Poverty was the central issue.
Her father was an ethnic Burman. He was an opium addict.
He was seldom at home and she was embarrassed to have
an addict for a father. Her Lahu mother died when she was
young. She was raised by her grandmother. They lived in a
valley town, not in mountain villages like most Lahu in
Burma.
Even though the town was poor, she said the quality of
education was better than the Lahu study village. The
teachers were diligent and they could even speak English.
There had earlier been a good Catholic school, but the foreign teachers had mostly been
driven from the country by the military regime.
When her friends decided to cross the border, she went too. She knew very little about
Thailand. She arrived in Mae Sai and took a job paying 300 baht per month. She stayed there
for three months. Her friend told her it would be better to go to Bangkok and they went
together. But she was arrested on the way to Bangkok for illegal migration. She was put in
jail for three months and expelled from the country. Not long after that, she came back to
Thailand. She got another job in Mae Sai and worked for one year. Then she went to
Bangkok again and worked for three months. Her boss was very fierce and abused her, so
she ran away.
At some point Ar Wi Ma met her husband in Bangkok, who was a Lahu from the study village
in Chiang Rai. She went to live in his village. Now life is better. She has some land, a house
and family. She was also able to get a citizenship card, though it took a long time.
But in the past, she learned a lot of lessons about life in Thailand. She learned the
importance of education. She hopes her three children will get a good education and will
have a better life than she herself lived.
There’s a primary school in a nearby village. She was on the village school committee. But
even though the village was nearby, she sent her daughter to study in the district center. The
kids in the local school were not learning to read or write and she wanted better for her
children. Even if they finished grade 6, when they continued to study they had trouble
because their foundation was weak. They were laughed at by their classmates.
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The local school had a very bad reputation. One reason was that the former principal was
arrested for selling drugs. This was the original reason that Ar Wi Ma didn’t want her
children to study at this school. Sending her kids to the city is expensive, but necessary for
their future. The family can afford it.
She was one of the most outspoken about the low quality of local education, but she said
that parents have to take responsibility for their kids’ education. They cannot just blame the
school teachers. Sometimes kids skip school and the teachers don’t know what happened.
The teachers might think the parents kept the kids at home to help with the farm chores.
Instead, parents must be responsible, including helping their children with their homework.

BOX 5. LAHU DAY CARE CENTER
There is no government school in the Lahu village. But it does have a day‐care center. This
was set up by the village in 1992. Parents were having difficulty managing child care. They
needed to work in the fields every day, or travel to outlying areas for wage labor. They did
not know what to do with the small children. Initially, the center was a crude wooden
structure with a dirt floor and thatched roof. The villagers contributed material and labor
themselves. They hired a teacher for 20 baht per month per child. .
Two years later, the state Department of Community Development began to pay 2,200
baht per month to the teacher. In addition, it also provided six Baht for lunch per head per
day. In 1996, the subdistrict council approved a budget of 50,000 baht for repairs of the
center. In 2003, the community development department transferred the childcare centre
to the subdistrict administration organization (or bor tor). In 2004 this local government
body approved 470,000 baht for a new permanent building and increased the salary of the
teacher to 7,350 baht per month. At present, the childcare centre has two teachers and a
cook with a total number of 42 children, of which 19 are boys and 23 are girls.
The goal of the center is to prepare the children for study at the state school. It is overseen
by a committee of seven people selected from all community members. However, there is
another committee from the or bor tor and health station who monitor the center, visiting
every six months. A recent monitoring visit recommended repairs to the building, such as
replacing some roof tiles with see‐through tiles to provide more light in the building, adding
handrails in the bathrooms of small children, and improving drainage within the center
grounds.
While agreeing that these would be improvements, the recommendations worried the two
teachers. They do not have a budget for such repairs, but the monitors expect the teachers
to carry them out. The design and construction of the building was the work of the or bor
tor. It should be responsible for any modifications, but instead, the local officials
threatened the teachers that they could lose their jobs if they don’t pay for the
modifications themselves. The teachers are frustrated, because they feel the quality of
education of the center is being obscured by concerns about physical infrastructure. “In the
past, the center was just a hut, but no one complained about the level of education,” said
one of the teachers. “Our students learned to read here. Then they went to the
government school and forgot it all. And the state schools have a big modern building and
state budget.”
Another problem involves the use of the center as a multi‐functional space, which the
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teachers recommend. For example, they suggest that health officials use the school to give
children vaccinations. The village does not have a state health center. Many kids do not
receive the proper vaccinations, for several reasons. Some of the parents and kids lack Thai
citizenship. Women do go to see the doctor when they get pregnant or have babies. They
do not have health records, including vaccination information. Some parents cannot read
or speak Thai and do not understand technical terms or state regulations. They do not
know what vaccines their children have already received. Some were intimidated by the
doctors and felt they were looked down upon. Some forgot about vaccines because they
had to make a living. The center wanted to solve the problem. For example, it talked with
parents and personnel of the subdistrict health station to give vaccinations to children at
the center, because most community children gathered there. But the health center
doctors refused to come to the center to administer vaccinations.
The teachers feel that officials too often blame the children and their parents alone for the
problems they have. This is not fair because there were still many problems beyond
parental control, such as citizenship, management within the community, lack of mutual
understanding between health personnel and villagers, and so on. If many children did not
enjoy their legitimate rights, especially to health and education, it would be difficult for the
community and the country to develop quality human resources.

8.4.

POLICY

8.4.1. OVERVIEW OF ISSUE
The Lahu policy group’s research focused on a problem which has accumulated over time,
becoming more severe after the forest rangers claimed the village cropland as a reserved
forest in the 1980s. This is the problem of a depressed economy. Some people have had to
migrate to the city to find new jobs. Then the village endured a lengthy and severe drug
problem. The drug addicts were mostly heads of families, which worsened the already bad
economic situation.
From all these problems, the local researcher team started to see how drugs and the
economy were related. It appears that the government’s drug war gave the villagers some
breathing room, allowing them to address these deep‐seated economic issues. They believed
that doing research on this issue would finally help them to see what was really going on
and what needed to be done. They wanted to fix the problem successfully like they had done
with drug problems (according to their understanding of the situation.)
Information from the local research team:
The economic problems derived from lack of cropland, lack of capital, low and unstable crop
prices, and increasing debt. In addition, most of the villagers couldn’t find decent‐paying
wage jobs to supplement their meager farm earnings. Some would go to work as casual
labors after the rice harvest, but this was difficult for the others – the poorest – who did not
have Thai citizenship. Their travel is restricted and they face arrest if they travel outside of
the district.
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The local research team felt the main factors in this problem were:
1. Forest department land seizure: After the rangers took their farmland for reforestation, the
villagers had less cropland and had to change their agriculture from a form of shifting
cultivation to a fixed system. They did not have experience with this kind of agriculture
before, so it was not very successful. The government and private agencies such the Thai‐
German Project encouraged them to grow new crops but market linkages were not well
developed.
Some of the best land for irrigated farming, along streams of the watershed forest, was also
seized by the foresters. To add insult to injury, a large irrigation reservoir was built below the
villages, also requiring villagers to forfeit land. This reservoir irrigates the valley below, with
no benefit to the upland farmers.
2. Nationality problem: About 20 percent of the villagers do not have Thai citizenship. They
have difficulty seeking employment outside the village. When they can evade arrest and find
employment, they are paid less than those with citizenship cards.
3. Drug problems: The family leaders were addicted to drugs and caused economic problems to
their families.
4. Population increase: The population of the village has grown gradually since their croplands
were taken by the forest department. Some people migrated to the city and then moved
back to the village with their spouses. They also brought beliefs and values from outside,
which caused large changes in the village, such as teenage marriages and competition for
jobs in the village.
The villagers stress the importance of the forest department, but the authors think labor
availability is also a crucial factor. Migration to the city is very prevalent, so the village lacks
labor to work on farms, especially during the period of change from shifting to fixed
agricultural systems. There are also many unanswered questions about land speculation by
outside investors and the equity of local land distribution. Half of the villagers do not have
their own land to farm. This is not to suggest that the forest department is not a serious
problem, and appears to be getting more serious, but it is not the only problem involving
land.

8.4.2. CASE
8.4.2.1.

DRUG DEALING AND USING – AH BOR

“A‐Bor” is a recovering drug addict and former petty dealer.
He is 59 and was born in Burma. He was first married to an
Akha woman and lived in her village in the Shan States. As
a child he saw opium cultivation in neighbouring villages,
but not in the village where he was living. Nor were there
drug users in the village. Regarding the political situation
in Burma, he said there was some fighting in the area, but
no troops of any side came to disturb his village.
A‐Bor moved to Thailand when he was 29 (in around
1976). He wanted to escape scarcity in his Burmese village.
There were no public services for local people. Most
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importantly, there was no healthcare system. Just before he moved into Thailand there was
an outbreak of “forest fever”, probably malaria. Many villagers died. His Lahu relatives from
his home village had already moved to Thailand, all except A‐Bor. Initially he did not move
because his Akha wife did not want to move from her Akha relatives. Only when he became
very sick did he make the decision to move to Thailand and separate from his first wife.
He crossed the border in Chiang Rai near Doi Tung mountain, eventually making his way to
the Lahu study village. By the time he got to Thailand, he was very sick with a swollen belly.
After crossing the Thai border, he asked friends from Burma to ask a village head to issue a
certificate that he was a villager, which would be used to refer him to a hospital in Chiang
Rai Province. At that time, it was not necessary to produce many documents as evidence to
get medical treatment in hospitals. Therefore, he could get a medical care by paying the cost
himself.
He said there were not many drug users in the area when he first moved to the study village.
He saw opium cultivation around an Akha village in the highlands and some Akha people in
a neighbouring village using opium. Six years after moving to Thailand, at the age of 35, he
got married again with a Lahu girl from Doi Tung. Now, he has 3 children. Up to that point,
he had never used any drugs.
He started to use opium for the first time when he was 50 (around 1997). He explained how
this came about. He often travelled around the border area, especially to Doi Tung, and had
many friends from different ethnic groups. It was when he became acquainted with a
Yunnanese friend in Hin Taek (now called Terd Tai) village (formerly home of drug lord
Khun Sa) that he got involved. His friend persuaded him to move amphetamines from
Burma to a holding village near the Lahu study village. He carried 12 packs of
amphetamines, each containing 10,000 tablets. He carried the drugs by backpack and
moved on foot through the forest from the border to a village near his home, which was
notorious as a drug trafficking center. He got 10,000 baht for each trip. He did this twice.
During this period, he saw his friends taking opium and heroin. He tried both drugs and was
eventually addicted. He smoked but did not inject the drugs. Also, he was given free drugs
when he carried drugs from the border. After a while, his health suffered from the drug
abuse. He could no longer handle the forest trails on the drug route. Instead, he began to buy
drugs from a nearby Akha village and resold them in his own village to community members
or outsiders who came to buy and use drugs. There were many of these, and during this
time drug addiction started to spread more and more in his village.
A‐Bor used and sold drugs until he was arrested in 2003, when the government declared its
war on drugs. He was farming when someone reported him to police as a drug dealer.
Police came to arrest him at his farm and searched his house but found nothing. However,
police found a few tablets of amphetamine in a clump of grass near his house. He insists the
drugs did not belong to him but were planted by someone. He was nevertheless arrested. He
was detained one night at a police station in the district center before being brought to court
in Chiang Rai. The court sentenced him, but he cannot remember how many months. After
one month he was released under a state policy to clear the prisons of minor drug offenders.
During the time in jail, he had to go “cold turkey” without drugs. It was very painful for the
first 10 days. He had to take stomach ulcer medicine to suppress the pain. But after his
release he was through with drugs. He reported to the village head and told him that he had
already stopped being involved in drugs. It was at this time that his village started to put
pressure on those involved in drug trafficking. The serious measures included driving
addicts and dealers out of the village.
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After the war on drugs, he believed that in his village there was no one using drugs anymore.
However, villagers who used drugs in the past, including he himself, turned to alcohol. He
drinks alcohol every day, although he only drank occasionally when he still used drugs.
Asked about drug problems in the future, he said it would not be an issue anymore because
of serious suppression on the part of state agencies, while his village had already declared
strict regulations. However, he thought that the drinking problem could not be resolved at
this stage because there were alcohol brewers in the village. Beside veteran drug users,
more and more young people were also abusing alcohol.

8.5.

LAHU SUMMARY
8.5.1. DRUGS
Before the war on drugs there were
a lot of drugs problems, including
those involving opium, heroin, and
speed. The village was along a major
trafficking route and there were
villagers involved in storing and
small‐time dealing of these drugs. A
lot of people in the village were
using and addicted, and many
people from outside the community
would visit to buy and use drugs.

To the best of our knowledge, the
big difference between this village
and the other two were that there
was
no
effective
outside
intervention in the village regarding
drug use. The situation was
deteriorating until the eve of the
war on drugs. That experience was
violent, with arrests and killings. But by all accounts there was a dramatic reduction in drug
sale and use in the community. The villagers in general say they support this state
intervention. But we question its sustainability, given that the changes relied on extreme
police interdiction rather than community effort.
The intervention in the other two study villages strengthened the local capacity to deal with
these problems and headed off the violent consequences that followed in the Lahu village.
But in the Lahu village, the village was not prepared and had no alternatives other than to
follow the state’s lead. The demonstration effect of state drug policy is clear in this case. The
response of the village leadership was an extreme regulation prohibiting drug use and sales.
Villagers who refused to stop using drugs would have their houses pulled down and the
entire family would be driven out of the village. This has happened at least once in the
village since 2003
Our understanding of the drug history in this village is still pretty blurry. The information
we got from the policy group and that from the other groups was very different. The stories
told by the policy group also differed sharply by the stories of people and officials in the
surrounding area. What we can say is that the problem was a big one, but one fairly common
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in the uplands, including the fact that the reduction in drug trading and use was due to state
suppression. State suppression is inherently unsustainable and subject to political and
administrative vagaries. The evidence of that is increasingly clear. Unlike the other villages
in this study, the drug problem in this Lahu village may very well reemerge.
Alcohol abuse, meanwhile, is another serious and growing problem in need of both local
initiative and development investment.

8.5.2. PRIORITY ISSUES
Rights – Estimates of villagers without Thai citizenship range from 20 percent to 30
percent. The Hilltribe Center’s statistics suggest less, but we do not have confidence in these
figures. Whether at the low end of the range or at the high end, the percentage of people
without citizenship cards is significant. This is a priority issue for this village.
The village resounds with stories about problems: limits on travel and employment; arrests
for attempting to traverse these limits; cheating and exploitation. One example from the
1980s stands out: lowland Thais arrived in the village telling everyone that the army or
police were coming to catch everyone without citizenship. Those without cards were tricked
into selling their houses and possessions and ran away.
This problem is tied up with migration issues. Most of the people in the village were born in
Burma. Intermarriage into the village is common, as is urban migration out of the village.
This flow of people renders the situation unclear. Anyway, the village team often
emphasized citizenship as a serious issue needing redress.
Land rights are a big issue here. The policy group constantly emphasized the fact that the
forest department seized its farmland for reforestation. This is not a matter of history,
however, because the Mae Kok National Park has been established and foresters visit the
area with their helicopters and GPS. The situation is unclear, but should be a priority for
advocacy and negotiation.
The lack of participation in development here is crystal clear. The approach to the drug
problem was a matter of police and military force. There were many examples of police
abuse of authority. The village adaptation was to set strict rules and drive offenders off the
land. The state’s Power of the Fatherland policy (see Box 2) is obviously an authoritarian
prescription in which the public has little choice or voice. The women’s education story is
another of many examples, as is the men’s story about forestland.
Poverty – This is related to the above problems of citizenship and forest department land
seizures and low quality education. Another problem that is still unclear to us is the local
distribution of land. At least 50 percent of the villagers have no land of their own. Some
villagers have a good deal of land. Poverty here also clearly relates to drugs. Some addicted
villagers sold their homes for as little as 300 baht (less than USD9) in order to buy drugs for
that day’s “fix.”
The Lahu villagers’ options are limited by these problems, and they are struggling to adapt
by cash cropping and wage labor in an unfriendly environment: crop prices are unstable and
wage levels are unjust. The situation is worse, of course, for the stateless. Another option is
urban migration, which is discussed below.
Health and HIVAIDS – Our statistics are not clear on HIV‐AIDS, but the villagers frequently
talked about a rise in the incidence of HIV during the period when heroin use was spreading
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in the village. This period also coincided with an increase of women working as prostitutes
in the city. How that trend relates to drugs is unclear (e.g. did addicts sell their daughters?
Did daughters need to support addicted parents or husbands?). The villages stressed the
importance of poverty (and this caused by lack of economic opportunity in the village).
When it came to HIV infection, the villagers stressed prostitution as a cause over
intravenous drug use. The latter did of course exist in the village. However, most of the
needle users have left the village. (In general, the urban linkages of this village cloud our
understanding of the issue.)28
Migration – Most of the villagers were born in Burma.29 The reasons for their emigration
from Burma are diverse and not limited to the usual stories about war and military
oppression. Health and poverty seem to be key factors. They came to this village via many
different places in Thailand. There were no stories about villagers being relocated from sites
higher in the mountains.
The flow of people in and out of the village over the years is complex and interlinks all the
priority issues in this study. People came to take drugs. People left because they could not
stop using drugs. People came because they were poor. They left because they were poor.
People ended up here because they did not have citizenship and this was a village where
they could establish residency and later receive citizenship. Some people left the village
because they did not have citizenship and had to risk the law to get to Bangkok and make
money. Other people fear this law and are stuck in the village. People left the village, got HIV
and came home. Others never came home. At least one village woman was a procurer for a
city brothel. Her purchases migrated to the city and some came back.
Migration is one of the most important issues in this Lahu village, and it is probably quite
representative of the Lahu experience in Thailand.
Human trafficking – This problem began after the forest department seized the village’s
farmland. Some villagers couldn’t adapt and went to work outside the village. But many of
the people who left had no citizenship. Most had a low level of education – or in some cases,
no education and no ability with rudimentary Thai. They had few opportunities. Many were
exploited and cheated. Some resorted to sex work.
How this situation is represented depends on the definition of human trafficking (see
section 5.2.5.). The existence of structural racism (citizenship laws and land seizures) and
fraud in these cases could justify them as examples of human trafficking in its looser
definition. In a stricter definition, the 12 girls who were lured into prostitution by the village
broker (see migration above) are clear‐cut cases of human trafficking. Village women
interviewed for this project claim that people are too well aware of the system to be fooled
anymore by human trafficking. Certainly, the trend is toward trafficking of vulnerable
women and children from Burma (see section 5). But again, the rising trend of urban
migration could very well be linked with current trends in human trafficking in ways in
which we do not understand.

28

Again, this demonstrates the need for better research on hilltribe people in the city, especially youth and
women.
29 There were several “pulses” of migration of Lahu from Burma, related in part to instability in the Shan State.
An interesting study, but one way beyond the scope of this project, would be to connect the recent history of
Shan State and the establishment of Lahu communities in Thailand. (See Boxes 2 and 3.)
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8.5.3. LOCAL RESEARCH ISSUES
Looking at this village from a livelihoods perspective, a striking feature is their lack of
independence. They are dependent upon a range of external factors over which they have no
control: crop prices, input prices, capital (formal and informal), wage rates. They have better
infrastructure links to the center, such as a paved road, schools, electricity, telephone, trucks
and television, but these come at a cost. They are forever comparing themselves unfavorably
to mainstream society. Their earnings are inferior, as is the quality of their education and
the opportunities available to young families.
They are caught on an economic treadmill, forever unable to meet their growing
expectations. This is both fueled by, and fuels, their community lack of self esteem. We have
to say that the shallowness of analysis of each group (not unique to this village, of course)
did not facilitate sufficiently meaningful discussion of the issues. We kept asking “why” and
“where did this come from” but were never really able to get below the surface. We feel that
the discussion within this village is still at a very preliminary stage, and the inability to dig
deeper meant that these surface issues were points of conflict between different members
of the community. The groups in the other communities had points of convergence, but this
was less so in the Lahu village. The issue of alcohol was an especially sharp point of division
rather than a common issue. Education was paramount among the women but seldom
mentioned by the men.
The discussions kept getting tangled up in what we feel were ill‐considered solutions
(outlaw alcohol, ask the forest department to return their land), rather than examining
causes (Why do people drink so much and then get violent? Why is the forest department
more successful in seizing land from some villages than from others?).
The disunity in this village makes addressing collective‐action problems very difficult. But
this disunity makes processes of community dialogue all the more important, and should be
a priority for development investment. There is a keen need for a collective process of
problem analysis, conflict resolution and reconciliation. The lessons learned from this could
be useful for Lahu communities around the region.
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9.

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Our findings in this project contradict the mainstream view of drugs in Thailand. The
orthodoxy implies that the drug problem originates in the mountains, or along the border.
The hilltribes are the problem. Opium is grown there, heroin and speed manufactured there,
and then it flows downhill. We found that the problem actually flowed uphill. It was urban
and international demand for drugs, state policies and distant crime networks that fueled
the late‐20th century crisis with illicit drugs. The upland people were caught in the middle.
Locally, opium only really became a problem as socio‐economic changes were forced upon
the mountains and outside drug demand and policies changed. Golden Triangle figures like
Khun Sa and the Wa Army responded to these changes with production for eager markets of
heroin and amphetamines. The heroin plague in the mountains only emerged years after it
was an established problem in places like New York, Hong Kong and Bangkok. While speed
was a serious problem in lowland Thailand, it was much less so in the mountains. Doctors in
the study areas generally said uplanders came seeking treatment for opiates, while lowland
Thais came for problems with speed. The idea that speed‐addled hilltribe people were
corrupting the nation was always a myth. Now we understand that better.
This is not to suggest that the drug problem was insignificant in the three villages. The
situation in the 1980s and 1990s was especially severe, as heroin joined opium to turn a
long‐standing social problem into an epidemic. The national appetite for amphetamines in
the 90s and early part of this decade positioned the unfortunate uplanders between
Burmese supply and Thai demand; many hilltribe people got caught up in the business.
Current supply and demand of this drug means the uplands are not in the clear yet, but our
local partners were unanimous in the view that the current situation is radically improved
from the past.
How? Another key finding of this study is that two of the three study villages made real
progress in kicking their drug problems through a combination of factors, none of which
involved violent interdiction by the state. Part of the story is that all the communities were
just exhausted and traumatized. They wanted their nightmare to end. The other part of the
story is a combination of enlightened outside intervention and local leadership. Harm
reduction programs offered alternatives informed by close study of the local situation. In the
Akha village, an Australian researcher with funds from Canberra joined hands with the
district hospital and local people to pioneer programs in needle exchange and methadone.
These programs made big strides in helping to reduce the spread of addiction and HIV, as
well as the harm caused by opiates addiction. In the Karen village, the Diakonia‐funded Thai
Tribal Narcotics Detoxification and Rehabilitation Project (TTNDRP) worked with
recovering addicts to wean them from their long‐term dependence on opiates. In both
villages, the local teams felt strongly confident that the worst of the drug mess was behind
them.
On the other hand, the Lahu village was plagued with drugs until the Thaksin
administration’s storm troopers marched in. It was a violent scene there, but our local team
said they welcomed the 2003 war on drugs because it brought them some respite from the
dealers and junkies. We don’t believe the change is sustainable in the Lahu village, however.
The change was externally imposed with no local participation. As the government’s
attention wanes and turns elsewhere, as it inevitably does, there is no local foundation to
maintain the peace. Already, as the project finished, our local friends warned us that drugs
were back.
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Other problems, however, remain in all three villages. In general, we have come to better
understand that chief problems in the uplands are bigotry and discrimination. Upland
minorities are less likely than lowlanders to have land title, decent farmland and access to
state services like health care. Their schools are likely to be worse than the mainstream.
They are treated worse by state officials, especially those responsible for social control like
the Interior Ministry or police. They have even fewer opportunities to participate in policies
or decisions that affect their lives than the majority of Thais. Their young are more likely to
get stuck with the most dangerous or low‐paying urban employment, competing with even
worse‐exploited migrants from Burma.
But one of the most worrying issues that emerged from this study is the lack of innovative or
progressive ideas about alternatives to this sorry state of affairs. The leaders of the Akha
village excepted, the local proposals eerily mirror the state’s: ban alcohol, destroy drug
dealers’ homes, impose stiffer penalties. The proposals for positive action also rely on state
magnanimity: build new roads, reform the schools, give us back our land. The grievances are
real, but the prescriptions offered are too often either scary or just impossible. There is a
real need for more serious, and participatory, problem analysis and a real need for new
thinking about how to move ahead.
Another key finding of the study is that a progressive way forward will rely on more space
being opened for women and girls in development and decision‐making. Across the board in
this study, the concerns and recommendations of men and women differed dramatically.
(This is also true, as one could imagine, across generations.) This is unlikely to be a shocking
revelation to the reader, but it is important to note that the concerns of women tend to be
more closely aligned with progressive thinking about development: Food security,
education and family health – not roads, policies and crop prices. The authors of this report
also believe the women’s concerns are ones that are more readily and sustainably addressed
through a combination of local initiative and developer intervention.
And the struggle of upland girls to come of age in a world of grim choices has to be a chief
priority of any intervention. The strong participation of the youth groups in each village
shed light on many of the problems they face. These are elaborated in each village section,
with the recommendations geared toward their particular needs.
As the reader will see, there is a wide range of problems facing upland peoples in Thailand.
There is an even wider range of ways to address these problems. We have chosen three
areas of recommendation in this section: 1) agroecology, 2) alternative education, and 3)
harm reduction. This is somewhat arbitrary, of course. Why did we not choose job training,
defense of human rights activists or free healthcare for all? These are valid but also
arbitrary choices, among a few score issues and ideas that might or might not help the
situation. From our experience in and out of the project villages, we find the three topics we
have chosen to be the most urgent and practical.
Two points should be made before we elaborate. First, the issue of structural discrimination
is paramount, but curiously, came up infrequently in interviews. The three issues we
explore below illuminate the problem of discrimination most clearly. For instance, the vast
majority of land in the north enclosed by the state for putative conservation reasons is in
territory inhabited by upland minorities. In the official view, mountains are state property,
pure and simple. Areas inhabited by lowland Thai are far less likely to be “protected”. This
fact has many implications for upland security, livelihoods and true environmental
protection.
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Another example: The quality of education in Thai schools is bad. It’s much worse in ethnic
communities, where the language, narratives, values and lessons are too often alien to the
cultures of the students. Another example: Thailand’s military solutions to drug problems
disproportionately target ethnic minorities. The violence of the drug war was worse in the
uplands, disregard for human dignity more offensive. This report illustrates the problem of
discrimination.
The second point before we elaborate the three recommendations is the matter of scale. We
have consciously eschewed consideration of national policy. This is a grassroots research
project, and we should stay as close to the roots as possible. So when we make
recommendations, it is in three areas: 1) what communities can do without any outside
help; 2) what their indigenous NGOs and foreign friends can do to help these local efforts;
and 3) what they can all do in the area of advocacy, especially with line‐level state agencies
and locally elected government. We want our recommendations to be grounded in the realm
of reality, and therefore we have little to say about the state policy level as it pertains to
indigenous people.
And given the military’s seizure of power in September, we all see more clearly how
ephemeral things like state policy can be, anyway.

BOX 6. SIMILARITIES AND DIFFERENCES BETWEEN SITES
Similarities:
 The study villages were drug user communities, not producers.
 The majority of the populations of each community have Thai citizenship.
 None of the communities’ residents have legal land title.
 Migration of youth out of the community for education or work is significant. This
makes it difficult to really determine the risks and tendencies toward drugs of young
people.
 All the communities face difficulties producing crops for market, but for different
reasons.
 None of the communities emphasized the issue of cultural decline and assimilation with
the research team, though we consider it important.
 The men in each group focused on economic or political problems, while the youth and
women were more interested in social problems.
 The government’s “power of the fatherland” committees (palang phaen din),
mandatory in every village in the country, are inconsequential.
 Most of the villagers interviewed supported the Thaksin administration’s “War on
Drugs”, though there were many complaints about its implementation.
Differences:
 The Akha and Lahu villages were along important drug trafficking routes. Villagers
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emphasized this as a reason for their drug problems.
 Dealing and storing drugs were more common in the Akha and Lahu communities,
probably because of this proximity to trafficking routes. (The Karen village was at the
end of a dirt road.)
 Opium use is on the rise again slightly in the Akha and Lahu villages after several years
of decline. The villagers blame lack of state attention for the problem. The number of
users is still minimal compared to the years before the 2003 “War on Drugs.”
 Excessive alcohol drinking is on the rise in the Akha and Lahu villages, but not in the
Karen village.
 Opiate addicts kicked their habits in different ways in each community. In the Akha
community, methadone was important. In the Karen village, a Baptist‐sponsored herbal
detoxification center was prominent. In the Lahu community, cold turkey in jail was one
of the ways to quit.
 Thaksin’s “War on Drugs” in 2003 was quite severe in the Lahu village, with police raids,
shootings and arrests. The “war” was pretty calm in the Akha and Karen villages,
because the problem had already declined through treatment initiatives.
 Land seizure by the forest department is a chief grievance of the Karen and Lahu male
leadership, while the Akha villagers did not discuss problems with the forest
department.
 Everyone in the Karen community has access to farmland, though not enough. Less than
half of the people in the Lahu village farm their own land.30 The issue of land did not
seem to be a big issue in the Akha community, but our perspective was influenced by
our relations with leaders who do not depend on land for their livelihoods and teens
who migrate to the city.
 The Karen villagers still strongly emphasize land as a factor of production, whereas this
seems less important in the Lahu and Akha villages. The Karen bemoaned the fact that
they need to sell their labor in order to procure enough food to survive. The Lahu seem
to accept this as the norm, something they’ve experienced all their lives. The Akha can
more easily commute daily to the district center for work.
 Most of the Karen youth said they preferred life in the village, even if that meant
forsaking higher education. Most Akha and Lahu youth had already migrated to the
city.

30

When we refer to “own” land we are not talking about legal land title, but rather access to land that does not
require the payment of rent.
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9.1.

POLITICAL AGROECOLOGY – CONSTRAINTS AND
OPPORTUNITIES

Agro‐ecology is farming as if the environment mattered. It incorporates ecological principles
and realities, rather than trying to find technological ways to circumvent them. Why is agro‐
ecology important for these study communities? First, the security of the upland people is
tied to the land. That does not mean all uplanders are farmers. Indeed, most young people
are turning their backs on the land as fast as they can – or would if they could. We feel this is
an extremely dangerous trend. We do not argue that upland people should stay put on the
farm and eschew urban options. We argue that pursuing the latter should not mean
abandoning the land. When upland people give up their land – through oppression, deceit or
preference – they subject themselves to the tyranny of the Thai labor market. Tyranny? That
is not too strong a word to describe the labor context facing upland people: structural
discrimination, miserable wages, illegal immigration from Burma, weak labor laws and
official corruption, non‐existent uplands labor organization and a range of dangerous
employment options … the list can go on. Agricultural conditions are quite grim, too, but it
would be best to maintain some agrarian options rather than surrender to the labor market.
But what about the environment? Aren’t uplands people criticized for unsustainable farming
practices? Yes, and justifiably so in many cases. The hypocrisy of it, however, is that nearly
everyone at work in the mountains is doing so unsustainably. The elite examples like state‐
sponsored agriculture projects and private farms and resorts offer no sustainable solutions
for upland minorities in terms of ecological sustainability or social justice. But we do feel
that there are many people working in the uplands, from individual farmers to private
organizations (see mention of Diakonia’s partner, the Uplands Holistic Development Project,
in 9.1. below) who hold various pieces of the agroecological puzzle. We believe upland
farmers can feed their families and earn modest incomes while simultaneously respecting
ecological functions and biodiversity.
However different these three study villages might be, one can still say that they are
essentially land‐based communities. This is changing rapidly, as evidenced by the urban
migration of the youth, but the wellbeing of the communities is intimately tied to their
relationship with the land.
There are certain hard realities about the environment in which the study villagers live,
facts which no state dictate or development plan can mitigate. Any solution to chronic
problems of local wellbeing must take into account the realities of the Golden Triangle agro‐
ecology. First, the terrain is steep. Second, the soil is often poor. Third, the climate is
controlled by the southwest monsoon, which blows from May through September every
year; after that, the rains cease for half a year and many streams in the lower reaches dry up.
Conversely, the extreme highlands (above 1,500 meters above sea level) receive some rain
in the dry season and boast perennial streams. Like so many places in the world, water is a
source of conflict in the uplands and, importantly, between the uplands and the more
powerful lowlands.
These facts are complicated by altitude and myriad micro‐climates. Depending upon
elevation above sea level and a range of local conditions, some places are better suited to
certain crops than others. The classic example was the natural border of 1,000 meters above
sea level, the rice‐opium line. Today, this line separates zones of agricultural production.
Below is the tropical zone, where rice and hot‐country crops like bananas and mangos can
be grown. Above is something akin to the temperate zone, where thrive fruit and vegetables
common to the northern hemisphere, like pears and cabbage.
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Much is said about the biodiversity of places like Thailand. Diversity is important in all
things. While much is known about how important diversity is for ecology, there is still little
awareness of how important it is for agriculture (and forestry). Human attempts to alter
forests with “scientific” methods, for example, have often met with disaster31. There is a lot
of evidence that modern farming systems are headed in the same direction. As we enter the
brave new world of genetically modified organisms, the dangers are even greater.
Traditional farming systems in the Thai uplands were of many kinds in the past, not all of
them friendly to nature, nor for this reason sustainable. But they were quite diverse,
especially when compared to the modern rice or corn field. 32 The trend in the uplands in
recent years is toward radical simplicity, mono‐cropped fields dependent on chemical
inputs, machinery and hired (often illegal immigrant) labor. The change from shifting
cultivation toward so‐called permanent farming with chemical inputs has certain benefits,
but these might prove fleeting. What is today rashly called “permanent” might some day
prove to be a steady degradation of the life‐support system of the upland people. The soil,
water and forests of the mountains, and the human health of the inhabitants, are at risk.
We believe that the chemically intensive type of farming in the Thai uplands epitomized by
Hmong cabbage growing – but common among all ethnic groups – is unsustainable.33
There are many reasons for thinking so. A few are:
1. Soil degradation and pest problems
2. Forest clearing (related to soil degradation)
3. Water scarcity in dry season and water conflict
4. Chemical impacts on farmer health
5. Political fallout from fear of watershed contamination
6. Vulnerability to unfair and unstable markets
7. Land alienation and the demise of the family farm

31

“A new term, waldsterben (forest death), entered the German vocabulary to describe the worst cases” traced to
the “radical” simplicity of scientific forestry (Scott, 1998).
32 Rotational forest farming, as practiced by the Karen, is regarded by close observers as a benign adaptation to
the forest environment. Clifford Geertz wrote that this type of “swidden” farming simulates a tropical forest in
its biodiversity, and is integrated into and maintains the general structure of the pre‐existing natural
ecosystem. While the wet‐rice terrace requires “a bold reworking of the natural system” a swidden is “a canny
imitation of it.” As contrasted with a monoculture like a eucalyptus plantation or a corn field, the swidden can
be incredibly diverse. Geertz quotes one researcher who on a three‐acre swidden plot in the Philippines found
as many as forty different sorts of crops growing simultaneously (Geertz, 1963: 16‐19). The lead author of this
report visited swiddens in Mae Hong Son in the last year with nearly as many crops.
33 Hmong chemical farming is a very sensitive issue. After making a very difficult shift from opium to highland
vegetables, the Hmong are now attacked for being too successful in development. Lowland farmers dump
pesticides on their own fields, then turn around and decry contamination of upper watersheds by the Hmong.
It is important that friends of the Hmong do not play into the hands of their state and lowland adversaries, of
whom there are many. Having said this, there are many reasons to be concerned about chemical farming for
the Hmong’s sake. Strategies to reduce dependence on external inputs must be sensitive to the politics of the
uplands, while speaking to the health and livelihood concerns of the Hmong themselves. This section outlines
the problems with chemical farming faced by upland farmers like the Hmong.
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First, the soil in chemical farms ceases to be a living community of organisms and becomes a
sterile medium to hold the roots of chemically maintained plants. These fields become
vulnerable, requiring ever more applications of fertilizers and pesticides to maintain yields.
Episodes are not uncommon of crop failure from pests that become resistant to the battery
of chemical “weapons” employed in this type of farming.
Second, even when this worst case scenario does not take place, the steady degradation of
the soil leads to decreased yields and thus to the clearing of forest for new fields. The
process of “intensification” with fixed fields and chemicals, promoted to reduce
deforestation, is illusory and leads to further “extensification.” This then leads to problems
like biodiversity decline and resource conflict in the increasingly land‐scarce Golden
Triangle.
Third, the agricultural cycles of many newer farming systems fly in the face of climatic logic.
Some popular crops like lychee and garlic require a great deal of water during the annual
drought from November to May. Just when water is in least supply, demand is highest. This
is not only true of the uplands, of course; dry‐season cropping at all altitude levels is one of
the most important changes to come to Golden Triangle agriculture in the modern era – or
ever (see Walker 2003). Until recent decades, crops were generally not grown in the dry
season for an obvious reason – there was no rain. With the advent of new technology like
dams, pumps and sprinklers, more and more farmers today are competing for every drop of
water. Technology can trick nature for a while, but she eventually catches up.
The competition for water in the dry season – not the supposed decline in water supply due
to deforestation – and the resulting conflict are the most important stories in the political
ecology of northern Thailand today. The struggle for water between more and more
farmers, tourist resorts, cities and factories, is closely linked with Thai state forest policy.
Using watershed protection as justification, state policies tend to disinherit upland forest
farmers, while at the same time the state promotes wrong‐headed initiatives like building
big dams or creating plantations of thirsty pine.
Fourth, the impacts of agricultural chemicals on the health of upland farmers are a cause for
concern. A 2004 investigation of chemical contamination in the blood of Hmong in the
Chiang Mai uplands (Parinya et al, 2004) revealed that “a significant difference in PNP
(para‐nitrophenol) concentrations was found between farmers on plantations using
pesticides and those on pesticide‐free plantations.” Furthermore, Kunstadter et al (2001)
found that Hmong women, who are important contributors to family farm labor, “have less
Thai language skill than men and less information concerning hazards of exposure or use of
protective clothing.” While lowland claims of chemical contamination of upper watersheds
by the Hmong is unstudied and speculative, chemical contamination of Hmong bodies is
real.
Fifth, the speculation about watershed contamination has very real consequences for upland
security. The environment ministry has, from time to time, threatened to ban agricultural
chemicals in the uplands. (The ministry did not threaten to ban chemicals in the lowlands,
however.) The lead author’s experience in building dialogue between upland and lowland
farmers is replete with often angry lowland charges that the Hmong are stealing and
contaminating lowland water sources. The veracity of these charges is perhaps less
important than the perception that exists, given the power of perception in the realm of
politics. We can surmise that as time goes by, upland chemical farming could weaken land
claims, while agroecological conversion could strengthen them. Anyway, one useful
advocacy strategy with the state could be to link sustainable farming with land tenure. This
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holds obvious dangers, of course, given the implied converse: chemical farmers are
ineligible for secure land tenure. We do not want to convey that message. On the other hand,
if uplands chemical agriculture is unsustainable for the combination of reasons discussed
here, then the chemical farmers are in trouble anyway.
Sixth, chemically dependent monocrop plantations are vulnerable to price swings in both
inputs and produce. The trend is for costs of inputs like petroleum and fertilizers to go up,
while commodity prices go down. This situation has led to widespread indebtedness, even
in remote upland villages. Lessons around the world (like Mexico) show that so‐called free
trade agreements, like the one Thailand is negotiating with the USA, will only make the
problem worse for upland farmers. The anecdotal evidence is that depressed crop prices in
things like carrots and garlic are linked to Thailand’s free trade agreements with China and
Australia. The problem is complicated by domestic over‐production, which is related to the
absence of any system to forewarn farmers when too many producers threaten to depress
crop prices. Time and again, high crop prices have led to a rush of farmers producing a crop,
followed by a collapse in the price of the crop.
Seventh, the conversion to capital‐intensive agriculture has throughout history led to the
demise of the small farmer. Some bigger and more technologically advanced producers –
often agribusinesses, urban investors or local elites – succeed while many more small
farmers give up. This leads to land alienation and urban migration. While the factories of
North America, Europe and Japan were able to absorb the excess labor and build industrial
societies, that took place in a specific historical period. This phenomenon has been repeated
to some degree in Thailand, but the idea that a modern middle‐class society will emerge and
predominate is highly speculative. What is more likely is that upland people will become
3rd‐class‐citizen grist for the highly exploitative labor mill.
There are many reasons to be concerned about chemical farming for nature’s sake, but the
reasons above speak to the livelihood and health issues of upland farmers themselves. The
main point to stress is that many people believe that upland chemical farmers are in trouble.
One scenario is a progression toward further degradation, more indebtedness and land‐
alienation, and fewer choices. There is a real need for alternative answers.
Talking about agro‐ecology, we must also talk about forests. Thailand has several distinct
forest types, again largely determined by altitude. These have been heavily influenced by
human activities, including the farming practices of upland people themselves. The forest
has long been considered a source of nutrition and material for the hilltribes, and as it
declines so do their livelihood choices. This is not the place to untangle the environmental
politics of northern Thailand, but suffice it to say that the more alarmist (and sometimes
self‐serving) claims of deforestation are overblown. Forest health is an important issue.
Conditions vary considerably throughout the region, with some areas heavily deforested. In
other areas of northern Thailand, the forest cover is actually increasing.34 The forests of the
north are resilient. Stories of their demise are greatly exaggerated.
Talking about forests, we must talk about the paramount state agency in the uplands: the
Royal Forest Department. This agency has gone through many changes in recent years, both
in structure and activities. Whereas 20 years ago, the forest department was a department
under the Ministry of Agriculture and involved in handing out logging concessions and
establishing timber plantations, the situation today is different. Since 2003, most forestry
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The International Center for Research in Agroforestry shows that permanent forest cover in Mae Chaem
District has increased over the last 50 years. (Thomas et al, 2004.)
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activities have been under the Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment. The ambit of
this ministry is divided between various departments, perhaps most important the national
parks department. Today the discourse is about watershed conservation and biodiversity,
not board feet and teak plantations.35 That said, the foresters are still seen as a threat by the
villagers in this study. Whether the state takes their land for teak planting or “conservation”
is irrelevant to poor farmers.
The most worrisome trend in the Karen and Lahu villages – and we believe the Akha village
is an anomaly in that the forest department is not a key issue there – is the expansion of
national parks. According to a National Parks Department proposal for funding to the Global
Environment Facility36, 25 new national parks are planned for the north of Thailand alone,
for a total of 13,745 sq. km. There are already 34 national parks in the north, and this does
not include wildlife sanctuaries and other types of reserved forests. The two national parks
of concern to the Karen and Lahu study villages, while legally not yet established, are
already becoming fact, with concrete offices and checkpoints. Rumors about expansion, the
presence of armed forest officers surveying in the area and lack of disclosure by the
authorities breed fear and insecurity.
Other issues involving land and resources are even more unclear. While the village policy
teams emphasized the role of the forest department, they paid far less attention to the
question of distribution of farmland within the community. In each village it was obvious –
thanks to the forthrightness of the women groups – that some people had plenty of land and
some people had little or none. The situation in the Lahu village was the most extreme,
where half the villagers were deprived of farmland. In the Akha village, most land was
ostensibly under the control of the land reform office but had been distributed to farmers or
investors. As found elsewhere in the country, reform land is meant for landless farmers but
very often ends up concentrated in the hands of the wealthy and well‐connected, including
the upper class of the village. This is an issue the bureaucracy has held at arm’s length for
decades. To try to “reform” the land reform issue would result in probably very serious
conflict. This is true of the Akha village.
Thus we can see that the political agro‐ecology involves state and elite control of resources
and irremediable ecological limits on farmer options. This is an old story. Often overlooked,
however, are the opportunities available. There is real potential for enlightened natural
resource management that values biodiversity as well as livelihoods. Agroforestry, mixed
and relay field cropping, and ecotourism, all should be tested and developed as alternatives
to chemical mono‐cropping of anything, whether teak or cabbages.
Marketing is critically important in this. One of the main criticisms of highland development
in the past was the lack of attention to marketing. Villagers were taught how to grow new
crops, but not how to market them. One of the chief legacies of that era are coffee,
macadamia and peach trees in villages all throughout the north, their potentially valuable
products littering the ground under the trees. Market opportunities for numerous crops
which are suitable for agroecological cropping systems and agroforests should be surveyed
and developed (see Burnette, 2006 for examples).

35

In 2004 the department was divided between two ministries, Natural Resources and Environment and
Agriculture. This year officials said that it would be reunited under the NRE, but the current political situation
renders everything unclear.
36 See Thai Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment. 2005.
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There are many innovations and potential models around the world that should be studied
and, where appropriate, developed. Some of these are:
 Payment for Environmental Services – upland communities are compensated (financially,
with land titles, with state services) for active protection of watersheds.
 Certification of organic products and sustainably harvested timber and non‐timber forest
products
 Community‐based timber production
 Co‐management of protected areas – the state and communities cooperate to protect
resources and biodiversity
 Community‐based tourism for nature conservation and cultural revitalization. There are
excellent examples of this in Mae Hong Son and elsewhere.
There are other issues that should be actively investigated:
 The United States and Europe are two huge markets for produce from developing countries
like Thailand. There are many barriers for exporters, too many to discuss here. But an
interesting development is the debate about food safety, especially the issues of chemicals
and genetic modification. While the USA is barreling along in pursuit of agribusiness profits
at a great risk to all other values, Europe is more cautious. If future trends in Europe tend
toward more stringent standards for organic products, including imports, much of Thai
production will be excluded. The more remote upland valleys, however, especially in Karen
areas still largely unadulterated by chemicals, might have the potential to exploit many niche
markets for clean foods and products.
 Related to this is the idea of promoting the remaining chemical‐free areas in the uplands –
which are shrinking every year – as agro‐biologically diverse “safe food” zones. GMO‐free
Karen watersheds could one day be among the world’s greatest assets. But if the people are
to stem the tide of chemicals and monoculture, they need help. We should explore the idea of
promoting “sister watershed” linkages with progressive communities in the global North.
Political agro‐ecology is central to all the key issues facing upland people, and marginal
land‐based communities the world over. HIV‐AIDS, gender relations, rights, migration,
cultural survival – communities with functioning agro‐ecological systems have a better
chance with coping and recovering than those who become hostage to the labor market.
Barry Flaming of Raks Thai Foundation offers a sobering example. In a Karen village
dispossessed by the Ob Luang National Park in Chiang Mai, none of the villagers have any
land to farm. They are all completely dependent upon wage labor in the Hot valley.
Reflecting the new challenges they face in life is a large sign erected in the village, reading:
“Three minutes of fun, three months of worry.” HIV and land alienation (in the name of
environmental protection) go hand in hand.
Promoting agroecological alternatives is not back‐to‐the‐land romanticism. We’re not
suggesting that the young forgo trying their luck in the city. We’re not saying urbanization
and industrialization are unimportant processes, or that the uplanders should turn their
backs on the modern world. We’re just saying that they should have a home in the hills to
return to, options in the countryside to choose from, rather than wholesale dependence on a
labor market that sees them as expendable 3rd‐class citizens. The latter is the trend in the
hills today, and it’s a dangerous one.
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If we’re interested in advocacy, then making a stand on the land is a very good way to go. It
is critically important that uplanders stem the tide of land alienation. They must stop
turning over land to speculators and big landlords, including elite within their own
communities. They must stand firm against expansion of state enclosure, with a variety of
strategies to convince the forest department to cooperate with communities, not try to cast
them out. There must be a vocal and informed debate about the many risks of conversion to
chemical (and eventually GMO) farming. These trends, if taken too far, could be irreversible.
In places like the USA, things have perhaps moved beyond the point of no return, but not
northern Thailand. Not Burma. Not Laos. There is still a chance here. We might be on the
verge, but we’re not over the edge. Political agro‐ecology is fundamental to every issue
facing upland minorities.

9.2.

ALTERNATIVE EDUCATION

Our second suite of recommendations involves education. This word is the great fallback
option for people with few ideas. Throw up your arms and chant “education” three times.
Everything will get better. If only the poor were better educated, they would be kinder to
the environment, earn more money and stop beating their wives. But such thinking confuses
real learning with the institutional warehousing of the young. “Education” is too often code
for political indoctrination, the creation of good consumers, or simply a way to keep kids out
of trouble. Certainly real learning – especially social learning in which communities
experiment, learn from mistakes, and adapt to change – is desirable. But that is not what
happens in state schools in the uplands. From the information gathered in the three villages,
from our years of experience in schools in Thailand, and from the counsel of other
knowledgeable people, we can only conclude that the state schools of Thailand are failing
the upland people. Schools are bad enough throughout the country, but they’re even worse
in the mountains.
Let’s say that again: the state schools of Thailand are failing the nearly one million upland
minority people. Structurally, the Thai school system is designed – or at least it functions as
if by design – to reproduce social hierarchy. In the better urban schools, the classes are
segregated through a social tracking system. At the top are the “king’s” classes, with
students bound for university and the professions or business. At the bottom, well … let’s
not dwell on what awaits them. But that’s not the bottom! Most Thais leave school after the
primary level. The rural schools that produce these citizens are sometimes small and lovely,
with dedicated teachers, but they are substandard compared with the higher‐quality urban
schools. The schools on the margin – in the dirt‐poor corners of the northeast, in the Muslim
fishing villages along the southern coast, and in the mountains of the north – are far worse.
Let us keep in mind, also, that the vast majority of people that emerge from all but the best
urban schools are legally barred from holding national‐level public office. (The 1997
constitution requires members of parliament to hold at least a bachelor’s degree.)
One thing that our village colleagues had in common was their discouragement with the
local schools. The teachers were rarely there, the children spent years in the classroom with
no discernable improvement, the “hidden” costs go up with no improvement in quality, little
equipment or material, and on and on. When asked what could be done, however, the
villagers merely ask that the state make better on its promise to provide free quality
education to all its people, to live up to its constitutional mandate. Or at least just make the
schools a bit better. We fear that they will wait until the end of time for that promise to be
kept.
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Yet we all agree that learning is important. If the system is failing, we must find alternatives.
This does not preclude work at the state policy level, but we leave that for more hopeful
people (or those who prefer life in Bangkok). Advocacy is a different matter, and we have
some thoughts on that. The Lahu mothers who are so angry about their children’s education
need help remonstrating with the local school. If they want it, they should be helped in the
development of strategies and tools for peaceful, positive and culturally appropriate civil
disobedience. (There is already talk of demonstrations, which are not always peaceful or
positive.) But first such advocacy needs a foundation of productive local initiative coupled
with external seed capital, know‐how and access to networks.
That is where alternative education comes in: e.g. early childhood development in the
mother language, adult literacy, after‐school peer tutoring, HIV‐AIDS and human rights
education courses, various opportunities for creative expression and hands‐on activities,
nature study, etc. (Religious instruction could very well play a part in this; but “alternative”
should not be seen as shorthand for “Bible”.) There are examples in the hills of upland
people who accept that the local school is a dead‐end for their children. Hoping that it will
get better is no strategy for them. This realization needs to be disseminated. Operating
private schools in Thailand is not an easy option, but unlike its neighbors, it is a possibility.
That is not to say that the first step should be to build new schools, nor that parents should
immediately withdraw their children from school. There are many small, feasible, low‐cost
steps that can be taken to develop alternative education programs at the village level,
combined with the advocacy strategy of putting the state schools on notice: We are creating
an alternative to you. If you want our “business”, you have to improve. Some small steps in
the context of the study villages are discussed in section 9.4 below.
The following is an example of alternative education active in Thailand with which Diakonia
already has linkages:
The Spirit in Education Movement (SEM)37 is an alternative college founded in 1995. It
offers a spiritually based, ecologically sound, holistic alternative to mainstream
education. Its philosophy is rooted in Buddhist wisdom and deep concern for ecological
sustainability and social justice. The founders realize that mainstream education in
South East Asia is not in tune with the realities of the changing world. This is especially
the case when related to the paradigm shift from a mechanical world view to a more
holistic one that is more inclusive and less Euro‐centric, a way of thinking which has
dominated the elites of these societies since the colonial times. So SEM has run many
courses that promote the interaction between the alternative thinkers of the West and
the best minded of Asia. Examples of these are:










37

Bishop Labayan (culture and globalisation)
Satish Kumar (spiritual ecology)
Rajagopal & Varma (Ghandian Philosophy)
Elizabeth Roberts and Elias Amidon (deep ecology)
George Lakey (community building and non‐violent direct action)
George and Lillian Willoughby (conflict resolution)
Stephen and Martine Batchelor (contemporary Buddhism)
David Loy (Buddhist Economics)
Jakob van Uaxell

SEM can be contacted through its Bangkok Office at Tel: (66‐2) 3147385 ‐ 6 or e‐mail:
semsikkha_ram@yahoo.com; Contact people: Mr. Preeda Rungwichaton and Ms. Poonchawhee Rungwichaton.
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A significant portion of SEM’s field activities in Siam and in neighboring countries deals
with the concepts of empowerment and sustainability. SEM provides training and
workshops on such subjects as community building, NGO management, meditation and
social action, conflict resolution, Deep Ecology, leadership skills, and sustainable
agriculture. SEM seeks to establish strong and independent yet participatory,
compassionate, and responsible communities among the forest dwellers ‐ Karen or
PgazK'Nyau, other ethnic nationalities, and the Assembly of the Poor.38
While the Buddhist orientation of SEM might not be appropriate for predominantly
Christian Karen or Lahu communities, we are not suggesting that they adopt the SEM
philosophy or approach wholesale. The point is that alternatives exist. They can be modified
and adapted to fit the local context. The point is that bemoaning the sorry state of education
in state schools is not going to change anything. Nor will waiting for reform from the top
down. Upland families need alternative education to survive the challenges facing them.

9.3.

HARM REDUCTION

Harm reduction is an alternative approach to drug problems, especially alcohol. Harm‐
reduction thinking accepts that drug use is a fixture of modern life. It can be mitigated –
should be mitigated! – but not “wiped out” or otherwise addressed through the metaphors
of war. The failure of the American model and its emergent prison‐industrial complex39
should serve as a cautionary tale for Thailand. The warehousing of Native Americans on
reservations and Africans in prisons (and miserable schools) is a lesson that should be taken
very seriously by upland people and their advocates. The violence of the disgraced Thaksin
regime’s approach was disproportionately aimed at minority people. The percentage of
upland people in jail for drug offenses is disproportionately high. Violent interdiction in the
context of social injustice will only work against upland people.
And of course, it is unsustainable. In the Lahu case the Thaksin administration’s “War on
Drugs” did provide some breathing room for mothers and children by shutting down
shooting galleries and small‐time dope peddlers. But this could prove to be short‐lived.
Anyway, the situation shifted quite seamlessly to a bad problem with alcohol and its
attendant ills like domestic violence and poor health. Prohibition of alcohol is an even worse
idea than prohibition of drugs, but that is the usual recommendation. In the tiny isolated
Karen village, it might be possible to outlaw production and consumption of alcohol, but
that’s an extreme case. The Lahu women’s group suggests similar regulations, but it is very
hard to imagine them being successful. Drinkers will find a way around such laws, and
usually in a way that is detrimental to their own health (e.g. moonshine adulterated with
embalming fluid) and to society’s (e.g. violence‐ridden black markets). But beyond matters
of efficacy, why should an adult’s right to have a beer or two be revoked by any party,
including the state? What is needed is a system to minimize alcohol abuse and the
inappropriate behavior linked to it.
That is the role of harm reduction: concrete and realistic steps to improve a problem with
social issues like substance abuse and prostitution. No one is saying “Stop now, or else!”
They are saying, try to stop, but if you can’t stop then try to do less and in a way that is safer
for you and your community. And if you want to try to stop, we can help. The approach of
harm reduction is most effective at the grassroots level, in the family and community. The
38
39

http://www.sulak‐sivaraksa.org/web/network23.php
See Schlosser, Eric. 1998. "The Prison‐Industrial Complex". The Atlantic Monthly. December.
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state can help with education and funding, but its role should largely be a passive one. Don’t
lock people up for selling sex or small quantities of drugs. Don’t lock people up for brewing
moonshine. Don’t spend millions of dollars on misguided and downright stupid propaganda.
Don’t tell your police to shoot junkies in the head to meet your blacklist quota. And don’t
raise the minimum age for purchasing alcohol to 25 – the most recent policy idea to emerge
from the current military government. Such policies can only make the problem worse.
A clear example of a harm‐reduction strategy is offered by the Centre for Harm Reduction in
Melbourne, Australia40:
the compulsory wearing of seat belts in cars. By themselves seat belts do not prevent
motor car accidents from occurring, but when these accidents do occur the wearing
of seat belts significantly decreases the mortality and injury rates among the
occupants. Making seat belts compulsory is not condoning bad driving, speeding or
drunkenness, but it is admitting the reality that these things do occur, and it is
attempting to cope with the effects of these socially undesirable activities. Making
seat belts compulsory is not an excuse for inaction on all other aspects of accident
prevention, such as driver education, road building and law enforcement: it is
complementary to these other efforts which will take longer to have effect. It is a
similar philosophy which underlies harm reduction approaches to illicit drug use –
they do not condone drug use, and are entirely compatible with education,
treatment and law enforcement approaches to decrease drug use.
The harm reduction perspective can address various aspects of drug use,
from restricting the advertising of cigarettes to promoting hepatitis vaccination
programs for injected‐drug users. It was during the mid 1980s that harm reduction
was catapulted into the official drug policy of the United Kingdom, Australia,
Switzerland and elsewhere, with the recognition of the link between injecting drugs
and HIV infection. Since the growth of harm reduction activities, a single generally
accepted definition has yet to emerge. However, there are a number of common
elements that assist us in both defining the term and concept of harm reduction.
These are:
Short term goals:
 There is an emphasis for short term pragmatic goals over long term idealistic
goals. Efforts to prevent rapid HIV transmission are implemented as quickly as
possible. The rapid, potentially explosive spread of HIV infection must be
prevented first, or the longer term goals of abstinence and vocational
rehabilitation will be invalid.
A scale of means to achieve specific goals:
 an encouragement for the drug user to stop using illicit drugs
 an encouragement for the drug users to stop injecting illicit drugs
 ensuring that the drug user does not share any of their injecting equipment,
especially needles and syringes, with any other person

40

The Centre for Harm Reduction. 2003. The Manual for Reducing Drug‐related Harm in Asia.
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 lastly, if sharing does occur the injecting equipment must be disinfected between
each use
Involvement of drug users:
 drug users are not to be considered as passive recipients of services but must be
viewed as playing a vitally important role in the prevention of HIV/AIDS. It has
been shown consistently that drug user organizations contribute greatly to the
strategy development of harm reduction.
We encountered several promising examples of harm reduction during this research. The
methadone program at the Akha village was likely a main factor in the reduction of both the
number of drug users and HIV infection in the community. It was also instrumental in
improving the quality of life of the families of drug addicts. The alternative detoxification
center servicing the Karen study community was also credited by the villagers with helping
the community drastically reduce a once very serious opiates problem. This was done
without state or local coercion. In the city, the Chiang Mai University Research Institute for
Health Sciences is doing exciting work with young speed addicts. The study villages and
other villages could benefit from a process of mutual exchange, networking and
experimentation amongst these good examples.
The big question now is about alcohol. Very few examples exist of progressive approaches to
the abuse of alcohol in Thailand. Very few studies have been done. The issue apparently has
only recently been seen as a serious social problem – unfortunately with predictable
authoritarian approaches from the state. But harm reduction advocates in Thailand argue
that their approach is the most suitable for alcohol abuse. And of course, the success of
operations like Alcohol Anonymous in the West offers potential material for developing
culturally appropriate responses in the Golden Triangle. So, the need is there, knowledge
and approaches exist, local experts are aware, but little activity is afoot. This is prime
territory for enlightened intervention by donors and developers concerned with the welfare
of upland minorities.
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TABLE 7. Action research and development strategies for Diakonia partners and
grassroots research communities
Issue/
Collaboration
unit

Local unit of state
agency41

Subdistrict
Administrative
Organization42

Village
committee43

Agro‐ecology44

Lahu –National Park
office

Akha – uplanders take
the lead

Karen –Agroforestry
and ecotourism

Alternative
Education45

Akha – State Nikom
school

Karen – educational
decentralization

Lahu – Day‐care center
as catalyst for
education reform and
community solidarity

Harm
Reduction46

Akha –Methadone
program as model of
local‐state
cooperation

Lahu – Multi‐ethnic
collaboration for
peaceful conflict
resolution

Karen – Harm
reduction to quality of
life integration

9.4.

GRASSROOTS RESEARCH IN THE UPLANDS

The matrix above and elaborations on it below discuss more specific ideas for development
investment in the study villages that were involved in this project. The ideas could be
adapted to other upland villages, but we think it makes better sense to invest in the villages
that sacrificed for this project. There are groups within the communities that are
experienced and mobilized in grassroots research. The start‐up time and costs would be
minimal. It would be good to reward the communities’ hard work and enthusiasm with
tangible development investment. This would simultaneously benefit the communities and
further the development of grassroots research in the uplands.
These ideas, or ones like them, could conceivably be employed concurrently, sequenced,
omitted, expanded, or morphed in any combination. They can be considered independent
micro‐projects or be networked into a much larger enterprise. They are ideas for concrete
41

E.g. state schools, health centers, watershed units, police offices. These are often located in villages but
beholden to a chain of command linked to Bangkok.
42 These are usually conglomerations of about ten villages, but can often include far more. They generally do not
respect natural or cultural frontiers, crossing watersheds and bringing together various ethnic groups.
43 Official and “natural” leaders and concerned citizens.
44 Agroecology is the science of applying ecological concepts and principles to the design, development, and
management of sustainable agricultural systems.
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Agroecology
45 In education, the phrase alternative school usually refers to a school based on a non‐traditional, new, or non‐
standard educational philosophy. A wide range of philosophies and teaching methods are offered by
alternative schools; some have strong political, scholarly, or philosophical orientations, while others are more
ad‐hoc assemblies of teachers and students dissatisfied with some aspect of mainstream education.
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alternative_education
46 Refers to actions designed to diminish the individual and social harms associated with drug use, including the
risk of HIV infection, without requiring the cessation of drug use. In practice, harm reduction programs include
syringe exchange, replacement therapy using substances such as methadone, health and drug education, HIV
and sexually transmitted disease screening, psychological counseling, and medical care.
www.hrw.org/reports/2003/usa0903/1.htm
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intervention given what we know of the conditions and desires of the communities we spent
a year working with. There are many institutions and people in northern Thailand that
could help with these things.
Several principles are recommended for these projects:
1. That they be action research, which means that a development objective is decided upon
and the research is conducted through the action of meeting the objective. That is, the
learning comes from doing. This is not pure research or unreflective development; it is
the place where research and development meet. The output of the projects should not
be research papers (though papers would indeed be written) but instead concrete
community development achievements.
2. The projects should be multi‐stakeholder collaborations, with one objective being the
building of enduring relationships and networks.
3. The three communities that took part in the Diakonia grassroots research project would
be the central players. They would work together in partnership with other people and
organizations. There could be several organizations involved in this action research
network, for example indigenous and development NGOs, academic institutes and
governmental agencies at different levels.
The matrix is organized this way: The horizontal row is the type of stakeholder with whom
the grassroots research teams in the communities and their outside partners (university
researchers, consultants) would engage. The vertical column is the general subject of action
research that would be conducted. The study communities are plotted into the matrix
according to which level of organization connects best with which type of research. This
approach would attract the attention of academic researchers, who like the idea of
experimentation. It tries to find common ground between those who encourage working
with local communities and those who are concerned to engage higher‐scale institutions like
the state. This approach, in its entirety, would be a test of different levels of engagement for
upland communities and their advocates. Some of the micro projects would engage mainly
local leaders, others with subdistrict governments, others with local offices of state agencies
like schools and forest department offices.
The matrix also:
 integrates community development with network building. The grassroots teams would
connect with a variety of formal and informal networks and institutions.
 integrates community development activities with advocacy strategies.
 integrates experimentation with concrete development activities.
The issue areas were arrived at after a lengthy interaction with the communities; the
complexities of the action research and development would be worked out between the
communities and their partners in the projects.
Here’s an example to illustrate the idea: we feel the subject of agro‐ecology would best be
dealt with in the Lahu study community through interaction with a local office of the forest
department (e.g. national park or watershed conservation units). Pressure on the Lahu
village by the forest department is severe. The problem is a principal concern of the Thai‐
Lahu Foundation staff working in the area. Co‐management of protected areas, or
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cooperation between the state and communities, is a promising approach around the world,
but one that is largely undeveloped in Thailand. It would be an excellent point of
intervention for upland advocacy. The advocacy approach must be more flexible than simply
opposing protected areas. But passively allowing their expansion is also no alternative.
Agro‐ecology, especially agroforestry, is one viable alternative. Agroforestry is an area
where the interests of farmers and foresters theoretically converge. It is where these
interests should converge. Communities could share in the burden of environmental
protection and secure better livelihoods in the bargain.
Agro‐forestry, as practiced by some, is concerned with farmer livelihood, not just
commercial forestry. A Diakonia partner, the Upland Holistic Development Project47, is a
good example of socially progressive agroforestry, which seeks to enhance the poor’s food
security and income. UHDP has a decade of experience working on agroforestry with upland
communities and other aspects of sustainable agriculture and would be well‐placed to
cooperate with the project. There are several other organizations in Chiang Mai48 that could
also offer advice, know‐how and the institutional leverage necessary for working with – and
negotiating with – the forest department.
Here’s an elaboration on the matrix in Table 7 above:

A. Agroecology
A1. Agroforestry for Peace and Progress
Where:
Lahu village
With whom: local unit of forest agency (e.g. national park)
This is discussed in the paragraphs above, but we should reiterate that this idea
could enhance a multitude of values, including food security, opportunities for
young families, watershed protection and conflict resolution.
A2. Uplanders Lead in Watershed Protection
Where:
Akha village
With whom: Subdistrict Administrative Organization (or bor tor)
The leader of this village has taken real initiative in water‐quality management.
The village also manages a community forest. This work could be expanded with
an agro‐ecology approach to integrate immediate farmer livelihood concerns
(food, income, land tenure) with ecological values. It would also be a great public
relations victory for the only Akha village in the or bor tor to be the one leading the
way in watershed protection. This model could be helpful in advocacy work with
other Akha communities tied in unequal (and sometimes quite conflict‐ridden) or
bor tor relations with lowlanders.
The subdistrict level is also a point of intervention in the expansion of national
parks. Resistance at the or bor tor level can really frustrate the more authoritarian
instincts of the state.

47
48

www.uhdp.org
The World Agroforestry Centre (formerly ICRAF) ‐‐ http://www.worldagroforestrycentre.org/SEA/;
http://www.worldagroforestry.org/; Forest Restoration Research Unit of Chiang Mai University ‐‐
http://www.forru.org/home.htm; CARE Raks Thai Foundation ‐‐ http://www.raksthai.org/menu01_12.asp
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A3. Agroecological Tourism in the Uplands
Where:
Karen village
With whom: village committee
The Karen community’s natural environment is still quite healthy, though its
economy is not. Using an agro‐ecological approach, the environment could actually
help the local economy, rather than being in opposition to it. The village has
outstanding ecotourism potential (e.g. caving, rock‐climbing, rafting, trekking,
mountain biking, birding, and nature photography). Relay cropping and green
manures could be tested and employed to increase grain yields. Agroforest
products could be tested and produced to increase cash incomes. An exciting idea
is to integrate tourism with agroforestry and Karen culture in a complex mix that
mutually strengthens itself. There are many alternatives to chemical contract
farming.

B. Alternative education
B1. Model State School in the Uplands
Where:
Akha village
With whom: state Nikom school
The Nikom school is actually a lovely little place. It has a long, even proud tradition
of bringing state education to the uplands. Because of its history and connection to
the hilltribe center, and its proximity to the strong leadership of the Akha
community and the AKHA foundation center, it seems like it would be more
amendable to gentle persuasion and progressive reform than other state schools
with which we have experience. The principal seems like someone who would be
open to collaboration. Indeed, during our visit he invited us to return the next
week, when he would be hosting a delegation of visitors from a dozen different
countries.
This school is on the frontline in the struggle to keep local girls out of harm’s way.
It has potential for transformation into a model for state schools in the uplands,
which are badly in need of role models.
B2. Toward Decentralization of Upland Education
Where:
Karen village
With whom: Subdistrict Administrative Organization (or bor tor)
The problem of access to education in the Karen village is common to dozens of
small, remote satellite villages in this subdistrict. Distant schools, truant teachers,
inflexible curricula … this situation is the rule in satellite villages. The or bor tor
president is an advocate of decentralizing the education system (something
provided for in the Thai constitution and state policy, but fiercely opposed by the
education bureaucracy). He believes, we think rightly, that parents could better
participate in education and teachers would be far more responsible if the
education system was under the control of locally elected officials.
True decentralization of politics in Thailand is far from imminent, but there has
been enough progress to make it a viable struggle. This would be a good
opportunity to advocate for and develop alternative education, including school
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decentralization. A first and feasible step would be to organize villagers to make
the existing non‐formal education system more responsive to local needs. That
could be done informally and congenially, without any need for Bangkok to be
involved.
B3. Alternative Uplands School as Community Anchor
Where:
Lahu village
With whom: local day‐care center
Some outstanding resources possessed by the Lahu village are its day‐care center
and teachers. While the prospects of reforming the nearby state primary school
seem especially grim, the potential of developing the day‐care center as an
alternative education center seems great. As many readers know, it’s never too
early for children to begin learning (unless by “learning” we mean imprisonment
in a mainstream school). It’s never too late for adults, either. This center could be
transformed – through local effort, imported know‐how and some donor money –
into a multi‐use learning center that could anchor this divided community.
Besides early education in the mother language – and some help with Thai and
English or Chinese as second and third languages – the center could offer evening
adult literacy classes in the mother language and Thai. Yos Kukaeokasem of the
AKHA Foundation has a lot of really exciting ideas about mother‐language adult
literacy. After watching illiterate villagers suffer abuse by a state official at a
meeting near the Lahu village (see Box 2), we have to agree with Yos about the
importance of at least being able to sign your name in your own language. In
addition to these two things, there are many other ways that this center could be
developed for learning. And let us not forget its advocacy potential. Instead of just
remonstrating with the state primary school or education ministry, the center
could serve as an alternative model, boosting the mothers’ confidence to fight the
system and demand a better deal for their children.

C. Harm reduction
C1.

LocalState Model Partnership for Addressing Social Problems
Where:
Akha village
With whom: district hospital
The methadone program in the Akha village is a fine example of local‐state
partnership. It has been successful in its objective of reducing the harm to
individuals and communities by drug abuse. The district hospital staff have proven
themselves to be compassionate and progressive. The program is deserving of
continued support, but the money from the state is not secure. A joint study of the
program might also find that systems for monitoring, evaluating and adapting the
program could be improved.
Beyond this, the program could be a foundation for employing harm reduction
strategies for other social issues, like alcohol abuse and sex work. History should
show us that it is pure folly to try to outlaw alcohol or sex for money.
(Governments don’t always pay much attention to history, unfortunately.) But that
does not mean we have to ignore the issues. The Akha villages experience with
harm reduction amongst older men could be expanded to include the high risk
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behavior of boys and girls. If girls are going to go to work in massage parlors, for
example, they should go in fully armed with all the knowledge available about the
risks that they face and the alternatives that might exist.
C2.

Multiethnic Collaboration for Peaceful Conflict Resolution
Where:
Lahu village
With whom: Subdistrict Administrative Organization (or bor tor)
The Lahu village is set in the middle of one of the most ethnically diverse
subdistricts in the country (if not the world). At least seven different ethnic groups
are represented in this one or bor tor. It is a laboratory for inter‐ethnic relations.
Much could be learned about it. The subdistrict is also one of Thailand’s most
notorious places for illegal drugs. The situation has improved, but it’s far from
clean. The combination of diversity and crisis would make it a worthwhile
challenge promoting harm reduction at a scale above the village. By building a
subdistrict‐wide harm reduction network with institutional support, the women of
the Lahu village would also have more allies and leverage to deal with their
alcohol problem.

C3.

Integration of Harm Reduction with Quality of Life
Where:
Karen
With whom: local Power of the Fatherland Committee
Harm reduction is not the only progressive way of dealing with drug abuse. And
what happens after an addict curbs his illness or stops altogether? How
sustainable is it? That’s where attention to quality of life comes in. The Diakonia
partner in the area, the Thai Tribal Center, recognizes this and is reinventing itself.
From an emphasis on detoxification, it is trying to improve the lives of
communities that struggled with drugs in the past. It would be good to work with
the Karen community and Thai Tribal to develop ways to sustainably keep families
off of drugs and away from other social ills.

9.5.

A CONCLUDING REMARK

In summary, the struggles of upland people in the Golden Triangle are about much more
than drugs. Despite worrying headlines as this project drew to a close in late 2006, we
believe the bad old days of drugs will not be repeated in these study villages. However, the
situation may shift into new and unexpected phases. Alcohol abuse today could foreshadow
a far more serious problem tomorrow. High‐risk behavior of youthful migrants to the city
might trigger a new wave of HIV‐AIDS. Whatever the case, the three villages in this study
clearly demonstrate that other, deeper, problems persist: discrimination, state seizures of
hilltribe farm land, miserable quality of education, cultural crisis, and marginalization of
women and girls. Clearly, law enforcement won’t work alone. If this report shows anything,
it is that a holistic approach is required.
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DRUGS AND UPLAND PEOPLE IN NORTHERN THAILAND

1.

INTRODUCTION

“THE GOVERNMENT’S DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS ARE NOT IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THE ETHNIC PEOPLES’ WAY OF LIFE. THE
GOVERNMENT DOESN’T UNDERSTAND THEIR WAYS, AND
THEY DON’T EVEN WANT TO KNOW. THEY USE THE HILL‐
TRIBES TO SELL AND LURE TOURISTS AND THEN TURN
AROUND AND BLAME THEM FOR THE COUNTRY’S DRUG AND
ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS.”

(Ahpae Mafoe, Akha IMPECT representative quoted in Irrawaddy online, 2003)
Ethnic minorities, living mostly in the mountainous peripheries of countries in the Golden
Triangle region (comprising parts of northern Thailand, northwestern Laos and northeastern
Burma) have had a long and troubled association with illicit drugs. In Thailand, ethnic
minorities (often called ‘hilltribes’) have become ‘identified with a negative stereotype of
forest destroying, opium cultivating, dangerous foreign troublemakers’ (Buergin, 2003:
382). These groups were originally associated with opium production to fuel foreign opium
wars, and involvement with communist insurgency (and therefore labeled as a ‘security
problem’) during the Cold War period last century. More recently, these groups have been
portrayed as the predominant cause of deforestation in Thailand, being clearly referred to in
the 1985 National Forest Policy as the ‘forest degradation problem’ (ibid: 384).
Today, a common perception persists that ethnic minorities are largely responsible for the
growing scourge of drugs in the Golden Triangle. The geographic proximity of these ethnic
groups to drug production – particularly the Wa ethnic group in Shan State ‐ provides the
primary rationale for this blame: ‘It is the grave misfortune of upland communities that they
are located along trafficking routes of the opium grown in the Shan hills and the heroin and
amphetamines processed in factories lining the Burmese side of the border’ (Rutherford,
2003: 11).
Stereotyped racial attitudes towards minority peoples are common, and ethnic minority
groups ‘are blamed in general, fuzzy terms. In the eyes of many officials, these people are all
dirty and ignorant’ (Pers. Comm., Kampe, 2006). This blame seems to be based largely on
stereotypes which are a product of labeling that has been occurring since early last century
(Islam, 2003). Traditionally, certain hilltribe groups (such as the Lahu and Akha) cultivated
and utilized opium in limited amounts for medicinal and recreational uses. Following
international pressure from the US and Europe in the late 1950s, Thailand banned the
production of opium. Unfortunately, because of their ‘cultural affinity’ with the crop,
hilltribes provided a convenient image for others (including officials and those who profited
from the drug trade) to label as been solely responsible for the opium problem in Thailand
and beyond.
The perception of hilltribes as being ‘more responsible’ than other groups for the drug
problem seems particularly entrenched in the government agencies responsible for dealing
with illicit drugs, an Office of Narcotic Control Board (ONCB) official saying: ‘I admit that
government officials have prejudice towards the hill tribes and it is a problem that we all
have to solve’ (Pers. Comm., Pittaya, 2006). In Shan State, the media attributes 80% of the
country’s opium production on the ethnic groups living in the Wa‐controlled areas (Milsom,
2005).
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The truth, however, is that the vast majority of ethnic Wa are poor hill farmers, and as such
do not profit from amphetamine‐type stimulants (ATS) production. Most ethnic people in
the Golden Triangle, then, find themselves to be pawns in a much larger game of illicit drug
production and trafficking that is controlled by organized crime groups. Such groups include
paramilitary organizations in Myanmar, the police and military from both sides of the Thai /
Myanmar border, and transnational crime syndicates and trafficking networks that operate
in Asia and throughout the world.
While there is no doubt that people from hilltribe communities in the Golden Triangle
continue to play roles as mules and small time dealers in the Golden Triangle, the clearest
legacy from the involvement of ethnic minorities is a growing number of part ‐time users
and more serious addicts. Many believe that the social and health problems as a result of
illicit drugs are threatening to overwhelm some communities.
While a great deal of research on drug use (mainly opium) took place during the period of
opium eradication and crop substitution in Thailand during the 1970s‐early 1990s,
comparatively little research has taken place since these projects and associated funding
came to an end. Developing a picture about illicit drug problems in the Shan State has
always been difficult due to the ongoing political problems in the country. In the meantime,
the drug landscape has clearly shifted to other drugs and new problems, and the trends
occurring in upland communities appear to have received little research attention. This
report seeks to establish a more contemporary picture of illicit drug problems in upland
communities in Thailand and the Shan State, thereby addressing a potential gap in the
contemporary literature. The specific aims of this study are twofold: first, to examine the
root causes of illicit drug‐related problems affecting ethnic minority people and their
communities in northern Thailand, and Kachin State and northern Shan State in Myanmar;
second, to compose a list of best and worst practices in addressing problems with illegal
drugs and alcohol, including a critique of policy and approaches in Thailand and Myanmar.

2.

METHODOLOGY

This study has adopted both qualitative and quantitative methods of data collection through
literature research and interviews with various experts dealing with illicit drugs and alcohol
in the golden triangle region. Both English language and Thai language sources were
reviewed, though Burmese or other languages (such as Shan) were not reviewed. The
research team handled the English language and Thai language components. The findings
from these two parallel research processes were discussed in detail between the research
team as the basis for the final report.
The primary method of gathering and collating information has been through internet‐
based documentary sources (i.e., located on the world‐wide Web). This involved searching
the web sites of key organizations related to this study (e.g. UNODC, Asian Harm Reduction
Network), using combinations of keyword searches in the Google internet search engine
(e.g., drugs, Thailand, Myanmar, Shan State, hilltribes, minorities, alcohol, heroin, ya baa,
HIV, human rights etc), and accessing expanded academic databases and online journals. A
number of hard copy publications on illicit drugs in Thailand and Myanmar, which were
borrowed from colleagues in Chiang Mai and Bangkok, were also reviewed. While a wider
literature undoubtedly exists, time and resource constraints have limited the amount of
literature that can be collected (so, for instance, hard copy publications from organizations
working on drugs in other cities and provinces were inaccessible).
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A number of interviews were conducted with experts April ‐ May 2006. These interviews
involved one or two interviewers with single respondents, based mostly on a set of pre‐
drafted interview questions that were tailored to the specific experience of the respondent.
The format of the interview allowed an easy‐going exploration of topics and did not require
strict adherence to the set questions. The interview approach sought to sample a
representative range of experts from different disciplines, including development
organizations, independent experts based inside and outside the region, and research and
media organizations, particularly those who have been involved working with communities
and individuals involved with illicit drugs in northern Thailand and Shan State. A list of
interviews, and a sample list of select interview questions, can be found in Appendix 1.
Regarding the objectivity and accuracy of information and data regarding particular aspects
of this study or geographic areas ‐ particularly Shan State and Myanmar ‐ the reader should
note the following observation from Milsom (2005: 61‐62) that: ‘it is important to bear in
mind how difficult it has become to address the drug issue objectively in this part of the
world. Past conflict within Myanmar, conflict between ethnic groups, the hazy line between
legitimate interests and illegitimate interests, and the selective use of information for
pursuit of a particular cause, combined with limited access and security problems make it
difficult to conduct any systematic study’. In the production of this report, the authors have
gone to great lengths to present and analyse evidence from different perspectives, without
stating definitive points of view. Readers are encouraged to weigh the evidence and
ultimately reach their own conclusions.
The Thai literature review has been included as a stand‐alone document at Appendix 2.
Reference has been made to aspects of this Thai review within the main body of this report.
An annotated Thai bibliography is in Appendix 3. A short analysis of major organisations
working on illicit drugs in Thailand and Shan State is in Appendix 4.

3.
3.1

BACKGROUND

CHANGING TRENDS IN DRUG PRODUCTION AND USE

Understanding the changing nature of drug production and use provides important context
for later discussions on root causes of drug problems in upland/ethnic areas, and the
policies that have arisen in response. The most significant trend is the domination of ATS in
the Golden Triangle region since the mid ‐1990s. Following the mainly US / UN funded
opium eradication and crop substitution programs of the 1970s and 80s in Thailand (and
eradication of opium in Iran and Pakistan), the region saw an escalation in the production
and use of heroin. ‘The unintended consequence of this “successful” supply‐side strategy’,
says Lyttleton and Cohen (2003: 86) ‘was a switch to the consumption, mainly by injecting,
of heroin, in highland communities in northern Thailand’.
While Methamphetamines (also called ATS, or ya baa in Thailand) have been available since
the 1970s, it was not until the mid 1990s that the production and use of these drugs
exploded in the Golden Triangle region, expanding its consumer base ‘amongst urban and
rural youth, students, laborers, sex workers, farmers and fishermen’ (Lyttleton and Cohen,
2003). ATS use is said to have skyrocketed, and between 1993 and 2001, use apparently
increased by over 1000% (Reid and Costigan, 2002: 211). Roberts et al (2004) cite four
main reasons for this:
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1. The disruption of the heroin trade resulting from the capture of the notorious Burmese
heroin trader Khun Sa, and the resultant switch to investment for manufacture of other
drugs
2. The economic crisis which put 2 million people out of work, leaving many vulnerable to
being recruited into the drug trade
3. Marketing strategies – pyramid selling as a way of users paying for their drugs has proven
a highly effective way of expanding the market
4. ATS profitability compared with other drugs‐ they are cheap and easy to produce and give
very high rates of return.
Alternatively, Lyttleton and Cohen (2003) see ATS as a clear reflection of changing value
systems fostered by particular development trajectories on which Golden Triangle countries
have embarked.
These reasons will be discussed in greater detail in Section 4 of this report.

3.2

DRUG USE IN ETHNIC COMMUNITIES OF THAILAND
AND SHAN STATE

The availability of information regarding illicit drug use in Thailand is significantly better
than Myanmar. In Thailand, current estimates of all ‘drug users’ (estimates rarely
distinguish between real addicts and occasional drug users) range as high as three million
or possibly 5% of the population. Official estimates are that 300,000 people are hardcore ya
baa addicts (BP, 9/2/2003). Office of Narcotic Control Board (ONCB) figures (cited in Reid
and Costigan, 2002) break down drug use in Thailand as: Methamphetamines 75%, heroin
10%, and others 15% (including opium, marijuana, solvents, ecstasy and ketamine). While
not debating that there is a widespread problem with illicit drug use in Myanmar and
Thailand, some have queried the sense of crisis the government has promoted over illicit
drugs, particularly the common portrayal of a nation of ya baa 'addicts'. Phongpaichit and
Baker (2004: 160), for instance, attempt to bring a sense of perspective about the levels of
ya baa use, quoting the ONCB that ‘around 2 million people [in Thailand] had some
experience of ya baa, and around 400,000 took it once a month’.
There is a general perception that opium and heroin are more prevalent in upland
communities, while ya baa is more of a problem in lowland communities (particularly urban
areas). For instance, ‘data from the Northern Drug Dependence Treatment Centre shows
that amongst patient admissions, 39% from the lowlands use ya baa compared to 3%
among the hill tribe residents where opium and heroin remain popular’ (Reid and Costigan,
2002: 211). However, other evidence points to an increased use of ATS in ethnic minority
areas, and that these communities are increasingly using combinations of heroin and ATS. A
number of respondents working in the field (Pers. Comm, Thomson, Kampe, 2006) said that
ya baa was the number one drug being used in these communities. Peak (2000) quotes the
findings of the Hilltribe Education Centre working in 38 villages in Chiang Rai Province
(which has the highest levels of drug use of any Province in Thailand), that those over 35
generally smoke opium, and those under 35 generally ‘chase’ ya baa (smoke it), but not
inject. Opium and heroin are considered to still be the primary drugs used in Akha
communities (ibid). Using combinations of drugs (and alcohol) is also common. Jansiri for
instance, reported villagers using ya baa and heroin, as the former makes one ‘manic’ while
the latter evens out the mood of the user.
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Myanmar remains the world’s second largest producer of opium, and the majority of this is
grown in the highland areas of the Shan state. Estimates of drug users are between
300,000‐500,000, with between 150,000‐250,000 of these being injecting drug users ‐ IDUs
(Reid and Costigan, 2002:148). HIV incidence in IDUs is one of the highest in the world,
with an average of 63%, and some states as high as 90% (ibid). Poor, predominantly ethnic
minority farmers grow opium poppies on a small scale, and it is estimated that between
250,000‐ 300,000 households depend on opium production to supplement marginal
subsistence‐based livelihoods (Jelsma et al, 2005). In reality, most farmers cultivate opium
to offset annual rice deficits, and sell to middlemen in the village to buy rice, clothing and
medicine (Milsom, 2005). Opium and heroin are now serious problems in Shan State, and
drug use has tended to follow production and supply routes. The high rates of injected
heroin use (and extremely high rates of HIV infection) are well known in mining
communities in eastern Myanmar.
The extent of ya baa use and rates of addiction are largely unknown in Myanmar, and even
the UNODC in Rangoon admit they have little idea of the scale of ATS use (Chouvy and
Meissonnier, 2004). A decade ago, there was limited knowledge about ATS amongst the Wa,
and ATS was marketed and sold by Asian businessmen as an energy pill, in a similar way
that energy drinks such as Red Bull have been marketed in Asia. It was only after a number
of serious incidents (e.g. psychotic episodes, murders and suicides) that the danger of the
drug was realised (Milsom, 2005). There is anecdotal evidence that use is frighteningly
high. There are reports of the common practice of the ‘polite host’ of any Shan household
offering ATS pills to guests along with tea, and in some areas, farm workers being paid in
ATS pills instead of money (SHAN, 2005). SHAN also reports that ATS is usually smoked
rather than swallowed (ibid).
Anecdotal evidence is that the effects of opium addiction on people in opium‐growing areas
are serious. One expert working on a UNODC alternative development project in Shan State
stated that an average of 15% of villagers in certain areas have addiction problems – usually
male household heads who become incapacitated by opium addiction, and no longer work.
The knock‐on effects of the loss of a wage earner, combined with trying to finance the
continuing addiction, has led to serious poverty and growing instances of domestic violence.
This expert identified these issues as an area requiring critical attention for further research
(Pers. Comm., Renard, 2006).
It should be emphasized that statistics on the use of drugs in minority communities in
Myanmar were not found in the literature, forming a considerable gap in knowledge for any
organizations that may wish to work with these groups.

3.3

ALCOHOL ABUSE IN ETHNIC COMMUNITIES IN THAILAND
AND SHAN STATE

While not considered to be illicit, alcohol has been identified as a serious public health problem
in Thailand, and according to figures by the FAO (1999), Thailand ranks as the fifth highest
consumer of alcohol in the world (Globe, 2006). One interviewee, who has worked on drugs
in the Golden Triangle region for 30 years, viewed alcohol as a much more serious issue in
highland communities (in Thailand) than drug addiction, stating ‘it’s something that has
been seriously overlooked’ (Pers Comm. Kampe, 2006). Yet despite these facts, there is a
surprising lack of literature or research (in Thai or English) on alcohol abuse amongst ethnic
minorities in the Golden Triangle (this gap in the literature was confirmed during
interviews). One Thai research institution commented in their annual report that: ‘The need
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for research and intervention on alcoholic related problems is becoming apparent as
indicated from the rapid increase in consumption statistics from national surveys and other
studies’ (Chulalongkorn University Annual Report, 2004: 19).
The few references to alcohol in upland communities discuss this in the context of illicit drug
use. In a general discussion of global indigenous health issues, one source (Infocus, 1999) states
that: ‘Alcohol abuse is a serious health problem among indigenous groups in the Americas
and, in Thailand, hill tribe groups have high rates of opium and heroin abuse’. While this
statement is clearly a general one, it is interesting to note the general underlying perception
that the dominant public health/abuse issue in ethnic communities in Thailand is drugs, and
because of this, an examination of the impact, and extent of alcohol abuse, in these
communities has perhaps been largely ignored. The one instance of research (Barrett,
2003) that examines the relationship between alcohol and drugs in upland villages (in a
sample of 31 villages) came to a number of interesting conclusions, namely: that almost all
villages contained alcoholics or had problems with alcohol; that there is a correlation
between high drug use in villages and higher instances of alcohol abuse‘ [which] suggests
that villagers that are susceptible to illicit drug use also may be susceptible to other
substance misuse behaviors and possibly for similar reasons’ (ibid: 1634); that drug addicts
tended to abuse alcohol when drugs were not available; and that ‘drugs were considered to
come from outside, while alcohol was considered to be a problem within the village’ (ibid:
1642). A study of six highland villages by Rutherford et al (2005: 42) mentions that home
brewed alcohol is popular, but that ‘these vices pale in comparison to the scourge of opium’.

3.4

GOVERNMENT POLICIES TOWARDS DRUGS
AND HIGHLAND COMMUNITIES

The general approach to dealing with illicit drug problems in the Golden Triangle has been
summarized by one commentator as: ‘Demand reduction and prevention of drug use
[which] has tended to focus on extreme deterrence, coupled with large‐scale abstinence and
‘healthy living’ initiatives, often with a heavy emphasis on religion, morality, and victim
blaming’ (Townsend and Garrow, 2004: 58). The opium eradication and crop substitution
programs in the 70s and 80s in Thailand that were aimed specifically at ethnic highland
groups,are now being repeated in Myanmar. These programs have yet to be properly
assessed. While excellent histories of drug policies and programs in Thailand (eg, Renard,
2001) and Myanmar (e.g. Jelsma et al, 2005, Gibson and Haseman, 2003, Renard, 1996) are
available, this section will focus on more contemporary drug policies in both countries.

3.4.1 THAILAND
In Thailand, there are a number of government bodies concerned with drugs including the
Office of Narcotics Control Board (ONCB), whose mandate concerns all aspects of illicit
drugs. They work jointly with the Ministry of Public Health on demand and supply
reduction. The Food and Drug Administration handles development of laws and
regulations, while the police and various parts of the military (such as the Thahan Phran, or
paramilitary border guards) play strong roles in law enforcement and suppression
activities. The Department of Medical Service is responsible for all aspects of treatment and
rehabilitation. The Communicable Disease Center is responsible for all HIV/AIDS cases
related to drug use. The Ministry of Education institutes AIDS prevention activities and
other public education. All these organizations are separate entities, and many exist at the
provincial and even district level (Peak, 2000). It is unclear how effectively these different
bodies work together. More recently, the Ministry of the Interior launched a program aimed
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at drug‐free villages, ‘in contradiction to harm reduction approaches…[which]…further
exacerbates policy contradictions’ (ibid).
Drug control (covering illicit drugs and the chemicals used to make them) in Thailand is
covered under an umbrella of different laws, including: The Narcotics Control Act 1976
(related to the power and duty of officials responsible for controlling narcotics), The
Narcotics Act 1979 (the Law on drugs), Psychotropic Substances Act 1975, Emergency Decree
on Controlling the Use of Volatile Substances 1990, Commodity Control Act 1992. An
additional suite of laws pertain to what are defined as ‘special measures’, and include: Act
for Measures for the Suppression of Offender in an Offence Relating to Narcotics 1991,
Narcotics Rehabilitation Act 2002, Money Laundering Control Act 1999, Mutual Legal
Assistant in Criminal Matters 1992, Extradition Act 1929 (ONCB Website, 2006). In addition,
the 9th (current) National Economic and Social Development Plan B.E. 2545 ‐ 2549 (2002 ‐
2006) has been deliberately designed to facilitate and mobilize all drug control measures.

3.4.2 THE THAI WAR ON DRUGS
The high profile war on drugs during 2003 has been the most prominent drug policy in
Thailand in recent times. Despite the fact that the ONCB can provide no evidence that drug
problems are worsening, the Thai Prime Minister recently put the war on drugs back on the
agenda, and the outcome of this new phase is yet to be seen (Nation, 26/5/2006). The
original ‘war’ has been both widely praised and condemned. It was an exercise initiated by
the administration of then‐Prime Minister Thaksin Shinawatra in response to a staggering
increase in the use and supply of methamphetamines aimed ‘to achieve a massive reduction
in use and availability’ within four months (Roberts et al, 2004). The Thai Government took
an uncompromising stance towards alleged ‘drug dealers’ (a term not commonly defined
during the war), the Interior Minister at the time stating that traffickers would be ‘put
behind bars or vanish without trace’. The number of people killed during the war from 1
February – 30 April 2003 varies through different accounts, but ranges between official
figures of 2245 to 2700 (ibid). Tens of thousands more have also been arrested, jailed, or
put through compulsory treatment programs.
Being located along well‐recognized drug distribution networks leading from Myanmar,
hilltribe communities and individuals came under particular scrutiny during the war on
drugs. While no precise figures were kept on the number of ethnic people killed during the
war, regular newspaper articles (eg, ‘ethnic villagers live in fear as killings continue’
Bangkok Post, 3/3/03) leave readers with little doubt about where the Thai authorities
believe drugs in Thailand are traveling on their way from Myanmar. In addition, major
newspapers produced regular articles that specifically singled out hilltribe people as being
either arrested, surrendering or submitting themselves for rehabilitation. For example: ‘100
Akha tribes people have agreed to undergo drug rehabilitation’ (BP, 2/18/03), ‘650 Hmong
people arrested in Tak Province’ (BP, 2/15/03). ‘In Tak, 300 Hmong tribes people, drug
users and dealers, surrendered to Mae Sot police on Friday’ (BP, 2/16/03).
Some see the war on drugs as specifically targeting hilltribe people ‘for harassment, arrest,
and even extra‐judicial killing, [which] has further stigmatized the hill tribes and greatly
increased their insecurity (Physicians for Human Rights, 2004: 2), and that ‘this [war on
drugs] is widely believed to have been a vehicle for the police to intimidate highland people,
activists, and others’ (ibid). Few could deny that long‐entrenched stereotyped attitudes
towards minorities were evident during the war. In Tak Province, the local district
administration even threatened that the Thai government would ‘scrap the citizenship of
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tribal people linked to drugs’ (BP, 2/15/03), and that the government would take action
against those considered to be ‘posing a national security threat.’
The perception of the success of the war on drugs varies markedly. The campaign itself was
highly popular amongst Thai society more generally, with some polls showing 90% in favor
of the campaign (Phongpaichit and Baker, 2004). While there was a dramatic decrease in
methamphetamines, commentators reported that addicts changed to other cheaper
alternatives (eg paint thinner, glue), and that the ya baa industry may in fact have become
more profitable. As Phongpaichit (quoted in Roberts et al, 2003) points out: ‘It seems to me
as an economist that, if you attack the supply but do little about the demand, then the result
is rising prices, rising profitability, and hence increased entrepreneurship’. She continues: ‘I
suspect that is why such suppression‐oriented approaches have persistently failed in other
countries’.
Critics (such as Roberts et al, 2004, Human Rights Watch, 2004), point to other failures,
including violence and corruption. This violence could include extra‐judicial killings which
some alleged were simply a way for gangs to eliminate their business rivals, or were a way
of settling local disputes unrelated to drugs. There was also a failure of treatment: Many
who were forced into treatment were not even drug addicts (and enrolled only to avoid
persecution or execution), while many genuine addicts went into hiding and did not access
services, thus exacerbating the spread of HIV. (Figures from the northern drug treatment
centre say that attendance by addicts went down by about 80% following the war on drugs).
Crime increased as addicts had to find new ways to finance a more expensive habit. Addicts
switched to new, more dangerous drugs. In many instances, the head of the household, or
chief breadwinner, was killed leaving many families without income.
It is interesting to note that following the Thai war on drugs, the glut of ATS pills remaining
in Myanmar caused the price of ATS to halve (SHAN, 2005), perhaps fuelling increased rates
of consumption there.

3.4.3 MYANMAR
The main body responsible for drug control in Myanmar is the Central Committee for Drug
Abuse Control (CCDAC). The Ministry of Public Health is responsible for treatment and
rehabilitation of drug addicts.
The main law covering illicit drugs in Myanmar is the Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic
Substance Law 1973, outlining suppression and prevention allowable under the law, as well
as penalties (which can include the death sentence). Drug addiction is illegal in Myanmar,
and users are legally obliged to register with the Ministry of Health or Government
recognized medical centre for treatment. Those who do not register may face 3‐5 years in
prison under the Narcotics Act. Drug users must attend registration with their parents,
where they are issued with a card that they must carry at all times.
Drug policies in Myanmar are, at best, open to very broad interpretation. While some see
the Burmese authorities’ own ‘war on drugs’ as having ‘displayed good intentions over the
last few years’ (Chouvy and Meissonnier, 2004), others have labelled efforts as ‘meaningless’
(SHAN, 2005), pointing to tokenistic attempts at drug eradication and wide‐scale
involvement of the Government and military in the illicit drug trade. It is the contention of
many that this involvement includes promotion of the drug trade as a matter of government
policy (Gibson and Haseman, 2003). Following the surrender of the infamous Burmese drug
lord Khun Sa, and since initiatives such as the ‘National Plan Against the Drug Menace’ in
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1998, figures reveal that the amount of opium cultivated in Myanmar has decreased
dramatically (e.g. UNODC, 2005, though these figures are disputed by some, who argue that
surveyors are taken to areas where little opium is grown).
ATS is a very different story, however. Burmese authorities have shown less resolve in
dealing with these drugs, pointing the finger at surrounding countries as being responsible
for supplying precursor chemicals used to make ATS, and claiming that factories are
extremely difficult to find in remote mountainous areas. Few would argue that little has
been done on the Burmese side of the border to halt the production of ATS. Overall, there
has been a large reduction in visible drug production and trafficking in northern Shan State,
which many commentators see as being in response to heavy pressure from the Chinese,
and the desire of the Wa leadership to engage in increased trade with China (Pers. Comm.,
Renard, 2006).
Two divergent approaches have developed in the international community about how to
deal with illicit drugs in Myanmar (SHAN, 2005: 11). The first of these rationalizes that the
only way to stop drugs will be through bringing peace and democracy to the country (see for
example Gibson and Haseman, 2003). The ‘other school of thought is attempting to work
with the military government to improve law enforcement and implement development
programs that will woo the populace away from involvement in the drug trade’. It seems
clear that the latter school has prevailed.
In Shan State, the most significant drug policy in recent times was the commitment by the
Wa leadership to make the State drug ‐free by 26 June 2005 (a policy that has clearly failed
to reach this ambitious target). Commentators have debated the reasons behind this, but
three factors stand out as likely. The first is the desire of local leaders to develop and
become peaceful, in order to finally be accepted into the international community. Their
moves to relocate drug production from along the Chinese border to improve trade
relations are one example of this desire. The second reason is that the region has changed
to become increasingly stable over time. No longer do large ‘buffer zones’ exist along
national borders where drug production can continue unchecked, and Myanmar has
increasingly received international pressure to address conflict and drug production, which
in particular frequently spills over the Thai border. A final reason may be due to sustained
international pressure (Milsom, 2005: 85‐86).
To achieve reduction policies, the Wa leadership have embarked upon an alternative
development program to compensate for lost livelihoods as opium is eradicated. However,
development efforts in the Shan State by the Wa leadership, including roads, electricity,
education and agricultural schemes to offset the loss of income for local people from opium
cultivation ‘have fallen short of meeting their goals’, bringing food and economic security to
perhaps 10% of the northern population of 300,000 (Milsom, 2005: 72). The ‘New Destiny’
Project which aimed at substituting a Chinese strain of rice for opium has been reported by
SHAN (2005) as having ‘failed in each locality’.
The impacts of the opium substitution programs on local people in opium growing areas has
yet to be properly measured, but UNODC ‘hopes to know by next year whether the impacts
have been positive or negative’ (Pers. Comm., Sanong, 2006). Two chief concerns were
raised about the possible impacts: First, that in the absence of adequate development,
people will have no means to survive (which may force local people to go back to growing
drugs, or lead to an increase in drug production in other areas). A second major concern is
the impact of the ban on human trafficking. There is currently no data being collected on
the impact of this, and there has most likely been an increase in the movement of cheap
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labor and sex workers from these areas (ibid). SHAN (2005) reports mass arrests and even
extra‐judicial killings of villagers breaking the ban, and there are also signs that economies
in the area are shrinking and poverty is worsening now that opium money is drying up.
Jelsma et al (2005: 12) predict that ‘the impact of the opium bans is likely to be grave’, citing
statistics of mass migrations (including policies of forced relocation) that have occurred out
of these areas already due to loss of income and associated impacts (reduced access to
health care, decreased attendance in schools, and low food security – there are even reports
of desperate people eating tree bark).

4.

EXAMINING THE ROOT CAUSES OF DRUG PROBLEMS
IN ETHNIC COMMUNITIES

4.1

INTRODUCTION TO THE GENERAL LITERATURE ABOUT DRUGS
IN THE GOLDEN TRIANGLE

The explosion in ATS production and their use in the Golden Triangle region has meant that
the majority of recent literature on illicit drugs in the region (both Thai and English) is
dominated by consideration of these drugs, and in particular their impact on urban users ‐
especially young people. While a great deal of attention has been given to production and
trafficking of methamphetamines, particularly by UN agencies and the Thai Government
(documents available on the UNODC and ONCB web sites are dominated by analyses of drug
production and law enforcement efforts), most attention has been focused on the ‘scourge’
of ya baa on young people in schools, factories and urban areas. In the past ATS was seen as
a useful drug used by ‘truck drivers or fishermen working long grueling hours’, and seen by
employers and workers alike as a means to increase performance. Now, however, ATS is
seen to appeal to ‘all levels of Thai society’ (Chouvy and Meissonnier, 2004). It has only
been in the last five years that ATS has exploded into the ‘school‐age student population, the
technical school / common laborer population who are in their early twenties’ (Lewis, 2003:
ix). The idea that ‘drugs are killing our children’ has been a common part of the rhetoric of
government anti‐drug policies, particularly during the recent war on drugs.
The complexity of the root causes of illicit drug and alcohol problems in upland
communities are rarely encapsulated by individual publications, and there remain a number
of gaps in the literature pertaining to specific aspects of drug problems in upland
communities. Literature tends to mostly consider opium and heroin, and relatively little has
been written regarding ATS in ethnic communities (though Lyttleton, 2004, has written an
interesting paper that examines ATS use in Lao ethnic villages). Most analysis of illicit drug
problems appears to focus on effect rather than cause, and where causes are identified, they
are often reduced to simple reasons such as poverty, proximity to trafficking routes, or
simple outcomes of development. While these reasons are all certainly valid ones, what’s
lacking are more holistic analyses that link these factors together. The complexity of
determining causes of drug use in highland communities makes such analyses extremely
difficult (though some effort has been made in a number of quantitative studies, for example
Barrett, 2003, Crooker, 2002).
The following summary / analyses of the root causes of drug problems in upland
communities in the Golden Triangle has been divided into headings for ease of reference.
While much of the literature and interviews cite straightforward root causes of drug use
(such as poverty), this research contends that a range of more complex socio‐economic and
cultural factors are also at play. As such, it should be understood that there is no easy way to
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‘itemize’ reasons into a simple list. In reality, drug problems arise as a result of a complex
mesh of interconnecting causes that commonly appear to be case‐by‐case specific. In the
Thai literature review, this point was raised by local NGO workers in the field: that
differentiation is important when looking at drug problems, and that not every community
involved with drugs has the same degree, causes or effects from drugs (ONCB/UNDCP,
1992).

4.2

SIMPLE ROOT CAUSES OF ILLICIT DRUG PROBLEMS

The majority of explanations of why ethnic communities develop drug problems cite a
number of relatively straightforward ‘generic’ factors as root causes. While these are
undoubtedly important and significant, they form only part of the puzzle. These include:

4.2.1 POVERTY
Poverty is one of the most commonly cited causes of involvement with drugs in ethnic
minority communities in both the Thai and English literature. Lyttleton (2004: 919), for
instance, asserts that ‘Continued drug use amongst highland populations emerges from the
constant intersection of poverty and lack of access to services’. Poverty has been identified
as the precursor for minority communities’ involvement with cultivation, trafficking and use
of illicit drugs for a number of reasons. In Shan state, it has been estimated that over
300,000 communities in upland areas grow opium poppies to supplement marginal
subsistence‐based livelihoods (Reid and Costigan, 2002). In many communities in Shan
State and northern Thailand, acting as mules for drug traffickers, or direct involvement in
distribution and sale of drugs, presents some of the only real opportunities for decent
income (Pers. Comm., Renard, 2006). This is particularly the case where ethnic minorities
in Thailand lack citizenship, and are unable to effectively participate in the formal labor
sector:
WE ARE BEING PROHIBITED TO FARM, BECAUSE WE CANNOT
OWN LAND, BECAUSE WE ARE NOT CITIZENS. WE TRY TO DO
AN HONEST JOB, BUT THOSE WHO HIRE US GIVE US LESS PAY
AND MAKE US WORK HARDER BECAUSE WE HAVE NO THAI
CITIZENSHIP," SAID THE HMONG. SO WHAT CAN WE DO WHEN
SOMEONE OFFERS US MONEY FOR SOMETHING THAT WE CAN
EASILY DO? HOW CAN WE REFUSE SOMETHING THAT WILL
HELP US EARN MONEY? OUR FAMILIES ARE HUNGRY. WE
NEED TO BUY THINGS."

(Hmong villager, quoted in Bangkok Post, 6 June 1999)
SOME COMMENTATORS POINT TO THE 1998 ASIAN ECONOMIC
CRISIS AS A MAJOR CONTRIBUTOR TO INCREASING DRUG USE
(THOUGH HOW MUCH THIS MAY HAVE AFFECTED ETHNIC
MINORITIES IN THAILAND IS UNCLEAR). IT WAS ESTIMATED
THAT UNEMPLOYMENT INCREASED BY ALMOST ONE MILLION
AFTER THE CRISIS, THAT OVER 1.5 MILLION PEOPLE ARE
STILL UNEMPLOYED, AND ‘IT IS ASSUMED THAT THESE
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PEOPLE ARE MOST VULNERABLE TO DRUG ABUSE AND
DEALING’

(UNODCa, 2003: 14).
Others, however, have argued against this contention of poverty. Barrett’s (2003)
investigation on drug use in Karen villages in northern Thailand raises arguments that it is
dissatisfaction with life rather than poverty per se’ that leads to increasing drug use in
upland villages:
‘THE PROBLEM NOW IN THE VILLAGES IS NOT POVERTY BUT
DISSATISFACTION,
LACK
OF
AWARENESS
AMONG
INDIVIDUALS, AND LACK OF COMMUNITY SPIRIT AND
HARMONY. THIS HAS LED TO PROBLEMS SUCH AS DRUG USE
(AND ADDICTION) AMONG YOUNGER PERSONS, EXCESSIVE
COMPETITIVENESS, TAKING ADVANTAGE OF OTHERS, NOT
SHOWING CARE AND CONCERN FOR OTHERS, AND
NEGLECTING THE NEEDY’

(Karen Parish Priest, working with communities, quoted in Barrett, 2003: 1622).
The ideas raised above in Barrett’s study are important, and examined in many of the
following sections.

4.2.2 PROXIMITY TO DRUG TRAFFICKING ROUTES
Those communities located on drug trafficking routes are seen to be the most vulnerable to
developing drug problems of small time dealing and addiction: ‘Particularly in Asia it has
been shown that addiction rates correlate highly with drug producing areas and trafficking
routes’ (UNODC, quoted in Korpi, undated: 1). This is one of the most commonly cited
reasons in the English and Thai literature. In a study of heroin use in 15 upland villages in
northern Thailand, Gebert and Kesmanee (1997), found that ‘accident of location’ –
proximity to trafficking routes directly influences the number of addicts, and that there is an
increased chance of villagers (including community leaders) becoming petty dealers, thus
exacerbating drug use in the village.
While proximity is a relevant and obvious cause of drug problems in ethnic communities, it
is interesting to note the findings of Barrett (2003), who compared groupings of Karen
villages judged to have low and high levels of drug use. Despite the fact that all villages were
located near trafficking routes, he found that there was no clear reason why one group of
villages should have higher levels of drug use than the other, indicating that much more
complex causal factors are also at work.

4.2.3 LOW EDUCATION LEVELS
Lack of education came across as a common theme particularly in the Thai literature. The
reasons why low education would play a role in increased drug use is never explained
clearly, however the stereotype of hilltribe people frequently portrays these groups as
backward and uneducated. The real problem may be misinformation and lack of awareness
(due to remoteness, lack of access to information materials, inability to read Thai etc) rather
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than lack of education per se. Marketing of different drugs by dealers and businessmen must
certainly have played a role in uptake of certain drugs such as ATS. In both Thailand and
Burma, ATS has been marketed as energy pills, while in Laos, ATS use has become
widespread in highland villages, as people were told that it would cure them of their opium
addiction (Pers. Comm., Thomson, 2006).

4.3

COMPLEX ROOT CAUSES OF ILLICIT DRUG PROBLEMS

A range of more critical literature on illicit drugs, combined with particular interviews,
reveals a suite of more complex factors that often defy simple causal explanations. It should
be noted that these factors are most commonly discussed in the broad context of the
development process, ‘where drugs and development remain tandem facets of the fraught
modernization trajectory taking place’ Lyttleton (2004: 919). As the rubric of development
does not provide an easy unit of analysis, the following breakdown of factors attempts to
‘un‐pack’ specific causes that have arisen as ethnic communities continue to grapple with
the rapid pace of socio‐economic and political change in the region.

4.3.1 BROAD SOCIAL AND CULTURAL FACTORS
A commonly stated perspective is that systemic changes in the social/cultural fabric of
ethnic communities, resulting from rapid development, are the primary causes behind
increasing illicit drug use. Lyttleton (2003: 86) quotes a study by the Northern Drug
Treatment Centre in 1994 which found that:
The highest rates of drug addiction (especially heroin) were found to be in areas
targeted for multi‐sectoral development due to the shift to cash economies,
increasing social fragmentation, increasing contact with lowlands and wage labor.
This underscores the inexorable focus of mainstream development on economic
growth and the resultant and observable decline of levels of social capital and
community cohesion.
Barrett (2003: 1618‐1619) outlines two primary factors as leading to increased levels of
drug use in highland villages. The first of these is attributed to the weakening of social
controls (social norms, socialization, institutions, rules and sanctions over drug use within
the village), and cultural influences (values, moral beliefs, religion). The influence of these
factors, which in the past appear to have helped contain drug use in highland communities,
has been weakened through rapid socio‐economic and cultural changes, which have
coincided with development programs and policies over the last few decades. Supporting
this conclusion, Gerbert and Kesmanee (1997) found that village cohesion and leadership
are important factors in keeping drugs out of villages, particularly where formal and
informal village organizations and leaders remained strong and drug‐free, and were
involved with anti‐drug policies in the village.
The second major influence, says Barrett (2003), have been the processes of acculturation
and socialization that upland communities have experienced through increasing interaction
with outside cultures (such as Thai lowland and Western cultures) as a result of the
development process. This has resulted in changes in the cultural values and behaviors of
upland communities, and may lead villagers to adopt positive definitions of drug use from
the mainstream culture – for pleasure, recreation, or psychological relief – leading to
increased experimentation with drugs. Barrett stresses that conforming with the host Thai
culture is by no means voluntary, and is often a forced process to ‘comply with Thai laws
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and regulations regarding their rights to land, citizenship, adoption of Thai language,
selection of leaders, education of children, and legality of drug use’ (ibid: 1618). As a result,
ethnic groups may lose their sense of a positive ethnic identity, whereby ‘the displacement
of traditional ways of life with more modern ways could have far reaching influences in
social organization, family relationships, culture symbols, religious beliefs, values, ideals,
and behavioral norms’ (ibid).
Barrett notes that, ‘Further studies should be done to assess relationships between
satisfaction with life and illicit drug use among villagers’. Interviews and some of the
literature undertaken during the production of this report would seem to support Barrett’s
conclusions ‐ that analysis of these more complex and difficult‐to‐measure social indicators
could reveal some of the deeper causes of drug problems in upland communities. Further to
his comment above (which may be of use to other researchers), Barrett adds: ‘This study
primarily used a quantitative survey approach, and perhaps it would have been more useful
at this stage to use a participatory‐ styled, qualitative research approach to yield
explanations based on the viewpoints of village residents’ (ibid: 1645).
There has been little data gathered in Myanmar on these social/cultural aspects, yet
investigation so far is revealing similar trends. Various authors have said that Laos and
Myanmar tend to mirror Thai social trends with a 5‐10 year lag. In a UNODC community–
based, demand reduction project in northern Shan State, the project found that ‘A lack of
recreational facilities for the youth tends to favor the use of drugs’ (UNODC, 2006).

4.3.2 INCREASING WAGE‐BASED AND MIGRANT LABOUR
A number of authors have identified the important linkages between increasing levels of
wage labor, migrant labor, and increasing drug use, particularly ATS1. While detailed
quantitative studies of linkages between migrant labor and increasing drug use in rural
villages do not appear to have been carried out, a number of implications have been
identified.
Taking drugs such as opium, heroin and ATS to deal with the increasing hardships of work is
a well established fact: ‘The more an addict works the more s/he is in need of drugs for
physical relief from the aches and pains caused by labour’ (Gebert and Kesmanee, 1997:
375). This has been found to be the case with rapidly increasing ATS use, in particular,
(Lyttleton, 2004; Bezziccheri, 2003) in factories or on fishing boats where ATS can help deal
with increased physical labor, longer hours, or boredom.
The marginalized position of ethnic people (through lack of citizenship and stigmatization)
also means that these workers are often forced to travel elsewhere, and accept worse
working conditions for lower pay than ordinary Thai citizens: ‘Migrant workers…work
longer hours than the mandated 8 hours in the legislation, with the average workday
between 10‐14 hours. These long work hours are encouraging the use of drugs, particularly
amphetamines, amongst migrant workers’ (Migrant Labor Seminar, 2003: 56).
Gerbert and Kesmanee (1997), in a study of upland villages, found no explicitly quantifiable
correlation between the number of villagers going to work in towns and the number of drug
addicts in villages. However, they concluded that it may have three important implications.
Those who were leaving the village were mostly young (early 20s), and were thus: more
likely to make unwise decisions due to inexperience outside the village after living such
1
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sheltered lives; may adopt aspects of urban culture such as drug use; and may be lured into
illegal activities.
Chouvy and Meissonnier (2004) expand upon these ideas. With increased rural/urban
mobility, they say families are becoming increasingly itinerant in their work, particularly the
movement of rural people to other provinces and urban areas. When drug habits are picked
up through factory work, school etc (and there is ample evidence to say that a culture of ATS
use has developed in many such places), then these are often brought back home to the
village during visits throughout the year (such as important national holidays like Thai New
Year). This increased mobility, says Chouvy and Meissonnier (ibid: 131) has led to an
explosive increase in the use of ATS in rural villages: ‘On returning home to their village,
young urbanites are inclined to propagate drug habits among their rural counterparts. Ya
baa takes root there all the more easily, because of rural youths’ well known fascination
with urban ways’. The influence of these processes on use of illicit drugs in ethnic villages is
largely unknown.

4.3.3 NEW VALUES AND CONSUMERISM
While most of the critical literature points the finger at the rubric of development as the
root of drug problems in upland communities, others see new patterns of consumption as
the biggest problem. When confronted with the question about whether higher levels of
development correlate with higher drug use in upland communities, Kampe (Pers. Comm.,
2006) replied:
No, not necessarily. You can see a correlation in both ways. Look at Australia,
Europe and the US. They have lots of development, but also lots of drug problems. It
is not necessarily development as such, but it is the changed patterns of
consumption [in Thailand]. Before in communities [ethnic communities in Thailand]
there was no drug abuse. But then the Government and international organizations
came to these communities with a different vision, different dreams…The big
problem is the one‐sided and narrow‐minded approach to development that if you
have more money, then life will be better.
Lyttleton (2004: 915) supports this view. ‘It can be argued that rapid ATS spread has both
elevated and become symptomatic of commodity‐based desire at new levels throughout
mainland Southeast Asia. As ethnic communities find themselves increasingly acculturated
into mainstream societies, they are exposed to the value systems of these societies’. In
Thailand, the growth of a consumer culture over the last ten years is clear to see. ‘People
[from minority communities] get hooked on outside life. This is mainly youth who have led
a very sheltered life in the village. They see all these consumer things and they want them,
but they cost money’ (Kampe, Pers. Comm., 2006). A wide literature exists examining the
explosion in ATS due to its use ‘by workers to perform longer hours’ (Bezziccheri, 2003: 5).
‘It’s to do with a new need to consume – goods or drugs’ said one respondent. ‘You need to
work, to earn more money, to consume more things, so you take more drugs [to help
achieve this]’ (Sanong, Pers. Comm., 2006).

4.3.4 PEER INFLUENCES
Peer influences are a well‐recognised factor leading to new users taking drugs. Gebert and
Kesmanee (1997: 378) documented many cases where peers have persuaded friends to
experiment with drugs in the village. Others have noted that increased drug use in youth is
associated with a ‘soft rebellious’ stance commonly observed amongst Thai youth (Chouvy
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and Meissonnier, 2004: xii). There is little written on this in an ethnic context. An
examination of the processes of experimentation and use of illicit drugs – particularly ya baa
‐ by Thai adolescents is covered in Lirtmunlikaporn (2004).

4.3.5 DIMENSIONS RELATED TO AGE AND GENDER
Gerbert and Kesmanee (1997: 377) point out that as women in hilltribe (and other)
communities are usually responsible for productive and reproductive functions, and these
traditional responsibilities have ‘prevented all but very old or ill women from becoming
drug addicts, even when they lived in households with addicts’. However, increasing
numbers of young women are becoming addicted to drugs due to ‘a breakdown in family
cohesion and increasing uncertainty of roles and relations of both men and women…in an
extremely rapidly changing socio‐economic system’ (ibid), and that ‘unfortunately, young
women addicts…have turned to prostitution to support their addiction’. This same study
also revealed that increasing numbers of unmarried males were also becoming addicts.
Examining the demographic distribution of drug use in communities, some researchers
found certain trends about drug use in villages. Use by villagers over 60 years of age tends
to be considered as traditional medicinal use, rather than recreation, escape or pleasure
(Renard, 2001). There is a strong sense in the literature on drugs in the Golden Triangle
that it is young people who are taking the majority of drugs (mostly ATS), and one might
assume that this is also the case in minority communities. In one study in Karen villages in
northern Thailand, for instance, Barrett (2003) found that the majority of heavier drug
users were young males. While these trends are important to heed, it should be noted that
since development projects ended in the late 1990s, there has not been a great deal of
recent quantative data gathered on drug trends in ethnic minority villages (though see
Barrett, 2003, Crooker, 2002). It should also be noted that very little is known about the
demographic patterns of drug use in Shan State.
Baker (2000) analysed the correlation between drugs (primarily ya baa) and child
prostitution in northern Thailand. While Baker states that there is a definite connection
between ya baa and children selling their bodies, he also makes the point that opinions
about the extent of this seemed to differ, particularly between the students (drug takers and
potential prostitutes) and those who are outside this group, such as journalists and teachers.
While there are instances of young girls selling themselves for sex to pay for ya baa, the
students themselves (in a qualitative self‐assessment carried out by Baker) saw drugs as
one of the least contributing factors for entering prostitution (ranked 5th out of 5 factors).
The only deviation from this was in Akha respondents, who said that the drug habits of
parents was a strong motivating factor in children being sold into prostitution. In the end,
Baker concludes that: ‘The connection between the drugs and child prostitution needs
further investigation. How many children are using the drug, how many are hooked, how
many children are hooked and do not have money, and finally, how many children are
actually selling their bodies in order to gain the drug? The answers to these questions are
unknown’ (pp. 18‐19).

4.3.6 STRUCTURAL CAUSES OF DRUG PROBLEMS
While the previous reasons can be explained in relatively straightforward terms, there is a
large category of causal factors that can lead to drug problems which cannot be so easily
analyzed – particularly relating to the marginalised position of ethnic people within wider
societies. ‘People don’t think of the emotional dimensions of drug use – they see it as being
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in response to something obvious such as poverty’ says Lyttleton (Pers. Comm., 2006).
‘Concepts such as structural violence and social suffering have not being looked at’. He
continues: ‘How is a young ethnic guy going to react when he is working for almost nothing
in a factory, [and he is positioned] at the bottom of the food chain [social order] – how does
this contribute to the decisions he makes in taking drugs?’
Social suffering can be defined as ‘the assemblage of human suffering that results from what
political, economic and institutional power does to people, and human responses to social
problems as they are influenced by these forms of power’ (Kleinman et al, 1997). Structural
violence refers to similar issues, and ‘occurs whenever people are disadvantaged by
political, legal, economic or cultural traditions. Because they are longstanding, structural
inequities usually seem ordinary, the way things are and always have been’ (Du Nan Winter
and Leighton, 1999). Some of these kinds of issues pertaining to hilltribes and human
rights are discussed in Rutherford (2003), but relating them more specifically to drugs
would be a useful exercise.

4.4

LINKAGES TO DIAKONIA TARGET ISSUES

As the analysis above has already indicated, the linkages between Diakonia priority issues
(such as HIV, human trafficking, human rights) are discussed in the literature, but to varying
degrees. These linkages have long been acknowledged, for instance Djedje and Korff
(undated: 11‐12) write that ‘it was realized at the end of the 1990s that illicit drug abuse
needs to be understood in the context of other social and economic problems which both
precede it and result from it, e.g. HIV/AIDS, commercial sex, labor trafficking, abuse of illicit
drugs, crime’. Dirksen (2001) writes that ‘any efforts to reduce demand must deal with the
complicated linkages within these socio‐economic practices…the context of drug abuse is a
very holistic one and must be dealt with in a holistic, not simplistic, manner (Dirksen, 2001).
The German Aid agency, GTZ (who have worked in highland areas in Thailand for almost 20
years) produced a report entitled ‘Development Orientated Drug Control’ (2004), which
analyses some of these linkages identified through their activities around the globe. A
simple diagrammatic representation of this can be seen in Table 1 below.

Table 1: Source, GTZ (2004:11)
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The most widely discussed and studied linkages regarding upland communities are
undoubtedly between HIV/AIDS, injected drug use and commercial sex work. This is not
surprising given that Thailand, Myanmar (and nearby Cambodia) have the highest rates of
HIV infection of any country outside Africa (Eastern Horizons, 2003: 10). There has been
significant study on this in upland communities in Thailand (eg, Razak et al, 2003) but much
less in Myanmar (e.g., see SHAN, 2005). These linkages are commonly discussed in the
context of harm reduction approaches, which appear to have been relatively successful in
Thailand, and almost completely unsuccessful in Myanmar. Just like drug users, it is well
recognized that people with AIDS are stigmatized in Thai society, which discourages many
from disclosing their condition and seeking help, restricting their access to vital services and
information (Elias, 2005).
Linkages between ATS use and HIV are just beginning to be established, and Peak (2000)
states that ‘research is critically needed to examine the mechanisms by which ATS use, or
ATS and alcohol use combined, could lead to HIV infection’. It was revealed during one
interview that the Research Institute for Health Sciences (RIHS ‐ based at Chiang Mai
University) has been carrying out such research for the past two years (Pers. Comm.,
Thomson, 2006). Results of this have mixed implications. While ATS users do not generally
like to inject ya baa, and therefore may not prove to be a huge problem leading to new HIV
infections, data in Chiang Mai has demonstrated a worrying trend of increased sexual
behavior and unprotected sex amongst young ya baa users. These trends in upland villages
are unknown (Per. Comm., Thomson, 2006). The gap in information on the social aspects
surrounding ya baa use will be the focus of an upcoming regional project by RIHS (ibid).
Linkages between the marginalized position of ethnic communities in Thailand (lack of
citizenship and land tenure) and the problems that arise as a result of this are well covered
in the literature (e.g.). In terms of drugs, it is well recognized, for instance, that poverty and
lack of access to education, health care or legitimate work opportunities have made ethnic
communities vulnerable to ‘various types of drug use and crime, HIV/AIDS…and brothel
owners [who] have networks of agents combing the villages, seeking out troubled families
caught in the cycle of debt with few options’ (Eastern Horizons, 2005: 19). A range of
literature discusses the implications of resource tenure over forests and water, but this is
usually discussed in the context of human rights and natural resources management, and
the precise linkages to illicit drugs are not elaborated upon.
Literature on human trafficking in northern Thailand and Shan state exists, but no linkages
were discussed between drugs and human trafficking in any detail. While related literature
speaks about the ‘forced or coerced use of drugs and alcohol’ of trafficked women
(Berkhaulter, 2004: 2), publications such as Driven Away, (2004) examining the trafficking
of women from Shan State into China, do not examine these linkages, nor other linkages
such as the relationship between drug and human trafficking networks.
In summary, while it is generally known that there are strong linkages between drugs,
human rights, HIV, human trafficking and poverty, this is rarely discussed in detail in the
literature. There was not a single publication that was able to provide a holistic explanation
of how these issues intersect, or how they become links in a chain of causality. The
implication is that a very wide range of literature needs to be examined in order to
understand these linkages properly. Kampe (Pers. Comm., 2006) provides a possible
explanation for this situation:
Issues tend to be compartmentalized. I don’t think that anyone from the
government or foreign [development] organizations has done anything about
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addressing this situation. They all know [about the linkages], but they have funding
for their own specific interests [such as drug addiction or human trafficking].
Because of this, they have no incentive to examine these linkages.
Producing a logical, simply written document discussing these linkages would certainly be a
worthwhile exercise.

5.

DEALING WITH ILLICIT DRUGS IN THE GOLDEN
TRIANGLE – SUCCESS OR FAILURE?

The general literature on approaches to solving illicit drug problems in the Golden Triangle
is overall highly critical, and gives the perception that there have been many more failures
than successes. Much has been written and criticized about past approaches to drug control
in highland areas of Thailand, particularly during the days of opium eradication and
alternative development. However, there has been little critical assessment of the
effectiveness of drug control approaches since this time. Most Myanmar analysts see little
hope for success in solving illicit drug problems in the country without major fundamental
changes occurring, including: a stable government with the ability to end drug‐ fuelled
insurgency wars; government recognition of the legitimate political aspirations of various
ethnic groups; and provision for local people of realistic livelihood alternatives to the drug
trade (Gibson and Haseman, 2003). Othman (2002) suggests that illicit drug problems
cannot be solved in Myanmar without addressing threats to human security issues that
encompass basic rights and livelihoods. An often forgotten factor also remains that Western
countries need to address drug problems within their own borders, which ultimately drives
much of the demand for illicit drug production in Myanmar.
The following section attempts to analyze the effectiveness of the three main drug control
approaches being used in the Golden Triangle ‐ supply reduction, prevention, and treatment.

5.1

SUPPLY REDUCTION

Supply reduction (essentially law enforcement) is an approach that has taken a large
proportion of available funding for drug control in the region. This involves interdicting the
production, trafficking and selling of illicit drugs. This usually involves the police and
military in respective countries, including large‐scale cross‐border initiatives supported by
international organizations such as the USDEA and UNODC. Little further comment beyond
the information contained in section 3.4 is required on the impact of these approaches on
ethnic groups (in terms of high rates of arrest, incarceration and deaths – particularly in
Thailand during the war on drugs).
More generally, however, the recent Thai war on drugs provided much ammunition for
critics of supply‐reduction policies, who point out that it is useless to stem supply if the
causal factors concerning why people take drugs in the first place are not dealt with. While
the war on drugs undoubtedly reduced the availability of drugs in Thailand, the 14,000
factories and 15,000 schools declared drug‐free may well be 'the trees that hide the forest'
should these root causes not be dealt with (Chouvry and Meissonnier, 2004).
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5.2

PREVENTION AND HARM REDUCTION

Korpe (undated: 3) describes prevention as ‘the cornerstone of drug control’, as ‘other
methods are useless unless the individual comes to the conclusion that drug use is against
his/her own interests’. Prevention includes primary approaches (directly stopping people
using drugs such as through education or law enforcement) secondary approaches
(convincing users to quit), and tertiary approaches (harm reduction approaches, such as
preventing needle sharing). A great deal of education and awareness‐raising occurs in
Thailand, particularly in schools, and specifically targeted at youth.

5.2.1 DRUGS AND THE PROMOTION OF FEAR
Thai anti‐drug campaigns have been accused of having the sole aim of promoting fear. It is a
common approach in Thailand to exaggerate the risks of drug use in order to dissuade
people from using them (Chouvy and Meissonnier, 2004). The outcome of this approach has
led to the failure of drug prevention programs in achieving their objectives. Target user
groups are confronted with exaggerated effects of drug use displayed in disturbing images
on posters and other literature (often depicting the outcome of drug use as broken families,
murder, insanity, jail or death). This has been a common tool used in projects in upland
villages. Comparing this with their own experiences of drugs, many users dismiss these
effects as exaggerated or even completely false. ‘The danger here’, says Chouvy and
Meissonnier, (2004: 95) ‘is that such messages can undermine the credibility of the
authorities or sponsoring organizations involved, as consumers themselves know the actual
effects’.
A carry‐over effect of these campaigns is that existing drug users become stigmatized and
feared in the eyes of society at large. A quick perusal of Thai newspapers reveals regular
sensationalized stories of ya baa addicts committing random, crazed acts of violence,
portraying these users as people to be feared, as they could become psychotic at any time2.
Society also considers drug addicts to be ‘dirty’, and they are generally pitied and despised
(ibid).
Analyses of drug projects in upland villages in the Golden Triangle region have encountered
these problems. Lyttleton and Cohen (2003: 90) found that in Akha villages in Laos, drug
users frequently became labeled with an ‘addict identity…to form a community subgroup of
stigmatized degenerates’, and that ‘there is a very real danger that these drug users will
resort to the furtive consumption of (potentially) more harmful drugs, such as ATS or
heroin’.

5.2.2 HARM REDUCTION
There are mixed reports on the effectiveness of harm reduction approaches in Thailand and
Shan State. Harm reduction approaches for heroin injection in Thailand appears to have
been working. HIV infection related to heroin injection has decreased dramatically over the
last few years, and seems to have occurred through a mixture of saturation of public health
messages from the Government and NGOs, and stricter law enforcement (Pers. Comm.,
Thomson, 2006). Thailand has been criticized for not instituting a formal needle exchange
program as part of a harm reduction program: ‘In practice, no syringe exchange program
2
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This certainly happens, however, psychotic effects from ATS are the exception rather than the norm, usually
occurring in hyper‐sensitive people or advanced addicts, those who mix ATS with other substances such as
alcohol and heroin, and especially those who inject ATS on a daily basis (Chouvy and Meissonnier, 2004).
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exists in Thailand with government support, despite significant government expenditure on
other aspects of HIV prevention.’ (Human Rights Watch, 2004: 47). However, given the
dramatic decrease in the incidence of injected HIV infection, some have questioned the need
for such a program, saying that public health messages have been highly effective (though
Peak, 2000 says that most support for HIV/AIDS educational materials excludes the drug‐
user population).
However, many are critical of harm reduction approaches. Lyttleton (2003: 86) says that
drug policies in Thailand and Laos do not adopt a harm reduction orientation. The dominant
mindset views illicit drugs as ‘inherently and unequivocally bad, the cause of manifold
economic and social problems (rather than a symptom), and therefore must be totally
eliminated’. While harm reduction for injected heroin users has been effective, there is a
concern that harm reduction approaches for other drugs have been neglected:
EVERYONE HAS BEEN FOCUSING ON HEROIN USERS AND HIV
IN THEIR HARM REDUCTION EFFORTS – BUT WHAT ABOUT
THE 3‐5 MILLION ATS USERS? WHAT HARM REDUCTION
APPROACHES HAVE BEEN TRIED FOR ATS, OR CRYSTAL
METHAMPHETAMINES? THERE HAVE BEEN SUCH ENORMOUS
PROBLEMS TRYING TO PUSH A HEROIN HARM REDUCTION
PROGRAM. THE GOVERNMENT HAS PROVEN VERY DIFFICULT
TO CONVINCE.’

(Pers. Comm., Thomson, 2006)
On harm reduction efforts in Myanmar, one respondent said: ‘Everything in Myanmar is a
façade. They will set up a harm reduction facility, and then arrest the NGO workers, and
nothing happens. They agree [to do harm reduction] just to keep donor money flowing in’
(Pers. Comm., Thomson, 2006). As evidence he continued, ‘Is there really an agenda of harm
reduction in Myanmar? You need 60% coverage of the entire injecting population to have
any sort of serious impact in a harm reduction sense. There is nowhere near this happening.
I am dubious that there is any going on at all’.
Both Thailand and Myanmar have developed anti‐drug campaigns around important public
figures and celebrities. For example, in Thailand, Princess Ubolratana’s ‘To Be Number One’
campaign, and in Myanmar, a group of celebrities have started a campaign called ‘Stars
Against Drugs’, and a group of eight NGOs have formed ‘The Rainbow Group’, which also
campaigns against taking drugs (Eastern Horizons, 2003).

5.3

TREATMENT

In Thailand, there are three main government approaches used to treating and
rehabilitating drug users: voluntary, convicted and compulsory. First time users of hard
drugs are commonly referred to treatment centers, and ‘the Narcotic Addict Rehabilitation
Act 1991 is aimed at enforcing the compulsory treatment of an alleged offender to recover
from narcotic addiction’ (Reid and Costigan, 2002: 211). This compulsory treatment was
seen on a massive scale during the Thai war on drugs, where tens of thousands of ‘drug
offenders’ were sent to rehabilitation camps in Thailand.
Services for drug users in northern Thailand are uniformly viewed as inadequate, and focus
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almost solely on detoxification. In Chiang Rai Province, for instance, the government has
requested that every hospital initiate treatment and prevention programs for treating drug
users and HIV. However, only two treatment centres have been established in the north,
and of the 15 community hospitals in the Province, only 50% offer various forms of
treatment (Peak, 2000). Of this, one respondent said: ‘In most hospitals, their ability to
dispense methadone is almost zero. Much of the time, staff are not trained properly in
administering methadone – how much, and how to administer it as part of a program’ (Pers.
Comm., Thomson, 2006). Treatment for ATS is usually based on abstinence, assisted by
valium, multi‐vitamins and anti‐depressants (the Northern Drug Treatment Centre gives
this in a 21 day course of treatment, and which often requires payment for service).
Peak continues that the general opinion in rural based hospitals is that drug users can
access treatment in Bangkok, Chiang Mai or Mae Hong Son. He says that health workers
recognize the high failure rates of the available treatment programs and wish to have
community support before embarking on other harm reduction strategies. One respondent
(Pers. Comm., Lyttleton, 2006) said that some religious organizations had set up a small
number of treatment programs in the hills of northern Thailand, but had no more details on
these.
Minority peoples find it particularly hard to access such treatment, as one respondent
related (Pers. Comm., Thomson, 2006):
They [hilltribes] have much less access because they are so remote, and are so
stigmatized in Thailand. [For example] It is very hard to bring someone down to the
northern drug treatment centre. It’s expensive for one thing. I would shudder to
think of the number of drug users in remote villages along the border who have gone
crazy [ie, now in a drug‐induced psychosis].
The unfortunate reality is that there are few options for drug treatment for poor remote
ethnic communities. The remoteness of many of these, combined with poverty and lack of
citizenship, make it extremely difficult for those in need to access treatment that is mostly
located in central lowland areas. The solution, says Thomson (Pers. Comm., 2006), is to
begin mobile treatment centres that can come to these communities.
The general “demonization” of drug addicts in Thailand is another barrier to treating this
group. For example, in discussing a story in a school textbook about a family reformed from
drug and alcohol addiction, Chouvry and Meissonnier (2004:122) comment that, ‘the moral
is explicit: a person is not a victim of drugs but rather a culprit. If he consumes then he has
only himself to blame. This orientation is one of the main obstacles to rehabilitation
programs for drug addicts’. Lyttleton and Cohen’s (2003) study showed how blame and a
lack of ‘social capital’ has led to high relapse rates in ethnic villagers who participated in
opium rehabilitation programs in Thailand.
From the little that has been written about treatment in Shan State (and Myanmar in
general), options for drug addicts are limited. Official statistics quote that there are 40 drug
treatment centres throughout Myanmar (Xinhua News Agency, quoted in SHAN, 2005). Reid
and Costigan (2002: 146) say that 30 have been established since 1997, and break this
down into 6 main treatment centers, 22 subsidiary centers, and 2 comprehensive centers.
SHAN (2005: 39)reports that:
Despite high rates of addiction in Shan State, state‐run treatment centres are virtually non‐
existent. This has led communities to set up their own treatment centres. However, at least
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two treatment centres set up by a ceasefire group were shut down by the military
authorities when they became too successful.
Reid and Costigan (2002: 146) states that: ‘It is clear the current capacity to assist drug users is
totally inadequate’, and that even though the Ministry of Public Health is responsible for
providing rehabilitation and after care for those leaving rehabilitation, there is currently only one
rehabilitation centre in the country offering social and practical skills training. The UN
reportedly has two treatment centers running in Shan State, and another one was closed in
2000 ‘due to an overwhelming number of drug users applying for treatment’ (ibid).
Treatment for addicts is apparently free, although it has been suggested that payment is not
uncommon. Treatment can run from 5-6 weeks (first visit) to several months (second or third
visit), and focuses on detoxification using opium tincture followed by medications such as
diazepam and analgesics. Relapse rates have been estimated to be 60-70%. Lack of qualified
staff and the mixture of methods used may well have driven many addicts underground who, if
caught, will be arrested and put in jail (ibid).
The basis of drug treatment in Myanmar is total abstinence, and substitution therapy has only
recently been considered on a pilot basis (ibid). This is seen to be a major barrier to effective
treatment due to the high rates of relapse.

6.

BEST AND WORST PRACTICES

A primary aim of this research was to establish ‘best practice’ and ‘worst practice’
approaches to dealing with drug problems. Worst practices is a rather impractical term, and
the authors of this report consider that ‘mistakes and lessons learned’ has been covered
throughout preceding sections. Regarding best practices, very little has been uncovered.
During interviews, none of the respondents could identify what they would necessarily
consider to be best practice (a surprising response indeed), and no one thought anything
happening in Myanmar was effective at all.
Scarce literature was found dealing with best practice in anything other than a broad sense.
At the global level, the UNODC has produced a ‘Treatment and Rehabilitation Toolkit’ aimed
at disseminating best practices (www.unodc.org). These include: "Investing in Drug Abuse
Treatment: A Discussion Paper for Policy Makers", "Contemporary Drug Abuse Treatment",
and "Drug Abuse Treatment and Rehabilitation: A Practical Planning and Implementation
Guide". These are good general overview documents, but provide no specific help in
addressing problems in upland villages. Other government and non‐government groups
have also produced numerous reports on best practice in different contexts – though most
of these appear to pertain to addicts in Western countries, and their relevance to the
completely different cultural and socio‐economic context in the Golden Triangle region is
unclear.

6.1

PROJECT APPROACHES

There have been numerous assessments of project‐based approaches to solving drug
problems in the Golden Triangle, detailing numerous lessons learned (see for example,
Rutherford et al, 2005; Renard 2001; Lyttleton and Cohen, 2003). Almost all of these focus
on opium reduction and treatment for opium addiction. No literature was found regarding
project‐based approaches to dealing with ATS.
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Kampe (Pers. Comm., 2006) says that there are no best practices (ie, he thought there has
not being a project that could be described as best practice), just ‘best processes’. Based on
over thirty years of experience working with communities on drug issues, he related his
view of best process for organizations wishing to work at the community level. Firstly, go to
the community and dialogue with them, building up mutual trust and respect through an
exchange of knowledge and ideas. Next, establish common interest on things you would
both like to ‘work on’. Find out the gaps in knowledge and fill these in as a basis for
planning. The outside organization must then be very upfront about exactly what it can, and
cannot, offer. Be clear and honest – if you can only give 2 years funding, don’t indicate that
more might be forthcoming somewhere down the track.

6.2

TREATMENT

6.2.1 AMPHETAMINE‐TYPE STIMULANTS (ATS)
There currently appears to be no effective treatment for ATS. One of the main treatment
approaches in Thailand is ‘boot camps’ run by the Thai army, navy and airforce, whose
objectives are to provide drug users with ‘rehabilitation, discipline, and job skills so that
they would return to society and become good citizens’ (Lirtmunlikaporn, 2004: 21). These
treatment approaches experience an 80‐90% relapse rate (Lirtmunlikaporn, 2004).
Thailand has also adopted a treatment approach called ‘the Matrix model’ – which is a
psycho‐therapeutic model of abstinence developed in Europe to treat crystal
methamphetamine users. The Thai government thought this was a good approach, and
instituted this nationwide without changing either the cultural context (European to Thai),
or the drug context (crystal meth to ya baa). The Research Institute for Health Sciences
carried out an assessment of the Matrix model, and found it to be unsuccessful, due to the
fact it was time‐consuming (involving long psycho‐therapeutic sessions), required specialist
training, and was completely culturally inappropriate (Pers. Comm., Thomson, 2006). A
common trend following treatment, Thomson says, is ‘you get back amongst your social
group of peers, and they get you back into it. I’ve also seen people who have overdosed and
died on valium following treatment’. ‘Ultimately’, he says, ‘most ya baa addicts who stop, do
so without assistance, when they are ready, and with a supportive environment around
them’.
A qualitative study of ATS use in Thai youth (Sattah et al, 2001) found that the most
important thing is to stop young people from initiating use to begin with. The study also
found that having positive attitudes towards the drug and peer influences encouraged use,
and that peer family support was also very important in stopping ATS use.

6.2.2 HEROIN
This research did not find any reference to best practice for heroin addiction. The standard
harm reduction strategy of needle exchange instituted in many other countries does not
take place in Thailand, and methadone treatment is extremely limited. There is evidence
that harm reduction approaches, mainly involving messages of safe injection, have stopped
the incidence of injected HIV transmission (Pers. Comm., Thomson, 2006).
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6.2.3 OPIUM (AND COMMUNITY BASED DRUG ABUSE CONTROL)
Most of the success of community‐based drug abuse control (CB‐DAC), which began in the
Golden Triangle with the Thai German Highland Development Programme in the mid‐1990s,
has been with opium addicts. With a focus on letting communities lead the way, some say
this early work came up with some good results with opium users (Pers. Comm., Kampe,
2006). However, others such as Gerbert and Kesmanee (1997), say that people’s
participation was not taken seriously, as it was ‘founded unconsciously on enforcement and
punishment’ (e.g. expulsion from village after relapse), and addicts were blamed when they
relapsed maintaining ‘their low self‐esteem and low self‐confidence,’ resulting in a relapse
rate of 95 – 100% in many areas.
Lyttleton and Cohen (2003) say that the Norwegian Church Aid (NCA) CB‐DAC project in
northern Laos has had a very high rate of success with rehabilitation of opium addicts
amongst Akha villagers. The NCA approach was guided by principles developed during the
Thai German Highland Development Project. Lyttleton and Cohen (2003: 89‐90) say that the
NCA project was able to learn lessons and address problems effectively, reducing the rates
of relapse from 58%, down to as little as 2%. Important ingredients included: greater
community participation, leadership and ownership of the process; better scheduling of
activities to suit seasonal work requirements; more detailed awareness of how drug abuse
damages the community; detailed strategies to minimize relapses, such as several stages of
counseling and fines; and extended lead‐up times to detoxification, allowing addicts to
develop sufficient commitment to go through detoxification. Of particular importance, say
the authors, was the positive social capital that built up through this process, meaning that
the surrounding community assists the reforming addicts, rather than stigmatizes them.

7.

CONCLUSION

It is clear that the illicit drug landscape in the Golden Triangle has shifted radically since the
days of upland opium production by minority groups, when development agencies, the Thai
Government, researchers and development workers spent many decades and large amounts
of money attempting to understand and solve the illicit drug problem in upland
communities. What is less clear, however, is the nature and extent to which ethnic
minorities in northern Thailand and Myanmar have been affected by these changes (and
related to this ‐ whether ‘ethnic groups’ remains a useful distinction when analyzing drug
problems and communities in the modern day Golden Triangle region). Despite the fact that
ethnic groups are still blamed for a great proportion of the region’s illicit drug problems,
researchers, policy makers and development agencies have done surprisingly little recent
investigation about the impact of illicit drugs on these communities. Most research on the
explosion in methamphetamine use has focused on urban contexts and young people,
mainly in Thailand. Of particular concern is how little is known about the impacts of illicit
drugs on communities in Myanmar, and the almost complete lack of empirical (or even
anecdotal) information on ethnic groups living in remote regions.
This report has sought to establish the root causes about why ethnic minority groups in
northern Thailand and the Shan State of Burma develop problems with illicit drugs. These
causes are both complex and, often, place specific. This research has identified some simple
causal factors, such as poverty, proximity to trafficking routes and lack of education. More
complex factors, brought about through the development process and modernity, include
social and cultural factors, increased movement of migrant labor leading to the spread of
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illicit drug networks, peer influences, and new value systems and consumerism. All of these
factors can be mediated by age and gender considerations. Moreover, illicit drug problems
in ethnic communities evolve within a context of significant structural violence –
particularly from the State, but also society more generally.
This report has found surprisingly little in the way of best practice approaches to addressing
illicit drug problems. While the literature has been good at finding failures, there has been
very little uncovered in the way of successes. Reading between the lines, it is clear that most
approaches to dealing with illicit drugs in the Golden Triangle have failed to understand the
root causes of illicit drug problems in the first place. Dominant approaches have tended to
focus predominantly on the symptoms of illicit drug use, relying on fear mongering and
heavy‐handed suppression/law enforcement in response. Until those who deal with illicit
drug problems grapple with identifying and analyzing these root causes as the basis of their
search for appropriate solutions, the concept of ‘best practice’ in the Golden Triangle region
will perhaps remain elusive.
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APPENDICES TO THE LITERATURE REVIEW:
Literature Review Appendix 1: List of interviews and sample interview questions
Dr Sanong Chinnanon
United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime
27/04/06, UN Building, Bangkok
Dr Ronald Renard
Consultant and expert (currently working with UNODC project in Shan State)
1/5/06, Chiang Mai, Thailand
Ms Wandee Suntivutimetee
Editor, Salween Post
Chiang Mai, Thailand
Mr Ken Kampe
Freelance Expert on Indigenous Issues and drugs in Thailand
Chiang Mai, Thailand
Mr Nick Thomson
Project Consultant (based in Chiang Mai)
Research Institute for Health Sciences, Chiang Mai University
17/5/06, Chiang Mai, Thailand
Mr Pithaya Jinawat
Director, ONCB Region 5
Office of the Narcotics Control Board
26/5/06, Chiang Mai, Thailand
Dr Chris Lyttleton
Senior Lecturer, Department of Anthropology at
Macquarie University, Sydney, Australia
31/5/06, Sydney, Australia
Sample of Core Interview Questions
Much of the literature seems to discuss drug problems in term of ‘addiction’. Do you think
that equating all drug use with addiction has hindered the ways in which governments,
development organizations, and society in general perceive drugs problems?
Do you think that the root causes and complex linkages between production, trafficking,
consumption and related factors, are generally well understood in the Golden Triangle?
What do you see as the main causes of drug problems in upland communities in northern
Thailand/Shan State?
Does drug use correlate proportionately with proximity to production and trafficking
networks, or levels of poverty?
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What role do you think upland minority communities play in the context of illicit drugs in
the Golden Triangle? Are they not involved/involved with illicit drugs: traffickers, mules,
dealers, or addicts? Do you think your view reflects mainstream society?
Do you perceive there to be a correlation between levels, or pace of, development and
seriousness of illicit drug problems in highland communities?
Do you think that drug problems have become better or worse in highland communities
over the past 20 years?
Do you think that drug problems are relatively more serious in upland areas in the Golden
Triangle, or in urban areas in Thailand and Myanmar? Why / why not? What are the
linkages between these two contexts?
How would you rate the success/effectiveness of policies related to drugs in Thailand and
Myanmar (especially Shan State)? In what ways have you seen these policies impact upon
ethnic communities in the Golden Triangle in more recent years?
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LITERATURE REVIEW APPENDIX 2:
Organizations working on illicit drugs in Thailand and Shan State
Compared with the period between the 1970s and 1990s, there are now relatively few
international organizations working in Thailand on illicit drug issues. With development,
and the eradication of opium, many of the larger donors and development agencies have
moved to ‘more problematic’ areas, and in theory the Thai government is now the main
‘player’ in solving drug problems in the country. For instance, NCA and GTZ (in Thailand for
two decades) have now moved most of their activities to Laos. The Australian aid agency,
AusAID is currently running an illicit drug initiative, involving organizing a cadre of drug
and alcohol social workers. Nationally, CARE Thailand is undertaking some activities on
trials of anti‐retroviral drug treatment, and the Research Center for Health Sciences of
Chiang Mai University continues to undertake a variety of research and trials (Pers. Comm.,
Thomson, 2006). In terms of local NGOs, these groups work only on treatment, or
peripherally through their involvement with people’s organizations, dealing mainly with
natural resources management issues (apparently due in part to the dangers of working on
drug issues).
The work of UNODC in Thailand appears to be mainly related to law enforcement and policy.
More generally, UNODC has come in for some fairly strong criticism in recent years, for still
pursuing long standing policies focused on eradication which ‘condones the use of
repressive means and the destruction of drug crops’ (GTZ: 15). A report commissioned by
the UNODC on its alternative development approaches around the world is even more
critical, saying: “In today's circumstances, UNODC projects are almost irrelevant – the skill
resources are not available to initiate truly innovative pilot projects and other agencies are
doing the pilot work under non‐drug agendas (Brown et al, 2005: 58).” They add that, “Few
potential implementation partners and donors are interested in drug control, but UNODC
finds it difficult to build partnerships rooted in sustainable and comprehensive development
approaches such as humanitarian assistance, poverty alleviation, basic human needs, human
rights, conflict prevention, good governance, crime prevention, ethnic minority issues,
environment, and internally displaced persons (ibid).”
On this last point, Kampe (Pers. Comm., 2006) said that a lack of coordination and
cooperation between agencies ‐ such as between UNODC and other organizations – means
that information is not shared, and less is achieved. Different organizations tend to make
similar mistakes, as analysis and dissemination of institutional knowledge is generally quite
weak. An area of opportunity for more effective outcomes, says Kampe, is to pair large
organizations with smaller local NGOs, “which do more effective qualitative work at smaller
scales (ibid).”
The main organization working on illicit drugs in Myanmar is the UNODC, who are
undertaking demand reduction, supply reduction, HIV/injecting drug use and human
trafficking
initiatives.
These
projects
can
be
viewed
at:
http://www.unodc.org/myanmar/en/projects.html. One program that is encouraging
innovative partnerships is the KOWI (Kokong and Wa) Initiative (Brown et al, 2005). KOWI
is a broad partnership been implemented by a range of partners (e.g. JICA, World Food
Program, CARE Burma, World Vision), and whose aim is to provide “emergency and pre‐
emergency interventions to sustain opium reduction and avoid a humanitarian
crisis…including a phased, multi‐sectoral program of activities in Kokang and the Wa
Regions, spread over three cycles of 5 years (www.unodc.org).” UNODC is the coordinating
agency in the Wa region, while JICA is coordinating activities in Kokong.
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ANNEX 2:
CITIZENSHIP AND THE UPLANDS
The picture that emerged from this study is somewhat skewed by the choice of villages. Any
study looking at just a few villages would have the same problem. (While any study with a
large number of villages would lose the depth and detail of a study like this one.) Citizenship
in Thailand is in large part determined by geography: the closer you are to the border, the
more likely it is you’ll have a problem with it. On the other hand, in areas of particular
security concern like northwestern Chiang Rai Province, where our Akha study village is
located, the process of gaining citizenship – or at least of determining residence status with
hilltribe cards ‐‐ was sometimes streamlined for administrative convenience.
Let’s look at two examples. Almost all Karen living in Chiang Mai Province, where our Karen
study village is located, have Thai citizenship. Their villages are far from the border and long
established. Further west in the Salween River Basin, along the 1,000‐plus kilometer stretch
between Burma and the provinces of Mae Hong Son, Tak, and Kanchanaburi, the border is
porous and convulsed with the Burmese civil war and refugee movements. Many Karen
there, even those born in Thailand, are plagued by problems of the stateless. In our study
village in Chiang Mai, citizenship is not an issue.
Another example: The Akha are one of the more recent arrivals in Thailand, with many
arriving in recent decades. Lewis (2003) writes that “there were probably not more than
2,500 Akha living in Thailand by the end of World War II. In 1964, there were about 7,000
and by 1983 about 24,000” (1984). In 2002 the Chiang Mai University Tribal Research
Institute estimated the total number of Thai Akha to be more than 65,000. Thus it appears
clear that much of the Akha population was not born in Thailand. But several years ago the
Internal Security Operation Command (ISOC) announced agencies would grant Thai
nationality to 55,000 highlanders under a security project in Mae Fa Luang and Mae Chan
districts of Chiang Rai. These two districts are the main population centers for Akha in
Thailand. In the Akha study site, according to both local and state figures, 90 to 95 percent of
the villagers have citizenship cards.
But this village is in the lowlands. It is easily accessible from the district center. It is nearby
to a hilltribe center, which has the responsibility for helping villagers with citizenship
problems. And it is a principal target village of the AKHA Foundation, which also works on
citizenship. Absent these favorable conditions, in more remote villages even closer to the
border, it is not uncommon to find the majority of a village’s population stuck without
citizenship.
The Lahu village was markedly different. In the case of the Lahu village, citizenship came up
again and again in discussions with the village research team and other interviewees.
Government figures state that only about 6 percent of the adult population of the village
lacks citizenship, but the villagers argue it is greater than 20 percent. Many of the villagers
have only gotten citizenship in the last five or ten years, so their personal stories are replete
with reference to past troubles with citizenship.
This village is a useful snapshot for examining the extremes between anti‐hilltribe bigots, at
one pole, and hilltribe advocates at the other extreme. It must first be noted that ignorance
of and bigotry against hilltribes is the norm in mainstream Thai society. So the “poles”, such
as they are, are extremely unbalanced. The authors have encountered such bigotry on
countless occasions. The refrain is usually thus: the hilltribes (usually lumped together
under the pejorative for Hmong, or “Miao”) are foreigners who have no rights to citizenship
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or any of the protections and privileges that statehood provides. Of course, from a human
rights perspective it does not matter where someone was born when it comes to protection
against violence and indignity. The civil right to vote is one thing. Human rights to dignity
and freedom from fear and extreme deprivation are different. Borders are irrelevant to
human rights – at least in theory.
The other extreme is different. The usual pro‐hilltribe NGO discourse about citizenship fails
to address a big part of the citizenship puzzle: a significant minority of upland people
illegally immigrated into Thailand and have no right to Thai citizenship. Such a statement in
no way means that these people do not have rights. It just means that in most places in the
world, immigrants do not enjoy an easy path to full citizenship. This is also true in Thailand.
Asking the Thai government to offer citizenship wholesale to all the victims of oppression by
the Burmese dictators and the ethnic warlords is obviously out of the question. As long as
Burma continues with its half‐century of madness, Thailand is going to have a big problem
with immigration.
The impasse between opposing points of view is an unbridgeable chasm. On one hand, many
imply that all hilltribes are illegal aliens, while on the other hand people imply that they are
all wrongly denied Thai citizenship. This impasse obscures the question of the human rights
of migrants. The safety and welfare of stateless people is an area where this divide can
potentially be bridged.
In the Lahu study village, it is clear that the majority of people were born in Burma. It is to
the Thai state’s credit, including a corrupt system that offers some flexibility to those who
can afford it, that so many have gained citizenship. It is the judgment of the authors that
most of the villagers we met, with cards or without, would be glad to have the opportunity
to be law‐abiding productive citizens who work for the betterment of society. Their socio‐
economic reality, however, denies them this opportunity. Citizenship is part of this, but only
one part. Because the stateless are usually the worst off in economic and social terms, we
will begin with them.
The litany of ills suffered by the stateless is well known to the student of northern Thailand.
Let’s take a look at Onima, featured in section 8.2.2.1. She can’t legally leave the district to
work. Her district is poor, with no industry or tourism. There is already competition with
illegal laborers, so wages are pitifully low, as little as 80 baht a day (USD2). Enforcement is
arbitrary – or at least so it seems to those out of the power loop – so she never knows if it is
worth risking the roadblocks to the city. Sometimes she is lucky. Sometimes she is not. Other
villagers recounted stories of being arrested and sent back to Burma. While no villager
offered any accounts of physical abuse or rape, roadblocks and police stations are no
strangers to these sorts of rights violations.
If Onima is sick or beaten by a man, she has to think hard whether to seek treatment or
redress from the police. The state health care scheme (“30 baht for any illness”) might be
rife with problems, but they don’t matter to her. Without a card, she has to pay out of
pocket. Going to the police with a problem could be like jumping from the frying pan into the
fire.
There are some problems suffered by the stateless that are common to their neighbors with
citizenship, though more severe. For instance, some advocates emphasize that without
citizenship, one cannot legally own land. But in all three villages involved in this project, no
one had legal title to their land! Without a card, one cannot own a motor vehicle. The vast
majority in the three villages couldn’t afford to, anyway. (And in Thailand, there are many
ways to get around the lack of legal documents to property.) Without citizenship, one cannot
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obtain a high school certificate. This is a serious problem, certainly, but a more serious
problem is that the vast majority of uplanders do not finish high school anyway, card or no
card.
It is the authors’ judgment that this Lahu village is quite representative of the norm for Thai
Lahu, whereas the Akha village is quite extraordinary, making comparisons difficult. That
being said, it is useful to look at an Akha village with strong leadership, strong cultural
preservation activities and stories of success. The usual stories of decline and victimization
can be demoralizing. Sometimes we need hopeful stories.
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ANNEX 3:
ANALYSIS OF THE GRASSROOTS METHODOLOGY
EXPLANATION OF THIS ANNEX

This is an annex to the methodology discussion in 3.2. We hope that by dissecting the
grassroots research process, not only will important findings emerge about the content of
the research project, but we can also discuss the lessons learned about research approaches.
The majority of the people who were closely involved in this project – the village teams, the
university researchers, the indigenous NGO facilitators, the translators – said they saw value
in grassroots research and want to do it again. The authors found the work very difficult, but
we also hope to continue in this kind of work. To that end, we take the risk of revealing our
weaknesses and failings, in the hope that the feedback we receive will help us do a better job
next time.
For readers experienced with donor reports and research papers, this section will seem too
personal – complete with plenty of names and personal pronouns. But this project became
personal for many of us. We spent a lot of time in the villages or discussing the project
together. Things happened that really helped us understand the problems, the dangers, and
the struggle of life in the uplands. One of our researchers was beaten up by her husband for
working with us. Another disappeared for weeks because of family conflicts. Two girls in
one of the youth groups went to work in a massage parlor in the middle of the project.
Another telephoned researcher Non to tell him she was in his home province, Lamphun,
picking longan fruit for a few weeks. We helped plant rice with the Karen. Ate sweet corn
with the Lahu. Drank whiskey with the Akha. Encounters like this transformed the “research
project” into something else for us.
This section is organized like this: we will compare our initial expectations with the
activities and events that actually transpired. (That is, we copied and pasted sections from
the research plan developed in January 2006 and then in autumn 2006 detailed what
actually transpired.) The idea is to be open about what we feel are both strong and weak
points about our research approach. (The text from the original plan is in “quotes” and the
paragraphs indented. The analysis is not.)
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Towards a Holistic Understanding about Drugs:
A Grassroots Research Project
Grassroots Research Training and Action Plan
Draft v. 1
February 10, 2006
Diakonia Golden Triangle Programme
and the Unit for Social and Environmental Research
(USER), Chiang Mai University
Table 2. Project phases (from plan)
Phase

Date (in 2006)

Place

Preparation

Jan‐Feb.

office and field

10+

Scope and Methods

Mar. 9‐18

mobile, Chiang Rai to
Chiang Mai

20+

Data gathering

March‐June

Field

55+

Analysis

Late June

Bo Kaeo, Chiang Mai

20+

Reporting

Late July

USER office, Chiang Mai

20+

(1)

Participant
number (1)

including USER staff and observers

Section 1.4. Innovations
Community members as principal researchers
“According to the principles of grassroots research (a type of participatory action
research) that USER is trying to develop and promote, community members are
themselves the principal investigators of the project. USER staff will contribute data and
analysis from our interaction with the partners and communities, but our central role is
to facilitate the process. (This includes responsibilities for the final written and video
products.)”
From the beginning, the community members were not “principal investigators.” The
authors were. We did develop a positive and productive dialogue with the village teams, but
the driving force in the project were our visits to communities. During these periods, we
interviewed the members of the village teams, or worked together with them interviewing
other villagers or officials (e.g. a hospital doctor, the head of the hilltribe center, a school
principal, etc.) The idea was that a lot of this interviewing, after the initial training period,
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would be conducted by the local teams on their own. Not much of that seemed to actually
happen.
There’s a good reason for that. After the phase 2 training workshops, when Jeff was in China
in April and May, and before Tu and Non3 joined the team, a dangerous gap opened in the
project. Things basically ground to a halt. This gap was caused by a combination of Jeff’s
limitations in delegation and the USER teams’ limitations in initiative. For whatever reasons,
the USER team did not visit the field during Jeff’s absence, with the exception of the Karen
village scope‐and‐methods workshop in May. In June, two of the five USER staff working on
the project left the organization. There was also confusion over the use of funds between the
USER team and office management, which delayed field visits. The long absence of the USER
team during this period, and inadequate telephone communications among USER, the
partners and the communities4 (difficult in the best of times) led the villagers to suspect that
the project had derailed. Without our attention, the data‐gathering plan basically collapsed.
In May Jeff returned from China. Money matters were cleared up with the office, and Tu and
Non joined the team in June. The project reemerged with vigor.
Some lessons: Communications are critically important, and that means physical presence
in the field. Grassroots research in the northern Thai uplands cannot be served by
technology – at least not with the infrastructure that currently exists. You need people on
the ground, working closely with the villagers. They have seen too many outsiders come
with big ideas and grand plans and then just disappear. When we didn’t show up for a while,
they assumed we were the same.
Another problem that Jeff encountered was lack of authority with the USER staff. The
Diakonia project was just one of many tasks that they were required to perform, and with no
extra money. When deadlines were set for written reports and they passed with no result,
Jeff had no recourse other than to scold or plead. Nor did he have any mechanisms for
incentive other than “thank yous” and cold beer (paid for out of his own pocket). When
USER management agreed to allow hiring part‐time staff from outside the organization, this
problem was solved. Recruiting autonomy meant that the pool of potential staff went from
a handful at USER to hundreds throughout the region. Tu and Non were recruited and
surpassed even the high expectations with which they were hired. They were compensated
adequately, offered bonuses if they saw the project through to completion, and given clear
instructions and deadlines. If they failed to perform, they could be replaced. Now that the
project is wrapping up, they can return to their neglected studies. It is a safe guess, however,
that if they were offered more of such work in the future, they would accept it.5
“(Grassroots research) is a concept sometimes difficult to communicate to potential
partners and allies in grassroots development. It is often assumed locally that the
grassroots researchers (GRRs) must be the possessors or repositories of data
3

Alongkorn Jantian and Siraseth Nethngam
The Karen village has no phone system and no cellular signal. The Lahu village has a public phone, but the
“reception” system (e.g. leaving messages) left much to be desired.
5The readers might have concerns about out‐sourcing, a phenomenon in the United States with negative
repercussions for job security and wages. This is a real concern, but should be balanced by the fact that Tu and
Non’s wages were very competitive for graduate students, that they were learning and practicing new skills,
and that the work was relevant to their studies. Jeff feels there are enough institutions and NGOs already in
existence in northern Thailand and has no desire to create any more. A flexible network system can better
employ the energy of existing organizations and people without creating more bureaucracy. Anyway, like his
assistants, Jeff doesn’t have a full‐time salaried job and he doesn’t want one.
4
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themselves. This is not the case. The grassroots researchers’ own knowledge and
experience will be important to the project, of course, but their role is to be
researchers – to act as conduits and interpreters between sources of information
and the audience. The participants of the project – the 12 core grassroots
researchers – do not need to come to the workshop as experts in problems about
drugs. Certainly, some of the participants will be recovering drug addicts. All have
likely been touched in some way by drugs. But they do not need to be community
experts. Indeed, this would be undesirable, as “experts” do not necessarily make the
best investigators.”
It was not until very late in the project that this concept was really grasped by the village
participants. Many never grasped it. Some of the participants, especially in the Lahu
community, were forever under the impression that this project was a form of welfare
program, distributing wages for labor and with the promises of even more money to come.
(This included per‐visit fees to use one of the leaders’ washrooms as well as a rental fee for
the use of the church.) We emphasized early and repeatedly that this was not a welfare
program, that the money distributed was for lost time but not the main point of the project,
but it never really seemed to sink in. (The dynamic between the Lahu village, the partner
staff, and USER, was always confused and confusing, though quite amiable.)
This is a good time to discuss money. Talking about money is not easy, and that was true in
this project. Money is a chief source of conflict everywhere, no less so in upland villages. The
USER staff involved with the project were very loathe to bring up the subject with the
villagers, even when Jeff exhorted them to do so. In the Thai NGO universe, the orthodoxy is
that money corrupts. Community participation in progressive development (read: non‐
state) should largely be volunteer (read: no pay), with usually some money available for
food and travel. There is good reason for this thinking. Government payment of wages for
labor in development projects has often (usually?) been channeled through patronage
systems, thus reinforcing social hierarchy and domination. And it was corrupt, with plenty
of skimming and mis‐directing of funds. Furthermore, big‐spending international
organizations can spoil villagers, paying for dances and “traditional” ceremonies. The
swelling expectations of villagers for wages make it impossible for small domestic NGOs to
compete.
On the other hand, USER researchers were not working for free. We felt it would be wrong
for us to ask the villagers to work for free. And to ask poor people to sacrifice labor is just
not practical. The people in these communities worked hard, either growing food or selling
their labor in order to buy food. A day spent working for free with us could mean a day
without food tomorrow. Asking them to do so would be neither moral nor sustainable. A
community facing the bulldozers of a dam builder or the chainsaws of a logging concession
might be properly motivated to engage in grassroots research for free, if it is going to mean
a stay of execution and some publicity. Our communities were facing trouble, but nothing so
tangible or imminent.
So we deemed it necessary to at least compensate people at local wage levels, and maybe a
bit better to encourage goodwill and effort. But once you make that decision, a whole range
of tricky questions arise. Are the participants there to help their communities – the whole
rationale for the project – or for the money? Are they part of the local ruling clique, or is
money distributed equally? In the Lahu village, the villagers told us that they were chosen to
participate because the offer of 100 baht per day was too low to tempt the village headman
and his clique. If the money had been better, they would have taken all the spots.
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The question of how much money to pay the local participants was confounded by the
question of how much time they would be spending on the project. From the beginning, the
idea was that …
“the grassroots researchers will not be working full time. In the sense of formal
research, this will not even be a part‐time job. The success of this phase will be
determined by the ability of the participants and mentors (USER and partner
organization staff) to integrate research into daily life. The goal of this project is not
to create a cadre of professional grassroots researchers. The ultimate goal is
community self‐sufficiency in problem analysis and action. Research should be a big
part of that.
The “workplace” of a grassroots researcher is wherever she finds herself. In the field,
in the home, at school, in the office – wherever she finds herself communicating with
people, or even just observing what they’re doing. These natural, everyday activities
become the research process. The difference is, the grassroots researcher has a
particular line of inquiry, she has tools like interview guides and surveys, and she is
writing down the information. So when a farmer/researcher is taking a break with
friends in the heat of the day, or waiting for a ride to the fields in the morning, or
relaxing after a hard day of work at a neighbor’s house, she will turn the
conversation toward the topic of her research, and she will take notes. (In the case of
those who cannot write, teamwork comes into play and they will collaborate with
the core grassroots researcher in their team.)”
The meetings in the village were sometimes rather surreal situations, especially, again, in
the Lahu village. The question on nearly everyone’s mind was, “how much money do we get
out of this?” but USER took the longest time to clarify the question. We had 5,000 baht per
group, per village. There were usually four people in each group. With three groups in each
village (youth, women, policy), that was 15,000 baht, or USD375, for each study village. With
wages for a hard day in the fields as little as 100 baht (USD2.50), this figure was not
insignificant. But what should it be spent on? In the first place, the money was only for the
phase 3 data gathering in the field. There were other funds for the meetings in Chiang Mai,
and there had been compensation for the phase 2 training.
So the money was for data gathering. It could be spent on petrol for trips to the district
office, and for refreshments for “focus groups”. We discouraged the idea of paying
informants for their interviews, but finally gave in if the local researcher insisted. But a few
tanks of gas and bottles of Fanta were only going to use up so much money. The question
undoubtedly on many people’s minds was, “How should we divvy up this money?” If people
were doing interviews for an hour per day some days, not at all other days, and some people
in the group were contributing more than others, how should the money be divided?6
Finally we agreed on a number of interview subjects per group, agreed on a deadline, and let
them decide how to manage the money.7
Some lessons: The use of money in grassroots research should be carefully considered,
clearly explained and transparent. In this project, all the participants – international, Thai,
upland – made money in the medium‐to‐low end of the wage range prevailing in the labor
markets in which they compete. These facts should be honestly discussed. Otherwise, the
rumor mill runs at full steam. In this project, the problem was complicated by the sensitive
6
7

It gets pretty depressing dividing 100 baht into eight hour days (=30 cents an hour!!).
A detailed investigation of how money was distributed would be fascinating but pointless. The stories that
filtered in ranged from benign to ugly.
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subject of drugs and by the fact that no one had ever heard of anything like grassroots
research. It was completely alien to them, insufficiently explained, and some people
naturally fixated on the issue of money. A follow‐up phase in the same communities – or in a
different place, but working together with the same people – would go much more
smoothly.
We recommend this approach for working with potential grassroots researchers in the
future: 1) identify the issues of the greatest importance in the minds of local people; 2) hire
“consultants” who speak the language of the locals and who have experience with grassroots
research (or at least grassroots NGO work); 3) have these people spend considerable time in
the community explaining the idea of grassroots research and how it might help the
communities to help themselves. This should be done in a natural setting – not in the big
meeting room! 4) have these consultants help identify community members with interest
and potential to do grassroots research8; 5) hold a challenging and competitive training
workshop, for which the trainees are modestly compensated; 6) collaboration with the
project should be contingent upon passing the training (not upon being the village head’s
niece); 7) contract the successful trainees for a specified period of time, with clearly detailed
objectives, and pay at least twice the prevailing wage; 8) offer them bonuses for seeing the
project through to completion; 9) provide them with recognition through the participating
university, including certificates, memorabilia like T‐shirts, etc.; and 10) offer the most
outstanding grassroots researchers opportunities like training‐of‐trainers. In general, pay
well for excellence.
“In general, three working groups will be organized for this project: policy, women
and youth. The specific research questions for each working group will be drawn
from the scope and methods workshop in March. The policy and youth groups can
be made up of women and men both. This approach seeks to find a culturally
appropriate, comfortable and empowering means of ensuring the participation and
voice of women and youth.”
The initial idea was to segregate the men so they did not dominate the proceedings. That
proved to be a good idea. In the Lahu village, it saved the entire project. Without the women,
we would have learned very little about that community. The girls in the youth groups, for
their part, were indispensable. As everywhere in the world, men know precious little about
the struggles of their daughters. This is especially true when most of the girls have migrated
to the cities.
The majority of the participants in this project were women. Besides the women’s groups,
the youth groups were mostly women. The policy groups were all male. While this
segregation might seem to be quite contrived, we found it necessary and productive. In
many societies – certainly not just in these upland societies – women do not feel
comfortable speaking openly in front of men, certainly not with strangers present. And
certainly not about things like drugs, booze and violence. The segregation into these groups,
alternated with sessions involving all groups together, served the project well. The main
exception was the Akha women’s group, which is discussed in section 6.5.
Cross‐cutting participation model
“The participation model employed in this project will be multi‐functional. It will a)
allow for diversity of voice; b) ensure data quality; c) build relationships and
8
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understanding amongst diverse groups; and d) be interesting and fun for everyone
involved.”
The first two objectives in the paragraph above were met. The second two … that is less
clear. As discussed above, there was considerable diversity of voice in this project. When
outsiders visit minority communities, they usually communicate only with the male leaders,
or maybe chosen representatives of the women and girls. When Thai officials come to talk
about drugs, they do not usually ask recovering drug addicts what they think about the
matter. The illiterate, the stateless, the non‐Thai speakers – their voices are rarely heard
beyond the edge of the village. One of the strengths of this project is that such voices are
heard in the case studies in this report.
When those voices are muffled, of course, big parts of the story are not heard. The diversity
of the participation in this study means that information could be cross‐checked with many
different sources. This made the business excessively confusing, just as real life is confusing.
For instance, if you ask when heroin began to be a problem and why, you’ll get as many
different answers as you have sources. Keep asking, and patterns emerge. The need for
persistence, frequent visits, open‐ended questions, multiple sources and good translation all
become clearer and clearer as you proceed. 9
As far as building relationships and “understanding amongst diverse groups”, disharmony
and conflict could just as readily be the result. In the Karen community, the villagers
generally said that our presence was good for encouraging community discussions. The
women said that they rarely come together as a group anymore, and they were glad to do so
at the behest of this project. The men in the Akha policy group are old childhood friends
who do not often have the time to gather anymore. Some of their compatriots said they were
moved to see the men together again. On the other hand, there was a lot of tension between
the men and women in the Lahu village. The women and girls were insistent about openly
discussing problems of drugs and alcohol. The men were not. When we expressed our
disquiet that our presence might be leading to conflict, the women generally laughed us off,
saying that the conflict had long been there. Still, it made us pretty uneasy.
As far as fun, we certainly enjoyed ourselves, and we think most of the participants did as
well.
Diversity of voice
“There is great opportunity in this project for diverse voices to make themselves
heard. This will be a methodological challenge, especially given the cultural and
language diversity, but a challenge well worth facing. It is expected that through this
network of grassroots researchers, a constellation of sources will feed into this
project. The policy group will connect with state officials, university academics,
developers and politicians. This group will also be able to learn from recovering
addicts and reformed dealers from their communities. The women group can
connect with all the above as well (especially women officials, feminist academics,
etc.) but will have a special mission of tapping into indigenous knowledge, especially
knowledge that cannot be accessed with Thai language or formal academic research
methods. The youth group can communicate with juvenile prisoners (e.g. by letter
writing), gang members and others with a perspective about drugs that is usually
ignored.”
9

As you participate in grassroots research, the formal researcher with his clipboard and survey and three‐
villages‐in‐one‐day schedule takes on an absurd aspect in your mind.
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Yes, all very good in theory. In practice, little of this happened unless the USER team was on
the ground. During the two working group meetings in Chiang Mai, we did bring the
villagers together with some very knowledgeable people working on uplands issues. And
during some of the field visits, we accompanied the grassroots researchers to interview
officials or other sources outside the village. In our absence, not much of this happened.
There was insufficient training, direction and role modeling. And people were busy earning
a subsistence living. Sometimes the officials hesitated to give information to mere villagers.
In a couple of cases, we obtained data from sources that the villagers could have gotten
themselves very easily, but did not. Convincing youth to contact prison inmates or gang
members could work, but only in certain cases and with much persistence. In truth, meeting
these worthy but ambitious objectives would have taken a lot more personal coaching. We
would have needed to probably quadruple the time we spent in the field. With the capacity
built in this project, it could be done if given the opportunity.
Iterative and sequenced workshop
“The research process will be sequenced carefully, repeatedly practicing methods
and exploring ways to integrate them into the daily lives of the grassroots
researchers. These methods will lead to data building which will lead to analysis
which will lead to more data gathering and improvement which will lead to
reporting. Past failures of dispensing complicated knowledge in a classroom setting
and then denigrating local people as stubborn or foolish when they naturally fail to
grasp it will not be repeated in this project.”
Again, nice idea. Unfortunately, some of these “past failures” were repeated, though we don’t
believe there was any denigrating going on. If anything, we denigrated ourselves for our
own failings. The data building did lead to analysis and back to more data gathering and so
on, but that was so because we visited the field so many times. The iteration was probably
maddening for the villagers, but it was ultimately very useful. The history of drugs – and all
the other issues we were looking at – is very complex. It is not a waste of time to ask a
question many times and to many different people.
In the end, we scrapped the idea of segregating the analysis and reporting phases. We
instead began writing for analysis. We worked to get our understanding of things down on
paper, discussed them with the villagers, and then revised them as necessary. We
encouraged the researchers to write articles and reflections for us themselves – in Thai, in
Karen, in Lahu, whatever – but we never received anything. Again, this would take a great
deal more time in mentoring than we had to give. In the end, the three authors sat down for
two weeks and wrote continuously, in English and in Thai – and with breaks to argue and
pull hair out of our own heads – before returning to the villagers and other sources with the
draft to verify information.
Field‐based, hands‐on workshops
“The first and second workshops will be held in villages. The entirety of phase 3
(data collection) will be held in the field. This will give the participants a chance to
practice research methods and discuss the pertinent issues in a real‐life setting.
Immediately after methods are introduced, modeled, practiced and critiqued, the
participants will employ them in the village, for instance interviewing farmers,
youth, local leaders, state officials, etc. Inevitably, problems and questions will
emerge. These can then be addressed in the workshop, BEFORE the participants
return to their homes and begin collecting data. The opportunity to directly access
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communities in the workshop setting will also help to ground and refine the
research questions the participants develop.”
The phase 2 workshops in each of the three villages were not a complete disaster, but they
essentially recreated the classroom in the village. We held the workshops in “centers” like
the village church. We talked far too much about doing research and did far too little of it.
There was a bit of a frantic effort to explain the project, to introduce the Diakonia priority
issues and to agree on a data‐gathering plan – all in three days! That was a mistake. With
better preparation10 in the field, better sequencing of knowledge exchange and immediate
and frequent post‐workshop visits, the system would have worked far better. Later in the
project, we adapted better by stressing oral histories as the principal data collection method
and case studies as the way to analyze and present information. That is, the researchers had
their interview guides, but they didn’t begin by asking the questions on their list. They just
had the subject tell them their stories, and saw that the questions were addressed, through
gentle guiding when necessary. This way, unexpected but useful information was free to
emerge.
“Researchers need to be able to read and write, correct? Wrong. In this project, the
core group must be able to write Thai or an ethnic language because they will be the
ones recording the data collected. The people they recruit as assistants in their local
teams, on the other hand, are not required to be either literate or able to speak Thai.
(See part 2.3.3.2 below.) Many if not most older Akha, Lahu and Karen men and
women are unable to write Thai or any other language. The easy way is to exclude
them from the project, but this would come at the expense of a vast body of
knowledge, experience and information. The teamwork inherent in this research
process makes possible the inclusion of such people as participants, not just objects
of research or mute observers.”
There never really was a “core group” as envisioned in the project plan. Instead, some of the
villagers were more committed and active than others. Many of the most active participants
were illiterate. This was not a serious obstacle. (Indeed, those with good Thai writing were
no more active than those who could not read the language.) Some of the groups used their
working budget to hire other villagers who could write Thai. Others worked together with
their family members or friends. While the concept was difficult to communicate at first, the
idea that team‐work could circumvent the problem of literacy eventually sank in. What was
a more difficult nut to crack was the idea that an interviewer should diligently write down –
in any language – the subjects’ answers. This lesson is not reserved for “grassroots”
researchers, as any teacher of college students understands.
That point leads to the matter of documentation, which was another strong point of this
project. We took pains to hire documenters at each stage of the project. During the
workshops, during the group meetings in Chiang Mai, during the evaluations, during our
own meetings, we usually had someone sitting with a computer and writing down
everything that everyone said. When the villagers attended the Chiang Mai meetings, we had
Impect staff working with each group from each village, entering the data from their field
notes into the computer. The result is a huge amount of information that was available for
analysis, and is still available for further study or project evaluation.
There is much more to discuss about the methodology of this project, but this will have to
do. The authors welcome any questions or requests for clarification.

10

See the recommended approach for working with potential grassroots researchers above.
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F IG . 1 P R O J E C T O V E R V IE W

PHASE

1. P R E P A R A T IO N

O B J E C T IV E

T o P repare th e
gra ssroo ts
research proje ct
plan

OUTCOME

U nderstan ding
and agreem ent
b etw een parties

D E L IV E R A B L E
(re s p o n s ib le
p a rty )

P roject plan
(U S E R )

W orking group
research pla ns
(group s)

2. S C O P E A N D
M ETHO DS
(traveling
w orkshop )

T o determ ine m ain
research
questions , practice
m e thods and
prod uce partner
research pla ns

P articipant
co nfidence and
e agerne ss to
a ttem p t
grassroots
research

Individual
research pla ns
(participants)

W orkshop
report (U S E R )

3. D A T A
G A T H E R IN G
(field w ork)

T o gathe r data and
practice research
m ethods

P articipant
co nfidence and
capacity to
conduct
grassroots
research ; body
of d ata

P hase report
(U S E R )

Individual field
reports

4 . A N A LY S IS
W ORKSHOP

5 . R E P O R T IN G
W ORKSHOP

T o a nalyze field
d ata and m ake
strategy to
im prove th e data

T o organize , w rite
an d edit research
reports

Increased
capacity to
analyze
inform ation and
m a ke
conclusions

Increased
capacity to
produ ce
research
reports; data fo r
local
d evelopm e nt
pla ns

W orkshop
report
(U S E R )

Individual d ata im provem ent
plans

P artner
re search reports
(participants)

S ynth esis
re port, te xt
(U S E R )

S ynth esis
report, vide o
(U S E R )
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